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1 (At 9:35 a.m. the proceedings were begun.)
{)

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The hearing is called to order.

( 3 We had some matters left over from last evening to

4 act on this morning. First is that we agreed with Decade to

5 study its motion to compel answers to its interrogatories and

6 to consider whether in light of the information contained in

7 those -- in that motion we would reconsider a decision

8 announced late last night to exclude a contention relating to

9 reactor imbrittlement.

10 We studied the filing carefully and failed to

11 discover in the document any reason to believe that there is

( 12 a weakness in the sleeved tubes which somehow would cause a

13 problem related to imbrittlement. Consequently, we will not

14 reconsider that decision. That is not to deny that the

f question of imbrittlement is an important one for reactor15

16 safety, but it is to deny that it appropriately appears as

17 part of this proceeding. It does appear as part of an

18 important high level investigation by the Nuclear Regulatory

19 Commission which is ongoing and which is ongoing on an

20 expedited basis.

21 The second issue to consider this morning concernsg)
! \~J

22 the admission -- possible admission of a contention that

23 Decade wishes to present concerning difficulties of drilling

O
24 out explosive plugs prior to sleeving. We 've considered the

;

25 .ssibility that we should allow this contention to be

i

PEPPEY REPORTING CO. / 273-7309
_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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(]) 1 presented despite its lateness, but we find that there is no

2 excuse that can be accepted for lateness in this instance.

() 3 This was a question which was raised by the Board in its

4 questions to Licensee, and it would have been open to Decade

5 certainly at the time of its showing of cause and possibly as

6 late as the 48-hour rule to raise this contention and thereby

7 put Licensee and Staff on notice of the possible need to

8 present evidence in response to a contention framed by Decade.

9 ,0n the other hand, we indicated prior to convening

10 this morning in an off-the-record comment to Staf f that we

11 would ask on the record whether as part of the SER the Staff

12 has studied the question of de-plugging which has been a

13 concern to the Board, and we await Mr. Treby's answer

14 concerning what portions of the SER deal with questions of

15 de-plugging prior to sleeving.

16 MR. TREBY: The subject of de-plugging is mentioned

17 in the SER although, admittedly, not very extensively. One

18 reference with regard to de-plugging is contained in Section
|

|
I 19 2.3 of the SER where in the fourth line of that section the

20 Staff has indicated that the test mock-ups for the lower

~ 21 joint including tubesteet mock-ups f rom which the effects of

l 22 removing both mechanical and explosive type plugs have been

23 simulated.

24 The de-plugging is also noted in Section 4 of the

25 SER in which a lot of considerations are discussed and where

i
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(]} l it is noted that the Licensee has estimated that 3.4 person

2 rems per tube -- explosive person rems, might result from

() 3 de-plugging the tubes.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby, I await your comment on

5 the question of whether the Board should satisfy itself as a

6 sua sponte matter concerning the one aspect of this project

7 which appears to be different from San Onofre, and that is

8 de-plugging prior to sleeving.1

9 It seem. to me that we cou'1d be remiss if we didn't

10 call Staff witnesses to talk to us about their conclusions

11 concerning the safety of de-plugging. Mentioning de-plugging

12 in the SER seems to me to be inadequate assurance to us, and

13 while Applicant also might be asked to provide witnesses' on

14 this question, we will also ask Applicant about whether or

15 not to raise this as a sua sponte matter. It does sees to us

16 that it is an important issue that we should know about

17 before we conclude this proceeding.

18 MR. TREBY: The test for the Board to raise sua

19 sponte issues is mentioned iri 10 CFR 2.760 (a), and the test

20 is whether in the Board 's view the issue raises a serious

j p 21 safety or environmental concern. If the Board can make such
I (_/

22 a finding, my understanding is that it may raise an issue sua

23 sponte.,

|

24 If you're inquiring of me whether the Staff

25 believes this is a serious safety or environmental concern, I

|
t mm _ _ ______ __.
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() 1 guess my response is that while it is a matter that the Staff

2 looks at, it is not something that we helieve raises a

(]) 3 serious safety concern. De-plugging has been done in the

4 past if ---

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: De-plugging followed by sleeving?

6 MR. TREBY: Not followed by sleev.'ng but just

7 de-plugging. The process of de-plugging has occurred in the

8 past. The technical specifications speak to requirements

9 with plugging, and should the de-plugging not be done

10 correctly the remedy would be to re-plug the tube so that it

11 would n'.et the specifications.

12 For these reasons the Staff has no serious concerns

13 about de-plugging. That concludes my remark.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would it be a violation of the

15 rules if we were to ask for witnesses from whom we could

16 conclude whether or not to raise this as a sua sponte issue?

17 MR. TREBY: As I understand the Board's question,

18 the Board is inquiring whether prior to making its

19 determination as to whether this is a serious safety or

20 environmental matter, it believes that it would be helpful in

21 reaching that determination to inquire briefly of some Staff

22 witnesses. I don't believe that would be a violation of the

23 regulations.

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, would you like to

25 comment, please?

-
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("N 1 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. Could I have a moment, please?
s_)

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Certainly.

r^s
( ) 3 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, we've consulted with
v

4 the Westinghouse people on that, and they've confirmed what's

5 always been our understanding, that the removal of plugs has

6 never been a problen and has never been one that gave us any

7 serious safety concerns.

8 There have been many, many test runs in the

9 laboratory of removing plugs, and I think part of that may

10 have been covered in the answer to the question that we gave

11 you yesterday. In the field every time a plug is removed it

12 is examined both visually and through fiberscopes and taking-

v

13 pictures which are compared with the original to make sure

14 that the interior of the tube is satisfactory.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill ---

16 MR. CHURCHILL: We don't consider it a serious
,

!

! 17 issue. If you were to ask me whether the Board should

18 consider this as a serious issue to raise sua sponte, it is

19 our opinion that it is not a serious issue that would warrant

20 sua sponte review.

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What about the subsequent question

22 about whether we might talk with some Staff witnesses tn

23 assure ourselves it's not a serious issue?
O,

\ v
24 MR. CHURCHILL: I think that was very creative, sir,

25 and it's difficult for me to argue against that.

i
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(]) 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I would state that part of our

2 problem is that the response that Applicant gave us to our

() 3 question on de-plugging may have been complete, but*

4 unfortunately it didn't organization the material as well as

'

5 we had hoped, which made it very dif ficult for us to examine

6 the matrix. We had hoped to see and figure out exactly what

7 was shown and what was not shown in the laboratory test.

8 MR. CHURCHILL: We realized you wanted charts and

9 you wanted a matrix like that. We just were unable to come

10 up with that because that data was not organized. .Those data

11 were not organized like that. Futhermore, they were

12 contained in about two and a half years worth of records and

13 files which had to be pulled together. While plugging had

14 been looked at, it had never been considered such a serious

15 concern that there was one concentrated program just on

16 plugging where it would all be together.;

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That 's de-plugging.

18 MR, CHURCHILL: Yes, sir, de-plugging.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We have one other matter left over

20 from last night before we call Staf f witnesses.

'N 21 I'm sorry. Does Decade wish to comment on whether
| ~)

22 we should take this up as a sua sponte matter?

23 MR. ANDERSON: We wouldn't want to be in a position
,

24 of telling the Board what it should do, but ---
-

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We] > , you are. I've asked you to

|

L -R0- , . . _ _ . _ _
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(~~) 1 tell us what to do.
V

2 MR. ANDERS? )N : But our opinion is that especially

(~) 3 when you re, aw the Applicant's supplemental response to
v

4 Board questions on de-plugging tubes, that the amount of

5 research that's been done has' been focused on the removal of

6 mechanical plugs, and it appears from a reading of that

7 document that the amount on explosive plugs is far less.

8 And I appreciate Mr. Treby's concern about showing

9 an excessive amount of zeal that might be unbecoming, but I

10 think this issue, taking an explosive plug out, is of major

11 importance. I don't know what will turn up, but, just to he

12 illustrative, if you look at Table 2 of the Applicant's-

v
13 supplemental response they' re talking about the reamer size

14 being -- this is not proprietary, is it?

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill?

| 16 MR. CHURCHILL: No. It is not.
|

|

17 MR. ANDERSON: The reamer size being .808, I assume

18 they mean inches. If I recall the -- that would be somewhat

19 smaller than the internal -- inside diameter of the tube,
|

20 which may mean, for example, that some of the weld will be

21 left on the face of the tube on the inside surface which may9
22 come loose if you're going to be attaching a sleeve to it,

_ 23 which would be a different situation than just re-plugaing it
( s,)
x

24 up after you've done the tests of de-plugging.

25 There are questions: that are outstanding that have

-l%IM
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j () 1 not been answered that I can discern f rom a very quick

2 reading overnight in the short hours allowed, and to noc go

() 3 further on that issue seems to me that it would not be a

4 question of excessive zeal. It would be a question of

5 dereliction.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'm not sure I understood

7 everything you just said, but you will be helpful to .us, I

8 hope, in questioning the Staff witness on this question.

9 The other matter that was left over concerned

10 argument on the relevance of the enforcement decision

11 concerning allegations of improper activities in the

-

} 12 installation of sleeving in San Onofre.

13 Mr. Anderson, would you address that point?

14 MR. ANDF" jON : Certainly. You asked us to make

15 reference to the letter dated September 14, 1981, from the

16 Region 5 of fice of the Commission to the Southern California

17 Edison Company.

18 I think I want to preface my response by

19 reite rating that we don't object to the time this was !

,

20 submitted by the Licensee but we do object to the procedure

~

21 of the moving target problem and we do object to having to

22 respond prior to any ability to verify what underlays this,

23 not its authenticity but the surrounding events. But with)
24 that --- -

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Before you complete your argument

m L astst-stsvan .. . - .
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r 1 I would like to ask Mr. Churchill if he knows whether Judge(3/
2 Kelly is going to issue any decision concerning that document.

("N 3 That document was regaested by Judge Kelly, and I\)
4 presume that he may want to take some action on it, but I

5 can't tell. Do you know the status of that document?

6 MR. CHURCHILL: No, I don't, any more than I told

7 you yesterday. I seem to recall that in talking to either a

8 Staff lawyer or either one of the men that 'repared this from

9 the Region 5 office in Walnut Creek, Cailfornia, that this

10 was the end of it or they expected it to be the end of it.

11 You will recalA that this came up in the context of

- 12 a limited appearance statement for Units 2 and 3. It was not
\j

13 really part of the issue for Units 2 and 3. Was it the

14 operating license or construction report? Operating.

15 But in any event, tube sleeving would bear no

16 relevance to that particular sleeving. He did ask for an

17 investigation into it, though, and presumably when he gets

18 this report I would suspect that would be the end of it.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay. Please continue, Mr.

20 Anderson. I thought it might be helpful for us to know if

21 there was to be further decision.9
22 MR. ANDERSON: It was. With those objections let

23 me make these comments. When you look at the cover page of

G
24 the investigation, which is the third page following the

25 transmittal page, there is a statement that Mr. Churchill

PEPPEY RE@@RTHN@ _C@n / 273-730@ ;
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(]) 1 made, reference to which sifs no items of noncompliance or

2 deviations were identified.

(]) 3 I believe that was used as the import of your no-

4 never-mind, and I think when you compare that conclusit.n with

5 the body of the investigation that follows you're into the

6 exact same problem that occurred with the Rasmussen repor' ,t

7 WASH-1400 and its executive summary as compared to the body

8 which independent reviews concluded it was simply not a

9 proper summary of the matter that was detailed in the full
i

10 report.

11 And what I mean by that is, just to be illustrative,

12 is one of the allegations made was the question of drugs and

13 alcohol being taken by the workers on the way to work and at

14 work, and on page 10 of the investigation the investigator

15 concludes although it was substantiated that alcohol / narcotics

16 usage did occur at the mesa, that 's the takeoff point for the

17 repair work, Licensee personnel stated that workers on site

18 doing steam generator work could not have been under the

l 19 influence of alcohol / narcotics, and it goes on to say they
I
' 20 didn't appear inebriated when they walked through the gate

( (~s 21 althou ~.. it was substantiated they were taking alcohol hafore

! v
22 they walked through the gate. And it concludes that the

,

! 23 allegatio although substantiated has minimal safety
(])'

24 significance.

25 Another example which I'm going to ---

a
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{]], 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You're saying there 's no further

2 explanation of why that is true other than the confidence the

('JN 3 Examiner has that when people are putting on their clothes,

4 that the people observing them will notice that they're not

5 drunk or intoxicated?

6 ME. ANDERSON : Even more than that. I think the

7 kind of conclusioit that they draw, even if valid, speaks to

8 the merits of the case here and not to the issue on the table

9 now, whether there are problems of maintaining quality

10 control because of supervisory or other kinds of problems of

11 the people. Even if they were able to sober up between the

em 12 time they suited up and the time they walked throuch the door,
[v]

13 the fact that they're taking alcohol or marijuana before they

14 walk through that doo.: I think is sufficient by itself,

15 whether or not they sobered up, to warrant further

16 investigation in this proceeding; though if you were asking

17 me, and although I say it's irrelevant, even if I think that

18 the fact of the guy saying "I can tell whether a guy is on

19 marijuana when he walks through the gate" I think is suspect,

20 but that's not relevant here.

21 Similarly an allegation was made they were all

22 street people that were used, and the conclusion is this

23 allegation was not substantiated. This is on page 14,

24 Licensee personnel interviewed stated that the jumpers

25 represented a cross-section of society and included teachers,

I
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(]) 1 students and other unemployed trade people, in addition to

2 what they refer to as street people.

() 3 Well, if only a quarter or a half are street people

4 as opposed to all of them are street people, I think that may

5 spea'- to what the final output may be, but it doesn't speak

6 to the fact of whether an investigation is required. I think

7 that all c." this document in its entirety not only does not

8 support Mr. Churchill's representation, it compels the exact

9 opposite conclusion.

10 I think the fact there was substantial reworking

11 required as stated in this investigation on a substantial

12 portion of those sleeves may be for a variety of causes, but

13 one of the clear causes is when you h ve marijuana, alcohol,

14 and street people, all those things mixed together, there is

15 problems going on. All the niceties of this careful plan on

16 paper doesn't relate and doesn't mitigate the problems that

17 are created when the human material you're working with has

18 problems that have been demonstrated here.

19 And the critical element is the American Nuclear

20 Services, ANS, which was the contractor at San Onofre, is indisput,

21 here to be the same contractor here. And for those reasons

22 we think the contention compels further investigation without

23 prejudgment as to what the final result of that investigationgg
V

24 will show.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill.

. __ __ SFirsdG51_r0J2r&61Fi6ERff5LfcdBd _dl.3ML%52W&f1_ __ . __ _ _ . - -
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{} 1 MR. CHURCHILL: Yoar Honor, yesterday as- I recall

2 Mr. Anderson accused me of making elitist statements. I

() 3 think the record can now speak for itself with respect to the

4 statements Mr. Anderson is making which I find incredibly

5 offensive and totally irrelevant to this proceeding.

6 I suggest, sir, that we do not take Mr. Anderson's

7 comments out of context, that if anybody wishes to read the

8 entire document, it's here. What he says is not true, but

5 more importantly there is nothing, absolutely nothing in this

10 iocument or anywhere else that suggests that the people that

11 sconsin Electric and Westinghouse are hiring and will hire

,r- 12 tc do this work smoke marijuana, would be allowed to smoke
V}

13 marifuana, would come to the job intoxicated or will be

14 untrained.

15 Now, the allegation is they will be untrained.

16 Information on the reco rd in response to the interrogatory is

17 that they will be very well trained. ANS is involved in both

18 cases, but we explained yesterday that first of all ANS does

!

| 19 nothing more in this case than first recruit the people, who
i

20 ire later subjected to Westinghouse's approval. Westinghouse

'
21 trains them. Westinghouse supervises them. But even beyond

~j
22 that, sir, if you read the document you will find that in

|
| 23 general while there may have been some basis for some of the

24 allegations made, there was a very complete investigation

25 made and it was determined that the allegations were not

|
., er&IW
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(]) 1 serious and that the work was adequately done, and the work

2 was adequately done without the need for allegation's to brJe

() 3 been made and an investigation to have been made.

4 Due to their own inspection processes any wort

5 which was not substantial, by the way, as Mr.. Anderson

6 suggests, that may have been done incorrectly, and we have to

7 expect that in any kind of a project, including the

8 construction of bridges and nuclear plants or whatever, the

9 work was done adequately or quality control caught it or the

10 hundred percent inspection caught it. There is no grounds

11 for assuming that the channel head workers who will be .doing

12 the work at the Point Beach plant will s untrained.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, we understand that

14 they will be trained. We've read carefully the training

15 program and full scale mock-ups, fif ty hours a week. These

16 workers, however, due partly to NRC regulations and the

17 problems of radiation, are casual workers in a sense that

18 they have no long-term interest in their employment. And

19 under these circumstances I'd like your comment on what we

20 know about the adequacy of the quality control that would be
i

21 employed at the site to be su re that s tan pick up errors

22 that might come from lack of motivation se improper

23 performance of work.~)
| ud

24 MR. CHURCHILL: Well, there are extensive quality

25 control measures, but ---

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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l CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The question is what do we know of[]}
2 on our record.

(} 3 MR. CHURCHILL: I think -- well, I can tell you

4 that all of the work is 100 percent inspected both dtiring the

5 work and after it's completed. 100 percent inspected. Every

6 joint is inspected. Between the preparation of the tube and

7 the actual insertion of the tube there are --- |

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I still need to know where this is

9 in our record, because the standard that we estrblished was

10 that the admission of contentions would depend on whether

11 there was basis 'considering the entire record at this time.

12 MR. CHURCHILL: Ve ry well ..O
13 We have in the answers '.o our interrogatories -- to

14 the Decade 's interrogatories ---

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The date of that?

16 MR. CHURCHILL: This is October 27.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You have extensive information

18 there, I know, about the qualifications of the different

19 people on the site. My problem is I still don't know the

20 quality control tasks that would be done on the site.

21 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, in addition to showing(s
22 the extensive organization, which is far more than the

23 channel head workers which appear on page 11, there are also,

24 as you will notice, as many as six quality assurance

25 personnel involved, and if you look on page 13 -- on page 11
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({) 1 it gives the qualifications of the six people, and they are

2 indeed highly qualified.

() 3 The quality assurance procedures that are in

4 effect by Westinghouse and by Wisconsin Electric for all-work.,

5 done at the plant in accordance with the Company's and

6 Westinghouse's quality assurance program which has been

7 pre-approved and constantly inspected by the NRC will, of

8 course, be invoked. Now, I, don't see that we actually said

9 that, but I think that can be taken as given.

10 We also ---

~

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, I understand that

12 you generally use acceptable quality assurance measures.

13 Specifically related to this question, though, I wonder if

14 systematic attention has been given to the variety of

15 possible errors that could be made and what quality assurance

16 program would pick up those problems.

17 MR. CHURCHILL: Well, yes, sir. Let me refer you

18 to -- I'm not sure this is in direct answer to your question,

19 but if I refer you to Question 7 of our response to the

20 second round of Licensing Board questions, this was dated --

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Hold it a second.

22 MR. CHURCHILL: -- October 16, on_page A.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Please continue.

24 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. Question 7 asks: "what

25 quality control measures, if any, will be used to assure
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{"} l accurate measurement of data collection during the

2 demonstration program?" Our response, which begins on page 5,

(} 3 says that site activities involving installation, the

4 examination and testing are controlled in accordance with the

5 quality assurance requirements of the Commission's regulation,

6 also that the Westinghouse Nuclear Service Division quality

7 assurance plan applies to this work.

8 The next paragraph goes on to say that " Sleeving
;

9 process controls and quality controls are imposed as integral
4

10 steps in field service procedures. Process parameters are

11 measured using calibrated devices and calibrated secondary

12 working standards. Qualified personnel record remotely,

13 displayed data" ---
j '

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: It's record.

15 MR. CHURCHILL: " Qualified personnel record

16 remotely displayed data, compare these values to acceptance

17 criteria, and determine the acceptability of the measurement.

18 Channel head workers are trained in physical insertion of

19 measurement devices into the tubesheet locations and perform

20 actual measurements and are directed by qualified quality>

21 control personnel from the control station. These controls

22 permit proper insertion of measurement devices and accurate

' 23 measurements."

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Could you tell me the physical

25 method by which - they are directed from the control station?

_ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . . __
@A
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(]) 1 The channel head workers are inside the head. What is the

2 method by which they are directed?

() 3 MR. CHURCHILL: It's verbal f rom the platform. The

4 man standing right underneath the channel head -- the opening,

5 the access opening would be above the man standing there.

6 One climbs up into the channel head from below.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And - the person who is supervising

8 can see what's going on or is he depending on verbal

9 communication?

10 MR. CHURCHILL: He's watching the entire process on

11 closed circuit TV.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: When you say the entire process,

13 he can see what's actually happening at the point of

14 insertion of the sleeves?

15 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. Also there are remote

16 measurements attached to some of the -- measurements that are

17 taken are read remotely. The channel head workers are not

18 expected to make any independent judgments as to whether the

19 work has been adequately done. They simply do it in the

20 manner that it's trained -- that they are trained to do it.

21 And the inspections and measurement adequacies are made by

22 the trained Westinghouse personnel.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: If we thought that it was

24 necessary to satisfy ourselves that there's no basis to

25 believe that there was direct observation of these people,
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(~) I would we have to do that by interpreting the word " directed"
tj

2 on page 5 of that answer or is there an additional way in the

('h 3 reco rd that we could reach that conclusion?
x_/

4 MR. CHURCHILL: How do you mean directed? I'm

5 sorry.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You used the word " directed" in

7 your answer. It says that "They are directed by qualified

8 quality control personnel." You've just explained that the

9 word " directed" means that there are closed circuit TV's from

10 which those personnel monitor it on a real time basis.

11 MR. CHURCHILL: The channel head workers do wear

12 ear phones. The quality control ---gS
V

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'm trying to ask you how I can /

14 find this on the record as it stands now.

15 MR. CHURCHILL: I don't think that that is actually

16 on the record, although there is somethine else on the record

17 I should probably direct your attention tc.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What is that?

19 MR. CHURCHILL: In your first round of qu es t i o ns ---

20 MR. ANDERSON: Date, please, Mr. Churchill.

21 MR. CHURCHILL: Starting with Question 4 ---

22 MR. ANDERSON: Mr. Churchill, excuse me. What's

23 the date of that?
[D

'

24 MR. CHURCHILL: October 9.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Yes.

R
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() 1 MR. CHURCHILL: You asked with how much force is

2 the sleeve driven into the tube, and in the course of that

() 3 action -- in that -- in the course of that answer we noted

4 that the sleeve insertion is done manually, the maximum force

5 with manual insertion is limited to the capability of the

6 channel head worker, and during the demonstration program all

7 tubes selected for sleeving will be gauged prior to sleeving

8 to insure that sleeves of the selected diameter can be
1

9 readily inserted. So, there is in fact a preliminary check

10 of each tube.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And this in fact means that the

12 procedure apparently used in San Onofre, according to the

13 enforcement report, of sometimes using a mechanical driving

:
14 device to put the tube in would never be used during the

15 demonstration?

16 MR. CHURCHILL: That's correct.

l
| 17 Question 5 and 6 are also informative. In our

18 response to Question 5, the question was -- you asked if it

19 was possible for the .nternal dimension of the sleeve to be

20 too large and, if so, .nat could be done to remedy the

21 situation. And "The tooling used to form the lower sleeve

22 joint is designed and calibrated to provide the desired

23 sleeve expansion, and the maximum capabilities of the tooling-

24 are limited such that it is unlikely that the unacceptable

25 expansion would result even if the tooling is out of

l .
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(~); 1 calibration. However, if unacceptable expansion is found the
w

2 sleeving tube would be plugged."
,.

( } 3 This question, as I recall now, was one that we

4 carefully worded in this first round of answers to avoid the

5 use of proprietary information. In your second round of

6 questions when you wanted more elaboration on it, I think we

7 used proprietary information to explain the na tu re of that

8 tool that was used to enlarge the opening and why the tool

9 itself simply would not make the opening any larger than it

10 should be.

11 Question 6, "Will all the joints be measured during

12 the demonstration?"g-)
V

13 "During the demonstration program all the sleeved

14 joints will be inspected and measured as described in Sections

15 461 and 462 of the sleeving report using techniques described

16 in Section 7. The sampling plan for a larger scale" -- I'm

17 sorry. That one is not relevant to the demonstration program.

18 In ou r October 26, 1981, letter to the Staff, the

19 entire letter -- the entire contents of which is proprietary --

20 this is what we call the four-page letter. There were two
|

21 October 26 letters. I think it's safe to say that the part

22 that I'm referring to here on page 4 can be related here, and

_ 23 that simply says, " Quality assurance and quality control

)
24 procedures will be used during the sleeving demonstration

25 program in accordance with the Westinghouse Electric
i

aresmummesuanL m-1mrn
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Q 1 Corporation Nuclear Service Division OA plan. This plan is

2 described in W9245."

O 3 1 eatax i= u erv the ea er to the aue tio# i-

4 that very stringent quality control and qualizy assurance

'

5 procedures are implemented in accordence with Westinghouse's

6 plan and Wisconsin Electric's plan, all of ohich are in

7 accordance with NRC requirements. These are NRC approved

8 plans, that the OC people will actually be supervising and

9 directing the work.

10 This is unusual compared to nost construction work,

11 you have inspections later, but these QC people are right

12 there on the job. Every tube and every joint is inspected

13 during and after the work, and the work of the channel head

14 workers is monitored during the course of their work by

15 remote TV. They do wear ear phones when they're in there so

16 that instructions can be given to them if necessary and

17 communication can be made.

| 18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Have you concluded, Mr. Churchill?
!

| 19 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, except to say that I think
|

20 based on that I'm sure that there is more than adequate

21 information on the reco rd to rebut the unfounded allegation

22 of Mr. Anderson.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Before I ask Staff to comment and

24 with the assurance that we will give you the final rebuttal

|
25 also, Mr. Anderson, I'd like you to comment on what Mr.

-
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({} l' Churchill has just said in the following light, and tl ,t is

2 assuming we were to believe and accept that there is a

() 3 somewhat greater risk of improper work by channel head

4 workers based on what you have shown us, could you explain to

5 us why we should be concerned that these sleeves would return

6 to service in an unsafe manner after the inspection

7 procedures that are in our record have been employed'

8 MR. ANDERSON: Certainly. I think that that does

9 bear a response. The inspection procedures have to be

10 defined as to what they are as opposed to saying there are

11 these. inspection procedures. One of those inspection

12 procedures is the eddy current test. This has been
)

13 previously stated in the safety evaluation report that there

14 is a substantial dimunition of sensitivity of the

15 effectiveness of the eddy current test at the point of the

16 upper joint.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Let me ask the question slightly

18 differently.

19 Can you imagine some kind of improper work done by

20 the workers which would cause a defect -- some substantial

21 likelihood of causing a defect that would go undetected given

22 the measuring that would be done of the diameters, eddy

23 current testing, pressure leak -- the pressure test that

24 would be done? What kind of poor work are we concerned about

25 creating a safety hazard?
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(~) 1 MR. ANDERSON: One of the things that comes to mind
.,

2 immediately, without being limiting by saying this, is the

() 3 adequacy of the bond between the upper joint of the sleeve

4 and the tube. I think it's a very sensitive operation that's

5 being done by casual people, and I think that's a place I

6 would focus on. And you're asking me'not at this point to go

7 on as to what inspections will catch that. Is that right?

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No. I'm saying what would be left

9 when they go back into service. Now, the re is a proprietary

10 test that is being performed on that upper bond. I happen to

11 know what that test is. Is that test on the upper bond
,

12 inadequate?

13 MR. ANDERSON : Could you give me a reference to
4

14 that?

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, we discussed it

i 16 yesterday, which is the reason that I remember the test

{
j 17 myself.

18 MR. CHURCH;ou: I think the test you're taking

19 about is discussed in Section 7.1, although it seems to me

20 you referred to a different page. Maybe it was more of a

21 summary page. But 7.1 is where this is dealt with.

22 Yes, your reference yesterday was to page 7.8.
:

| 23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The same test is also discussed on

24 7.1 or is it not?
l
i

25 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes.

i

. . , . , . . @NSS9555L S
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Q 1 MR. ANDERSON: Well, there appea rs f rom wha t I
~

2 understand to be two tests, one proprietary test and I.thi'nk

3 what's been ' discussed although it's bracketed here in tNe

4 public record is the eddy current test.

5 With respect to the allegedly p{eprietary test,
6 just looking at page 7.1 and 7.2 of the Westinghouse sleeving .'

r,'
7 report briefly, i t 's more technic' l than I can respond to in fa

-
. ,

8 any way on a competent basis at.,t'his time without advicc .. -

9 As to the second test, the eddy current test, I
i ', :, . , ,

10 could respond brie' fly, and that would be that th e' -- ' ''

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, what I'm asking is I
\
\

12 want to have some ahypothe~tical work problem that will ' result

13 in something that's undetected. Now, if there are two tests
i

14 to be used and one is adequate, then I don't think you've
1 '

,

15 provided a basis for believing that that particular ?(
,, i e

16 shoddiness of work will c'ause a safety problem. I'm giving '

|
~

/
| 17 you free range to speculate |on what kind of work d'efect would
,

,.

18 go undetected by the inspection procedures that App #11 cant ha's

19 provided.
, .

,

' , . -

20 Now, this is, I think, somewhat fair because

21 Applicant has had no opportunity to know what y u ,mightO !
22 speculate about right now, and I would allow',you! to speculate'

!
. . . ,,,

23 about anything that might not be detected by t'he procedures
O

24 that Applicant has, and if you can shos me one thing, it

I25 seems to me we're likely to find that there is a'b' asis for

<'
-_ - --
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() 1 your , contention.
~

2 We have to at least speculate about something'

() 3 that's going to be done by these workers as a result of their

4- alleged lack of trustworthy performance that would not be
&

5 detected by the quality assurance program, because that also

'

6 is part of the record and we want to know that it's a real

7 safety problem, not just something that is going to happen at

8 the site that will have no safety consequences.

9 MR. ANDERSON: To the extent one concludes that the
-

timb is preperly being given to evaluate the proprietary one10

la wh'ich is on page 7.1 and 7.2, we could not be responsive. We

6 i 12
.

,

do not, of course, share that conclusion. And I can't
:. .

13 respond -- I'm not . going to put ourselves in the position of

14 making wild speculation which we have not had time to

15 co'nsider with people who are more knowledgeable about'

,

'

16 something which is very technical.
,

-

'

17 So, I simply, I guess, although I appreciate your
,- . ,

18 offer, am not going to allow ourselves to be put in that

19 po'sture. I would refer, if you want me to, to the eddy

2

, 20 current test. As to whether that first allegedly proprietary
' /

21 test is satisfactory I couldn't speak to at all.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You can hypothesize on anything
*

-

>.

rg, 23' else. You talked about the upper bond. Is there any other
V ,

24 defect that you speculate might be detected by the channel
i

25 head workers that will not be detected by the quality

,e --

1
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1 assurance program? And you're asking me to assume that the
[}

2 first tests for the purpose of responding is adequate to

(} 3 assure the upper bond.

4 I'm saying if we are to find there's a basis for

5 believing that it's not adequate, we have to have some reason

6 or authority for believing that it's not adequate. Your

7 burden on having a contention is that it has to be related to

8 safety, and it seems to me it's not enough to say that the

9 workers might do something wrong if the procedures are in

10 there to detect it.

11 MR. ANDERSON: Well, one thing I would say is that

12 the past track record I think is reflected in the attachments

O
13 to the Licensee's motion request, which is the old SER's that

14 were filed in the past years, indicates, I believe, that the

15 Company in its past quality control, for example, on several

16 occasions plugged the wrong tube and didn't plug the right

17 tube, and it was not caught until a later leak developed and

18 they went down and found out about the mistake in the past.

19 So if the ---

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Does Licensee know the incident to

21 which Intervenor is referring?7sU 22 MR. CHURCHILL: No.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We'll need a citation to the LER.

O
24 Do you have it?

25 MR, ANDERSON: I'll have to go looking, but that

FJF4PJ0FM RF@0iMPRNG _C 273-7308 . _ _
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() I wouldn't be a half second look.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We may need a recess for that.

(
i _j 3 Please maxe a note that we want to know whrt LER you ' re

4 referring to if you're trying to use it as a basis for this

5 contention.

6 Let me interrupt for a second. Were you able to

7 find the citation that you were ref e rring to yesterday which

8 we said that you might give us by 10:00 o' clock and that

3 Applicant might have to respond to?

10 MR. ANDERSON: In the short time available with all

11 the material to look at I found a related citation which is

~

12 in the FSAR figure 14.1.9-9 which only speaks to the concept

13 of various transients resulting in spikes in the pressure,

14 but it's not -- that graph which I did locate very late last

15 night admittedly is not one that 's directly on point of the

16 transient that would occur here. The answer is I have not

17 been able to respond in a full sense in the time available.

18 If it's ---
\

! 19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So, we have no citation right now
|

20 to the fact that the spike would exceed the test that 's being

(~} 21 performed?
\J

22 MR. ANDERSON: That's correct, sir.

(3 23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And I take it Applicant also was
\_/

24 unable to find any citation that would indicate that a
|

| 25 pressere spike might exceed the pressure that would be used

L ._ trwm_mrer.wrmserusvaa -
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1 in the tests?

2 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. We certainly were unable

3 to find that, and we've had a lot of discussion about that

4 and a lot of looking.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'm prepared to rule that that is

6 the last opportunity that you have on that particular point.

7 Now, are there other points that you'd like to

8 speculate about concerning defects that would be undetected

9 as a result of worker ma1 performance before we take a break

10 so that you can search for the Licensee event report that

11 you've just mentioned?

12 MR. ANDERSON: I think the lower -- the problem of

13 worker control would be paramount to not just the upper bond
'

14 but it also would be a problem, though not quite as severe,

15 in the lower bond. Both bonds of whatever proprietary

16 process has to be made in both locations. And it may be

17 especially severe becsuse the new element brought in is that

18 the tube in the present steam generator is rolled at the

19 bottom of the tubesheet for an extent of about two and a half

20 to three inches.

21 If we put a tube in, a tube -- a sleeve in, as I

22 understand i t, the space between the tube and the sleeve

23 would extend down to the very bottom, beyond the present two

24 and a half i n ch --

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: If they're rolled, what space is

'
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(]) 1 there?

2 MR. ANDERSON: There's two spaces. Let's call the

(} 3 first space is the crevice, and that crevice is between the

4 original tube and the tubesheet wall. The second space is

5 the annulus, and that's between the sleeve and the tube.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, after the rolling -- you ' re

7 saying if it's done wrong there may be a space left because

8 the rolling will not cause a bond?

9 MR. ANDERSON: There will be a rolling expansion at

10 the bottom, but I'm not clear in my mind at this point

11 whether that rolling of the sleeve will be further down than

12 the rolling of the original tube such that the ---0/
13 MR. CHURCHILL: Excuse me, Your Honor. I think we

14 may be getting into proprietary information.

15 CllAIRMAN BLOCH: Are we getting into proprietary

! 16 information?

17 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Our apologies. We have tried not

I
19 to. If we're going to continue this discussion, we will have'

20 to close the session.

21 Do you wish to pursue this issue in closed session?73
U

22 MR. ANDERSON: We ' re not willing to pursue safety

23 issues as opposed to process issues which we believe are

24 proprietary in closed session, Your Honor.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: In which case you must still find

.. ___ EMpf0F#2_ NS6fd5PRTM e6L / 2T h T W5Me
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1 a{) basis for your contention that you can discuss with us and

2 show us is real. If you're unwilling to discuss it because

(} 3 you think that the privacy issue is more important than the

4 safety issue, then you cannot pursue it with us, and you

5 cannot show that there's a safety issue.

6 That's one thing that troubles me. You really are

7 saying that the privacy issues involved here, that the

8 public's right to know is more important than the safety of

9 the plant, aren't you?

10 MR. ANDERSON: No. We're saying there has been a

11 conclusions drawn by independent bodies about the mind set of

12 the Commission and that the actions of the Commission have

O.
13 been less than favorable, and we think that 's led to many

14 members of the public who are serious about their well-being

15 to view the need to have those issues adjudicated amongst the

16 people that are affected become more important if they are to

17 have their interest protected than to pursue them narrowly

18 and exclusively in a Commission forum.

19 And I think the Commission has made i ts choice, but

20 it has to recognize the implications of that choice on its

21 own credibility and on the weight of the public who is7-

D
22 seriously concerned and responsibly concerned and feels it

23 has to proceed if you ' re going to stop accidents like that.

O
24 which occurred at Three Mile Island.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would it be helpful to your

. . _ . _. _ __._ PE@@@T_@@@@@VEN@ QL_f 273-73@@
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1 position if we attempted, if there is time, to resolve the

2 issue before the tubes go back into service?a

3 MR. ANDERSON: Do you mean in an open session? I'm

4 not sure what you're saying, Your Honor.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: To resolve your motion concernina

6 confidentiality in an open session.

7 MR. ANDERSON: That's what we were urging yesterday.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That might not be in open session.

9 MR. ANDERSON: We've been urging that the motion

10 for confidentiality precede the order to -- the decision on>

11 whether to grant the interim motion. That was our position

12 yesterday, and we certainly support it as well today. And we

13 would understand the need to have that issue of proprietary

14 information adjudicated ---

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I said before the order of whether

16 or not to allow them to go back into service, I said it might

17 occur before the actual event of going back into service,

18 which could you clarify for me the date of that?

19 MR. CHURCHILL: Well, the date of going back -- the

20 reactor actually starting up again is early December.

21 However, that's far too late to go back in and unplug the

22 tubes. We have to know that by November llth because that is

23 when the steam generators are closed up and the re-flooding

24 takes place and the vessel is filled and so on. We couldn't

25 then go and drain everything again.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _PEPP EY REPORTING CO..__ / 27.3 _7309 _ __
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1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So, in fact our record already
[}

2 reflects the Board has undertaken to decide this issue of

(} 3 confidentiality before the actual date that things go back

4 into service so the public would know before these tubes go

5 back into service.

6 MR. ANDERSON: I don't perceive from what he says

7 that it's at a time when anything can change.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, there certainly is a

9 possibility if there were a strong public outcry and a change
1

1 10 in the decision of the Commission that the tubes could be

11 plugged.

12 MR. ANDERSON: I don't think it's fair to theO
13 public to have that weighed against the costs of protracted

14 outage that would result from the argument they would make.

15 They were saying ---

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That is your position, but I just

17 wanted you to know the timing that 's been offered to Decade

18 means before the ultimate action was taken by Wisconsin

19 Electric there would be a decision on your motion concerning

20 whether or not this information is proprietary.

21 MR. ANDERSON: I appreciate that, but we do believe

O
22 that the weighing that would occur against us at that point

23 in time would be inappropriate.

O
24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Proceeding with the ground rules

25 you set for yourself, please continue to think about other

.
. ... PFMPF@7 f4F@@FMm c@m / 27S-72@P
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, ,

(]) 1 possible .v.E"-' accidents that might cause safety problems --
'

2 MR. ANDERSON: Okay.
,

,

() 3 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: -- and would not be detected . .

4 MR. ANDERSON: And am I ---

! 5 MR. TREBY: Judge Bloch, I wonder if I might just,
i

6 comment on what I perceive to be somewhat of a lack of logic

7 in Decade's concerns here with regard to whether they were to4

8 participate in proprietary sessions or not.
.

9 It a sems to me that the important thing ror the
,

- 10 members of the public and to give the members of the public

il assurance that their concerns are being carefully weiahed and,

j 12 considered by the Commission is to have participation by
; . '

| 13 intervenor groups or members of the public who have some sort
i

: 14 of concerns. The fact that that participation is witnessed

15 by some members of the public does not seem to me to give

16 that participation any more or less weight than it would have

17 being weighed by the Board. And, as a matter of fact, the <

i

. 18 logic that it must not be proprietary sessions, especially

19 this morning, seems to me to be somewhat lacking.
i

!

20 In just making a casual observation of the room,,

'

21 I'm not sure there even are members of the public here and

22 that if we closed the session this morning and required

23 people not of the -- related to the Licensee or the Staf f,

24 that the likelihood that anyone would leave is slight.
:

25 Now, I have not polled the audience to see that,
.

-n -.w~<m-na-n w-.,em--- n, e-e- "'' ' ^ ~ ' ' ' ~
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1 but my point is that irrelevant to what I've just commented{)
2 on, it seems to me that what is important to give the public

(} 3 confidence in the Commission's procedures 's that members of

4 the public who are admitted as parties have a fair opportunity
~

5 to participate in proceedings and not necessarily that their

6 participation is witnessed by other members of the public.

7 MR. ANDERSON: I think Mr. ---

8 MS. FALK: Mr. Treby, you're missing the point of

9 public disclosure. It's not for the handful that are sitting

10 here. It's fo- the multitude that live near that plant, and

11 it's our ability to translate to them what this Board has

12 decided on safety. And while we have stated several times
:h3, .

13 over and over for the reco rd that our concern with trade

14 secret does not go to numbers, it does go to the conclusions

15 that are drawn from those numbers, and the trade secret order

16 we are under now applies to both.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I understand that Mr. Treby's

18 comments are not a full answe' to Decade's concerns.

19 Now, could we proceed to try to speculate. That's

20 really all we want is some speculation as to some problem

21 that would not be detected by the inspection procedures.

22 MR. ANDERSON: Whether the first inspection

23 procedure would detect it or not we' re not speaking to except

O
24 to the fact that we would say we would tend to d~1bt that you

25 can have adequate assurance of perfect saf ety that every tube

|

___ PEPPEY REPORTING con / 273-730A
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1 that 's supposed to be inspected and measured will actually be

2 done because of the past records that I have to look up I

3 assume at the next break.

4 The other point is not as to whether that problem

5 of undetection in the upper weld -' well, the upper bond,

6 whatever it would be, and also the lower bond where a failure

7 could occur in either end of the points at which the sleeve

8 is connected to the tube to prevent a leakage. Especially in

9 view of the fact that t h e --

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We can't discuss the lower bond

11 because you ' re unwilling to participate in the discussion of

<~s 12 whether or not there could be a problem there. So, I have to

13 rule that unless you go into closed session, anything about

14 the lower bond cannot be considered.

15 MR. ANDERSON: I understand. And the additional

16 problem I want to point out in terms of the whole thing is I

17 think there's a general consensus that the inspectability of

18 the original tube that is sleeved is not very good, and so

19 that you will be very -- you'd be essentially ignorant as to

20 whether there is already a hole or a through-wall def ect in

21 the original tube; that makes the double layer of protection

22 become much more less satisfying.

23 And with that I think I'm answering the question,

24 and I'll -- in the intervening period while they're

25 responding furthe r I'll look in the documents.

PEPPEY REPORTHNG d@n / 273-7308
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1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Please.{y
2 Mr. Churchill, I noticed that you put your4

(} 3 microphone on.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. I realize that you

5 realize that yea are asking me to go to words that are in the

6 records and we're /cing that, and I also realize that you

7 realize that you are asking him and giving him the
'

8 opportunity to surmise and conjecture and speculate. I,

9 object terribly to this, but since I realize that you realize

10 it ---4

;

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The reason I think that's fair,

12 I'd like to make it clear on the record, is because it is

.O
13 difficult to anticipate what problems might be created by a

14 worker, ar.d, therefore, allowing Decade to specuir,te seems to
,

15 me to be appropriate for this particular notio., that you're
,

16 going to pick up whatever problems will occur as a result of

17 the quality assurance program.

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Very well .
i

19 But all I've heard are things like "I would tend to

20 doubt whether they could do it well," but I've heard no

21 reasons. And the last thing I heard as sort of a last ditch

O
22 effort was, well, the inspectability of the original tube is

23 degraded and we're not going to be able to tell that. <

0
24 I've just got to remind this assemblage that we

25 inspect the original tube before the sleeve goes in. That

i
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1 inspuation is not degraded. Once the sleeve goes in, we know{)
2 what the condition of the original tube is. We have a record,

(]} 3 which I'm sure I can find, that says that any significant

4 degradation of the original tube can still be detected, not

5 as well as it could but it still can, but that doesn't matter.

6 The point is that the sleeve is now the pressure boundary,

7 and it's a question of the inspectability of the sleeve, and

8 the part of the sleeve that's covering up the def ective part

9 of the tube is equal or better in terms of inspectability by

10 eddy current, and that's on the record. Thank you.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mt, Anderson, while you're

12 continuing to look, would you object to Staf f talking or '
.

13 would that be too confusing?
,

14 MR. ANDERSON: I would agree not to listen to Mr.

15 Treby's words of wisdom. I would have no objection, sir.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would you prefer to take a brief

17 recess to search? Because I think you should really hear

18 what the other parties are saying.

19 MR. ANDERSON: I can listen while I'm looking. I'm

20 not requessting it. I suggest we go forward and finish this.

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby.

O
22 MR. TREBY: The Staff does not believe that any

23 grounds or basis has been shown for litigatino this

24 contention. What we've had so far is reference to a

25 newspaper article, this I & E report on another plant, which
,

;

_ , _ ._.
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(]} l I think careful analysis of it shows that that investigation

2 concluded that there was not any problem with the quality of

(} 3 the workmanship, and finally what we have is the opinion of

4 Mr. Anderson that he thinks that the use of these jumpers or

5 temporary workers will result in poor quality of work.

6 In responsc to that, we've had the Licensee

7 indicate where in the sleeving report procedures are set out

8 for carefully performing the job to insure good quality,

9 where in the answers to the interrogatories and Board

10 questions tha Licensee has elaborated on how appropriate

11 measures will be taken to insure that quali ty work is done.

12 We also have the fact that the Licensee's licenseO
13 requires that it have a quality assurance program that

14 complies with Appendix B, Part 50 of the Commission's

15 regulations, and such a quality assurance program would also

16 include control of special processes such as being requested

17 here.

18 And for all of these reasons there has been no

19 showing that there will be any problem with the quali ty of

20 the final product, and that if in the event there is sone
i

21 mistake made by a temporary worker, that there are measures

22 to catch that mistake and to rectify it.

23 It seems to me that if the test for a contention is

24 that there has to be some sort of grounds for it with

25 reference to some sort of authority, that's not beina met

. . . _ . . - - -. - -.
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1 here. Now, I realize that what *he Board is now doing is.

2 giving the Intervenor an opportunity to speculate, but that's

3 exactly what it is. It is speculation and speculation by a

4 person who's not an expert as to possible problems that may

5 arise.

6 It seems to me that not even being overly technical

7 with regard to the regulations, tnat that is not a proper

8 basis upon which to liti-ate an issue.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, do you require a

10 recess to continue looking?

11 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I can give one thing right now.

12 I have the Licensee event report. I don't have the

O 13 translation of where that occurs in the actual SER that's

14 attached to the interim motion, but to accelerate if I could

15 just refer to the one LER that I have come across at this

16 juncture to facilitate matters.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Go ahead.

18 MR. ANDERSON: I want to preface this by saying we

19 believe this whole line of discussion in ou r vi ew -- I

20 understand and I think it's fair to say Mr. Churchill will

21 come to a different conclusion -- goes to the merits and not

O
22 o the admissibility of contentions and we don't believe it's4

23 appropriate.

O
24 But t) be responsive the LER of November 16, 1970,

25 number 79-017/0lT ~ indicates that two tubes were plugged by

PEPPEY REPORTING CO. / 273-730P f
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- 1 mistake in A steam generator, and also I haven't gotten it
( >)

2 yet but I think there is one where the opposite occurred,

('' 3 3 that a tube that was supposed to be plugged was not.
%J

4 But again I want to emphasize we believe that the

5 fact that these kind of things occur is what occu rs in the

6 real world. This is an illustration of that, and all -- that

7 is all that is necessary for a showing of a contention even

8 in the context of the order to show cause.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, should we have that

10 duplicated? Is there a reason for us to see it?

11 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir. I don't believe so. I

12 think that this is a letter from the Company to the NRC that
(,,,)
'''

13 noted that in 1979 two tubes in Unit 1 that should not have

14 been plugged were plugged by mistake. There are about R00

15 tubes or so in that -- there are about 800 tubes plugged in

16 that reactor, and this did happen.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Do you know of the incident that's

18 being referred to concerning the failure to plug two tubes --
,

19 two tubes, Mr. Anderson? --

.

20 MR. ANDERSON: Two tubes.

21 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: two tubes that should have been--

22 plugged?

23 MR. ANDER. ION : I'm sorry. No. The reference about

(''3
/

/
24 two tubes is to two tubes that were plugged by mistake. Now,

25 the other incident I think was just one. I haven't found
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r~s 1 that yet.
d

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The failure to plug a tube that

(} 3 should have been plugged.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: There may have been, sir, but we

5 don 't have the documents. I should point out we don't have

6 the details on that, but it is possible in a situation like

7 that where many tubes are being plugged that a mistake nay

8 have been made. The point is it was eventually caught and

9 corrected. There was no safety impact.

10 I suspect that if you go back into the history of

11 any plant, that's the purpose of the QA program, not to make

12 sure that no mistakes are ever made but to minimize them andfs

b
13 make sure that the ones that are important are caught.

14 And I just don't see how the fact that one or two

15 or even three tubes might have been plugged by mistake in the

16 past has any bearing on the allegation that the crannel head

t 17 worke rs in this case are going to be untrained.

|
18 I also think that it's highly unlikel' to presume

1

| 19 that in our plugging of these six tubes of interest that
|
| 20 we're likely to make that mistake. These are very carefully

| 21 checked.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, I guess we really do

23 need more information to know why we should be concerned

24 about the one tube that should have been plugged that was not.

25 : mean, how long it took to catch i t, what the problem was,

I
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(]) 1 how many tubes weren't plugged that should have been plugged,

2 that kind of information.

() 3 MR. ANDERSON : I guess -- let me -- I think maybe

4 to facilitate things we might as well just terminate it here.

5 We believe, and I understand some may disagree, the fact that

6 even just one tube may slip through the inspection process by

7 honest error, it's sufficient to justify a contention. And

8 we do not believe it's necessary or productive to require

9 more of a proof than that for the purpose of this limited

10 decision here, that going beyond that is a question of

11 proving it.

12 I think at this point we would probably prefer toO .

13 simply terminate this and t'ake that position to the Board for

14 decision. We think that the Board should determine that

15 issue.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is the Applicant willing to

17 stipulate that there was once one tube that should have been

18 plugged that was not without any further information at all

19 about the incident?

20 MR. ANDERSON : Or maybe, if I could interrupt, I

21 think he 's willing to concede that it might happen, and I

22 think for all that we need to have stipulated, the fact that

23 Licensee admits it might happen in one case, it 's suf ficient

24 to serve as a basis for our case.

25 MR. CHURCHILL: I'll concede that it might have

-
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(]) I happened. I'll also concede that -- this isn't a concession.

2 I'll also comment that any tubes that were wrongly

1 ( ]) 3 plugged, if they were, were caugh* showing that the OA

4 program did work. I know for a fact there was never any

5 safety problem. That we would have known about.

6 And I suppose I could also make a somewhat tongue

7 in cheek remark that we're not -- we don't aant to plug.

8 What we want to do is sleeve. And I suppose that the

9 consequence of Mr. Anderson prevailing on this is that we are

10 going to have to go back to our plugging whether or not we're

11 very accurate at it or'not.

) 12 MR. ANDERSON: There is another alternative that

13 the plant has that I think Mr. Churchill is aware of.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby.

15 MR. TRCBY: The question that's being asked of the

16 Staff is whether they would be willing to stipulate to the

17 fact that an error might have occurred at some time in the

18 past?

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No. I would -- I think it's,

20 probably enough that Applicant has stipulated to that. I

21 do;'t t._nk the Staff needs to stipulate to that as well.

22 I'd like your comment on what I suspect are your
.

23 reasons why that is not determinative of the admission of

24 this contention.

25 MR. TREBY: I ---

9%9 wee
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1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That is your position?

2 MR. TREBY: Yes. I think that the -- the

(}
3 contention that's being raised is that the use of temporary

4 workers will somehow result in a -- in defective work that

5 will not be caught by the Applicent's quality assurance

6 program. And I don't believe that there's been any showing

7 made that that 's the case.
.

8 I believe everybody has indicated that, or at least

9 the Licensee has indicated that, yes, it is possible that

10 perhaps a mistake may be made, but that is the function of

11 the quality assurance program, to catch those mistakes and to '

12 rectify them. There's been no showing that the quality

O
13 assurance program won't do that.

14 The Commission -- that is the reason that the

15 Nuclear Regulatory Commission insists upon quality assurance

16 programs. The Commission has resident inspectors who insure

17 that quality assurance programs as well as other license

18 requirements are being fulfilled, and we believe that there's

19 just no basis for litigating a concern here.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, your last chance to

21 comment on this issue.

O 22 MR. ANDERSON : I think lawyers may revel at the

23 last chance, but I think everything has been said, sir.

O 24 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, may I make one ---

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I say that is the most constructive

i
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() I thing that any person at this hearing has done so far. No,

2 I'm sorry. There have been rany constructive things done.

m
(_) 3 That certainly will expedite the proceeding.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: Mr. Anderson's failure to comment

5 further is going to make me look bad because I would like to

6 say one more thing if I could on this, and I think it's

7 important.

8 This attempt to snow that a plug may have been

9 mistakenly plugged in the past does not at all relate to this.

10 In this case templates are affixed and inspected ahead of-
,

11 time. The channel workers don't make any decisions about

} 12 which plugs are to be attached. And if you are saying tha t a

13 mistake might be made as to a sleeve or a plug being put in,

14 it has nothing to do with the mistake the channel head

15 workers may make. That would be a mistake that would have

16 been made somewhere else in the organization by permanent

17 employees, if you will, and I can say that if we are asked to

18 say here and now that a mistake is never made during the

19 operation of the construction of a plant, then we wouldn't

20 need a OA program. They are made, and there has to be more

21 than a basis for saying that sometime in the past a mistake
{}

22 may have been made to say that this program should not go

23 through because the channel head workers are untrained.()
24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I feel that I must offer you one

25 more chance to say you've said everything.

-
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1 MR. ANDERSON: He 's arguing the merits again, and()
2 I'm not going to say anything more.

(} 3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: At this point I believe that4

4 there's no further business left from last night except that

5 we do want to call the Staff witnesses to assure ourselves

6 concerning the possible seriousness of de-plugging is an

7 issue.

8 Do any of the parties wish to remind us of some

9 issue left over from last night which we may have forgotten?

10 MR. CHURCHILL: I'll probably think of it on the

11 way home.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: There being no motion for us toO
13 consider further matters left over, we consider that there is

14. none left over from last night. We, therefore, request that

15 the Staff call for us a witness or panel of witnesses with

16 which we can assure ourselves concerning the safety of

17 sleeving following de-plugging, at least concern ourselves

18 concerning the seriousness of that question.

19 MR. TREBY: As I understand the question is whether

20 or not there are any concerns with regard to de-plugging

21 after sleeving?

O
22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No. It's de-plugaing before

23 sleeving.

O
24 MR. TREBY: De-plugging before sleeving. Yes.

25 May I have a minute to determine just who should be
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(]) 1 che Staff's witness?

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Do you need a brief recess?

() 3 MR. TREBY: Yes.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We will take a five-minute recess.

5 (Recess taken at this time.)

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The hearing will come to order.

7 Mr. Anderson, I notice Miss Falk is not with you.

8 Is Decade prepared to resume?

9 MR. ANDERSON: That 's correct, Your Honor. We have

10 a number of conflicting engagements today.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby, will you please call

12 witnesses.)
,

13 MR. TREBY: Yes, Judge Bloch. I intend to call

14 three witnesses. One is Emmett L. Murphy, the other is

15 Timothy Colburn, and the third is Robert A. Clark. Mr. Clark,

16 I believe, will be here in a moment, but perhaps I can begin

17 with the other two.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'd prefer that we wait because I

19 want to follow my policy of swearing the witnesses.

~

20 MR. TREBY: Fine.

21 CH AIRM AN BLOCH: Off the record, please.

22 (Discussion off the record.)

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Back on the record.fg
V

24 MR. TREBY: Mr. Clark is now present. The full

25 panel is assembled.

.
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(~) 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Gentlemen, I'm sure this is not
v

2 necessary, but, nevertheless, I do want to give you the

(m]) 3 customary warning that I've been employing for this hearing.

4 This is a proceeding before an agency of the United

5 States government, which is also your employer. We are

6 discussing important safety and environmental issues, and

7 your testimony today could be subject to possible 'senalty for

8 perjury. You, therefore, must tell the truth, the whole

9 truth and nothing but the truth.

10 Do you understand, each of you, the warning which I

11 have given?

12 ALL WITNESSES: Yes.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Let the reco rd reflect that each

14 of the witnesses has answered in the affirmative.

15 Mr. Treby, please continue.

16 MR. TREBY: Yes. I'd like to identify each of the

17 witnesses, and I guess I'll begin on the far left, my far
,

18 left.

19 ROBERT A. CLARK, EMMETT L. MURPHY, and TIMOTHY G.

20 COLBURN were called as witnesses on behalf of the Staff and

21 were examined and testified as follows:

| 22 DIRECT EXAMINATION

23 BY MR. TREBY:

|
()

24 0 Mr. Clark, would you please state your name and

25 employment.

I
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(]) 1 A. (Witness Clark) My name is Robert A. Clark. I'm

2 employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the

( ]) 3 Division of Licensing, Operating Reactors Branch Number 3.

4 Q. And what is your position with regard to operating

5 Reactors Branch " Number 37

6 A. I am the branch chief.

7 Q. Mr. Clark, I show you a two-page document entitled

8 " Robert A. Clark, Division of Licensing, Office of Nuclear

9 Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

10 Professional Qualifications" and ask whether this document'

11 was prepared by you.

' 12 A. Yes. It was.)
13 Q. Do you have any additions or modifications to that

14 document?

15 A. No.

16 Q. And is it true and accurate to the best of your

17 information?
4

i 18 A. It is.
T

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That document was exchanged under

|
20 the 48-hour rule, was it not?

21 MR. TREBY: That is correct. And I would request

22 that it be bound into the transcript as if read at this point.

23 MR. CHURCHILL: No objection.-

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: There beir.g no objections, it

25 shall be bound in. Each of the three resumes shall be bound

. - . -325YM
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[}
in providing you now show them to the other two individualsl

2 and they verify that they are complete to the best of thei r

(~h 3 recollection.
V

4 MR. TREBY: All right. Continuing to the next

5 gentleman to the right of Mr. Clark.
~

6 BY MR. TREBY:

7 Q. Mr. Murphy, would you state your name and employment.

8 A. (Witness Murphy) My name is Emmett Murphy, and I'm on

9 the Staf f of the Materials Engineering Branch of the NR -- of

10 the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

11 Q. I show you a one-page document entitled "Emmett L.

-s 12 Murphy, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor

13 Regulation, Professional Qualifications."

14 Has this document been prepared by you and do you

15 have any modifications and can you make the affirmation which

16 the Board chairman has requested, that it is true and

17 accurate to the best of your knowledge?

18 A. Yes. I do.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I was trying to suggest a short-

20 cut, not an addition.

21 BY MR . TREBY:

O
22 Q. Mr. Colburn, would you state your name and employment.

23 A. (Witness Colburn) My name is Timothy G. Colburn. I

O
24 work fo r the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the

25 Division of Licensing, also in Operating Reactors Branch 1

-7309
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({} 1 Q. I show you a one-page document. Was this prepared by

2 you and is it true and accurate to the best of your

(]} 3 information?

4 A. Yes, it is.

5 O. And it is a statement of your professional qualification s?

6 'A . That is correct.

7 MR. TREBY: I have now given copies of each of the

8 three documents to the reporter to be bound into the record.

9 I believe the other parties have copies.

10

11

(
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

()
22

()
24

25
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ROBERT A. CLARK
'

-

DIVISION OF LICENSING

f3 UFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
U

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0ftilSS10N
.

, ,,

'

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

My name is Robert A. Clark. I am Chief of the Operating Reactors

Branch #3, Division of Licensing, United States Nuclear Regulatory Cocyni-
,

ssion (NRC). In this position I am responsible for the overall safety

and environmental project management for assigned licensed operating

power reactors. This includes review of technical and procedural aspects

of proposed amendments to operating licenses.

I hcid a Bachelor of Science degree in chemical engineering from the

1:niversity of New Mexico and have also completed three semesters of gradu-

ate study in chemical engineering at the same university. I am a registered

professional engineer in the State of New Mexico.

I have had a +,otal of 30 years of professional experience all of which

has been in the nuclear field. For 17 years I was employed by the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory (LASL) as a member of the technical staff. During ny

employment at LASL, I served in a variety of staff and supervisory engineering

positions and in the Laboratory's experimental power reactor division. In

this capacity I worked in the design, development and operation of two

homogeneous reactors (LAPRE I and II); a sodium-cooled, p10' onium-fueledt

] fast reactor (LAMPRE); and the Fast Reactor Core Test Facility.

,
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.

,
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In 1967 I accepted a position as a nuclear engineer with the regulatoryO.
staff of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and participated in the safety

reviews of both power and experimental reactors. (Fort St. Vrain, SEFOR,
'

UtiTREX, Maine Yankee, Calvert Cliffs, Palisades, and FFTF). In g assign-
*

'
,,

'

cents with the AEC and NRC I have served as Chief of BWR Branch #3, Gas

Cooled Reactors Branch, Special Reactors Branch. Operating Reactor Safe-

guards Branch and Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch prior to y appointment

to my present position. These assignments covered a wide range of reactor
,

types and the technical review and evaluation associated with project

management related to applications for limited work authorizations,

construction permits, operating licenses and amendment to such licenses

as well as physical security plans for operating nuclear power plants.

I am a member of the American Nuclear Society (ANS) and have worked

with the ANS subcommittee developing criteria for liquid metal cooled

fast reactors (ANS-54) and for gas cooled reactors (ANS-53).

.
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EMMETT L. MURPHY
* '
..

'

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

~

My name is Emmett L. Murphy. I am a Materials Engineer in the Inservice
Inspection Section. Materials Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering.
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, of the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Coramission. In my present position, I am responsible for
performing technical reviews and evaluations of PWR steam generator tube
surveillance and repair prograns for NT0L and operating plants.

I hold a Bachelor of Science Degree in Aerospace Engineering and a Master of
J Science Degree in Civil Engineering, both fran the University of Maryland.
I

c) I have had a total of ten years of professional experience of which eight4

' years has been in the nuclear field. I was employed for almost six years as
. a structural engineer at the Bettis Atomic Power Loh0ratory by Westinghouse
| Corporation. During my employment at Bettis, I was javolved in the

structural design and analysis of core and core structurals of navali

i reactors.

Since joining the NRC in July 1979, I have been involved exclusively in the,

; steam generator review area. I have been involved in the safety reviews of
most of the steam generators which have experienced significant tubei

I degradation during the past two years, including Point Beach Units 1 and 2
and San Onofre Unit 1.

.
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O TIl10 THY G. COLBURN
V

DIVISION OF LICENSING

n 0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
%J,

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS ', -

My name is Timothy G. Colburn. I am a project manager in Operating

Reactors Branch No. 3, Division of Licensing United States Nuclear

Regulatory Conaission. In this position I am responsible for the techni-
,

cal reviews, analyses and evaluations of applications for amendments to

operating reactor licenses. I have held this position for one year.

I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from the

University of Notre Dame.

I have five years of professional experience in the Navy's Nuclear

Power Program. In that capacity I completed a one-year intensive program

in nuclear power classroom and prototype training. I also served for four

years as a qualified Engineering Officer of ths datch. I have been

division officer of all shipboard engineering divisions supervising all

phases of shipboard engineering operations and maintenance and have

participated in an intensive non-refueling shipyard overhaul of a nuclear

submarine.

I have also had two years experience with Potomac Electric Power

Company, a non-nuclear utility, working in a staff function as assistant

to the Manager of Production Operations.

O
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{]) 1 BY MR. TREBY:

2 0. Mr. Colburn, would you indicate what your responsibiliti es

() 3 are with regard to the Point Beach facility?

4 A. (Witness Colburn) I'm the project manager for the

5 Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. In my function as

6 project manager I review license applications for such things

7 as amendment requests, changes to the license.

8 Q. And, Mr. Clark, would you indicate what your

9 responsibilities are?

10 A. (Witness Clark) As chief of Operating Reactors Branch

11 Number 3, I supervise the activities of approximately ten

12 professionals who are nroject managers for various nuclear

. O.
13 f acilities licensed by the Commission.

14 0 And is Mr. Colburn one of those professionals you

15 supervise?

16 A. Yes. He is.

17 0 And is the Point Beach facility one which is under

18 your supervision?

19 A. It is one of the facilities under my supervision.

20 Q. And, Mr. Murphy, would you indicate what your

21 responsibilities are?

22 A. (Witness Murphy) I perform -- I'm with the in-service

23 inspection section of the Materials Engineering Branch, and

24 my responsibilities basically entail insuring that --

25 reviewing all questions and concerns, requirements pertaining
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({) 1 to the integrity of degraded steam generator tubes and the

2 repair of these tubes.

() 3 Q. And in the course of performing those duties have you

4 reviewed the proposal of Wisconsin Electric with rega rd to

5 sleeving steam generator tubes for the Point Beach facility?

6 A. Yes. I have.

7 Q. And in the course of that review have you considered

8 the question of de-plugging existing tubes prior to them

9 being sleeved?

10 A. Yes. I have.

11 Q.' And could you tell us what materials you've reviewed

12 in the course of that consideration?

13 A. I have reviewed the repair report dated September 28th.

14 I've reviewed the responses to questions by the Board. I've

15 also reviewed a letter dated October 26th which responded to

16 several questions by the Staff -- or to questions by the

17 Staff on the subject of de-plugging.

18 Q. And have you reached any conclusions with rega rd to

19 the de-plugging of tubes prior to sleeving?

20 A. I really don't think that this particular issue is

21 that significant. I don't think that it's a -- that it

22 generates any new or serious concerns beyond what the San

23 Onofre experience presented us with.

24 I believe it to be a fairly straightforward

25 operation, that any concerns one might have about damage to

.
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l the tube during the removal process and prior to insertion of(}
2 the plug -- I'm sorry -- the sleeve will be I think exactly

() 3 addressed by the fiber optic inspections that will be

4 performed on the.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Which inspections?

6 WITNESS MURPHY: Fiber optic.

7 A. (Continued) The acceptance standards have been

8 prepared in order to determine -- to evaluate the

9 acceptability of the as reamed surf ace of the tube.

10 Finally -- well, not finally, but I'm going to

11 continue to go on here. There have been numerous mock-ups of

12 de-plugged tubes demonstrating that an acceptable joint can
'%/

13 be performed. The mock-ups of these joints simulating a

14 de-plugged tube have also been -- or are being subjected to

15 mechanical tests just like tube joints which are not meant to

16 simulate the tube removal process.
;

17 BY MR. TREBY:

18 Q. And have you considered the renoval of both explosive

19 plugs and mechanical plugs?

20 A. (Witness Murphy) Yes. I have considered the removal

21 of both types of plugs. Let me mention something else.

)
22 Q. Does this relate to the -- to your conclusions which

23 you had reached with rega rd to the de-plugging, the question

24 you previously answered?

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I guess I'd like to hear what it

fit . _ _ _ . _ - - _ -
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(]) 1 is that the witness would like to add.

2 WITNESS MURPHY: Well, I was going to also note

() 3 that the joints like this are inherently by their geometry

4 self-limiting -- leak-limiting, that if this type of joint

5 design or similar joint designs elsewhere in the sleeve

6 should not be as leak-tight or as leak-limiting as they were

7 meant to be in the design process, the resulting leakage will

8 be very small. That was the point I was trying to make.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You were pursuing a line of

10 explosive plugs.

11 MR. TREBY: My inquiry was whether the witness had

12 considered them. He had indicated them.'

13 BY MR. TREBY:

14 Q. Do you have any comments you would like to make with

15 regard to the removal of such plugs prior to sleeving?

16 WITNESS COLBURN: Any one of us?

17 MR. TREBY: Yes.

18 A. (Witness Colburn) Well, the Licensee has indicated

19 that any plugs that will be removed, those tubes will be

20 subject to a full eddy current inspection throughout the

21 length of the tube prior to sleeving and also that they will-

22 take photographs of the tube area -- or the reamed out area

- 23 and compare those with standard photographs and again conduct
-

24 fiber optic inspections; and that if they do not find a tube --

25 if the tube does not meet the acceptance criteria, that they

i
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l will re-plug it and not go ahead with the sleeving.{}
2 MR. TREBY: I have no further questions. If the

l''h 3 Board would like to inquire now ---
V

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, I observed that Mr.

5 Colburn is not a particularly comfortable witness. That

6 doesn't mean in my opinion that he will not give us extremely

7 helpful information. I'm going to ask, if you would like,

8 that you ask questions of Mr. Colburn, but I'd like you to be

9 sensitive to his needs as a person as well as a witness.
1

10 MR. ANDERSON: Well, actually, my ---

| 11 MR. TREBY: Did you mean Mr. Murphy or Mr. Lulbarn?

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I thought Mr. Colburn was the
tO

13 witness who did most of the speaking -- no.

14 ' WITNESS CLARK: Mr. Murphy.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'm sorry. That is Mr. Murphy.

16 Mr. Colburn is en his left.

17 WITNESS COLBURN: That's correct.

18 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I have no questions. I mean,

19 all I have is the observation that the concerns I have from

20 reading the face of the Licensee's supplemental response do

21 not appear to me to be answered by the testimony, but I don't

22 think any further questions would be needed to establish that.

23 CH AIRM AN BLOCH: Well, particularly, you had tried

24 to get admitted into the proceeding a contention dealing with

25 explosive plugs. I, therefore, assumed, perhaps incorrectly,

@9)MF@LJiMM6PXRhl%T1@@- - - _ - --
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() 1 that you had serious concerns about explosive plugs from I

2 which you could phrase some questions.

() 3 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I certainly do, but I think

4 that if I understand the phase of the proceeding we're in now

5 is the question of whether an investigation shouldn't go

6 torward, not whether to have that investigation, and I don't

7 believe that blurring the two will be productive to an

8 orderly proceeding.

9 If we're going to go forward with an investigation,

10 I'm quite willing to go forward with the questions, but I

11 think the answers to this phase of the proceeding are in the

12 reco rd right now, and I have no further questions in that

13 regard.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: To be clear, Mr. Anderson, we are

15 trying to find out whether this is an important saf e ty issue.

16 I'm asking your assistance to help the Board to find out

17 whether this is an important saf ety issue, and you can

18 decline that if you want to, but that is what I'm asking from
1

; 19 Decade.
:

20 MR. ANDERSON: I think we have no -- our way of

21 helping the Board in that rega rd is by reference to the

22 supplemental response, and I have no questions of the

23 witnesses at this point in time.-

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay. Mr. Murphy, were there any

25 special considerations about explosive plugs -- this is for

,
~
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- (]} l any member of the panel.

2 Were there any special considerations about

() 3 explosive plugs that would make their removal any more

4 difficult than the mechanical olugs?

5 WITNESS MURPHY: The special considerations in my

6 mind was that the drilling operation that accompanies the

7 removal of the explosive plugs necessarily involves . removal

8 of -- you know, may possibly damage the inside surface of the

9 tube at the lower joint. And this concern has been addressed

10 by the Licensee, and by using a reaming process to assure a

11 good tube surface against which to make a bond with the

12 sleeve, that he has qualified the process and he is

13 performing mechanical tests to demonstrate that the joint
.

14 will satisfy its structural and leak-tight functional

15 requirements.

16 I mentioned the strength aspects. Tests have been

17 completed as noted in the response to your questions
,

18 demonstrating some of the preliminary results of pressure and

19 axial load testing of the joint.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Pressure and ---

21 WITNESS MURPHY: Axial load.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is any damage done to the tube in

23 the process of inserting the explosive plug that can't be

24 adequately taken care of by the reaming process?

25 WITNESS MURPHY: I've assumed in my evaluation that

%3LW6fD
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(} l it would be possible. I've taken the conservative attitude

2 that it would be possible to damags the tube, and I asked

() 3 myself are there -- I believe I have sufficient assurance

4 that we won't be inserting a sleeve and forming a joint

5' against a tube inner diameter or inner surface which might-

6 result in an unacceptable joint. And I concluded that the

7 controls were adequate, the fact that they were doing the

8 fiber optic evaluation of the joint, that accepted standa rds

9 would be present to evaluate the acceptability of the joint --

10 I'm sorry -- of the prepared surface. I believe these

11 address any concern that one might reasonably have.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Perhaps we should back up just a
~}

13 little bit. Could you tell me the process by which an

14 explosive plug is inserted and what happens at that time to

15 the tube when the explosive plug is inserted?

i

16 WITNESS MURPHY: When the explosive plug is

17 inserted, as the name of the plug implies, they do explode
:

18 the plug. The sides to the plug expand against the tube and

19 tubesheet to form a structural and leak-tight seal.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, there's some explosion.

21 Could you describe to me the manner in which the explosives

>
22 are placed and what happens when the explosion occurs?

!
! 23 WITNESS MURPHY: I don't know the precise details

24 of the explosive plugging technique. I have read th rough

25 them in by-gone months or years. The process basically

_
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l involves a charge which -- to the best of my knowledge, the{}
2 process involves its.ction of a plug where the charge is

(} 3 inside - is located inside the plug. The charge is ignited

4 from within the plug. The force of the explosive charge

5 provides a radial expansion of the sleeve'-- I'm sorry -- of

6 the plug wall against the tube wall and ultimately against

7 the tubesheet.
:

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So, the explosion occurs within

9 the plug and not in direct proximity to the tube?

10 WITNESS MURPHY: Occurs within the plug.

11 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: And creates a uniform expansion of

12 the outer diameter of the plug?

.O
13 WITNESS MURPHY: That is what I understand the

14 objective to be, yes, sir.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And if the plug were to fire in a

16 way that did not create uniform expansion, would that be

17 known so that in fact the tube were out of shape or there was

18 some damage that was done to a limited portion of the outer

19 sleeve?

20 WITNESS MURPHY: I think that question might -- for

21 details, definitive answer, you might be more properJy

22 directed to Westinghouse or pe rhaps the Licensee. However,

23 during the scope of my experience -- I mean while being

24 exposed to the steam generator problem over the course of a

25 couple years I've become aware that extensive -- very

, - - - _ W (9
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(]) 1 extensive qualification development of the joint was

2 performed to demonstrate that the plugs would perform

() 3 satisfactorily under all operating and postulated accident

4 type conditions.

5 MR. ANDERSON : Mr. Bloch, 'did you nisspeak when you

6 said damage to the sleeve? Did you mean damage to the inner

7 tube wall?
.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Yes. There was no sleeve at that

9 point. I think that is what the witness understood. Is that

10 correct?

11 WITNESS MURPHY: Maybe you would repeat the

12 quustion./")
'J

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I asked if there was a non-uniform

14 expanslan of the outer diameter of the plug, whether that

15 might cause damage, I obviously misspohe ayself and said to

16 the sleeve. I meant to the tube wall, and I think that's

17 what you understood, wasn't it?

18 WITNESS MURPHY: Yeah. Yes, sir. Actually, I

19 guess I was responding more to the wall of the tube -- of the
,

20 plug itself, but I think the answer is equally applicable to

21 the tt 3 wall.

22 The plug wall as a result of the explosion is --

23 the plug wall is expanded against the tube wall, which is in

24 turn expanded into the tubesheet, and I have viewed

25 photographs of mock-ups -- tubesheet mock-ups -- these ioint

F)F@f9 M
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1 mock-ups. You can visually see the distortion of the plug{}
2 wall -- of the plug and tube wall, distorted into the

(} 3 tubesheet. The tubesheet is distorted. The tu be is'

4 distorted. The plug is distorted. It provides a very good

5 structural and leak-tight seal.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH:' Now, it was qualified for plugging.

7 Now, you are satisfied that the process for de-plugging at:d

8 sleeving also has been adequately qualified? In other words,

9 the plugging proces sus not qualified for the purpose of

10 ultimately taking that plug out and then sleeving it, but you

11 are satisfied now before we begin this demonstration that the

12 sleeving of the de-plugged tube where there was an explosive

J
13 plug is qualified?

14 WITNESS MURPHY: The answer to your question in the

15 context of the demonstration program is yes, I'm satisfied

16 that the adequacy of the joint has been satisfactorily

17 demonstrated as i, art of a comprehensive qualification program.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Now, I know that this particu).ar

19 SER was prepared in some haste on the pressure of the Board,

20 but I am curious to know whether a matter of this kind

21 ordinarily would have resulted in a Staff con 1usion as part

22 of the SER. It's my understanding that the or non field

23 tested portion of the sleeving project is the de-plugging and

24 re-sleeving.

25 Would that ordinarily have been the subject of a

6 772-73@@
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l conclusion by Staff in an SER?{}
2 WITNESS CLARK: May I respond?

(} 3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Please.

4 WITNESS CLARK: I think that the Staff ordinarily

5 in it evaluation of this sort of a process recognizes both

6 the laboratory tesults and the difficulties which are

7 associated with the field implementation of the laboratory

8 process. Our fichi control on this matter, however, is after

9 reviewing the proposal by Licensee, the criteria that he has

10 for acceptance and preparation of such a process really

11 rellas upon the quality assurance program . hat 's going to

12 demonstrate to us that he has achieved the go.91 of preparing

13 a sr.tisfactory joint.

14 I think that the Staf f takes some confort from the

15 fact that those quality assurance methods are provided to

16 assure that any unacceptable leakage, unacceptable damage to

17 the sleeve itself and the -- pardon me -- to the tube wall

18 itself has to be assured before the completed joint.

19 So, I think that these methods coupled with the
i

20 technical specifications we have requiring shutdown and

21 inspection if undue leakage occurs in the steam generator

22 would probably be the things that we would rely on.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Clark, that was an interesting

24 answer, but it wasn't my questio-

25 WITNESS CLARK: Would you state your question again,

- - . _ _ , _ _ . . _ PEPPEY REPORTING CO. / 273-730A
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1 please?{)
2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The question was whether

() 3 ordinarily the Staff would have reached a conclusion in its

4 S EF.- I find no conclusion on this subject, and I'm just

5 r,urious whether that's a divergence f rom ordinary Staff

6 policy.

7 WITNESS CI ARK: I think that we probably will have

8 such a conclusion on some matters such as this but not alwa,t,

no.-

10 WITNESS MURPHY: The SER, of course, was written in

11 an expedited manner review -- af ter review of the

12 documentation. I intended to address those items which I

13 thought were to be of most concern -- which were of most

14 concern from a safety aspect. I did not consider the tube

15 removal process to be one of the more -- excuse me -- plug

16 removal process to be one of the more serious aspects of this

17 program.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Could you describe to me the

19 quality assurance method that will assure the integri ty of

20 the tube-to-tubesheet weld after the de-plugging and sleeving?

21 WITNESS MURPHY: To the best of my knowledge, there
,

!

22 will be no direct inspection of the tube-to-tubesheet weld

23 following the -- the weld will not be directly inspected

(),

' 24 following the sleeving process.

25 One moment, please.

l TW2WW R
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|

[]) 1 You had a question -- one of your questions to the

2 Licensee included a question regarding the effect of the

() 3 light roll process that precedes ---

4 WITNESS CLARK: That would be proprietary

i 5 informat.an.

6 WITNESS MURPHY: Let me restate the answer. I've

7 been warned that I might be getting into -- we reviewed the

8 response to your question. We -- as a result of this review

9 we had some additional questions, and we talked about -- we

10 talked this matter over quite extensively with the Licensee,

11 and we got a formal response from him by letter dated October

12 26th.

13 Basically as a result of our review we concluded

14 that the loads to which the -- the radial load to which the

15 weld.will be subjected during the overall joining process

16 will be within the loads to which welds were exposed during

17 the test program on behalf of San onofre. As you are aware,j

18 there are some differences in torque but we've -- between San

19 onofre, but we've concluded that the loads to which these

|
| 20 welds will be subjected are within what has been previously
,

'

21 tested in the laboratory. And I've also looked into the ---

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Could we stop at that point.

23 Maybe we can continue later, but the loads you're referring( ,

24 to there are the loads from the reaming process?

25 WITNESS MURPHY: No. The loads from the actual|
a

_ _. _
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1 joint fabrication process.
[}

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Are there any loads from the
~

( 3 insertion of the explosive plug- that might exceed the design

4 of that weld?

5 WITNESS MURPHY: This is not something ---

'

6 WITNESS CLARK: ' Could you clarify that, please, Mr.

7 Chairman?
l

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I have only an incomplete,

!

|
9 understanding f rom the witness ' answers about the process of

10 the insertion of the explosive plug, but I take it that at

11 the time that it explodes and expands it would place some

12 pressure on the tube into which it's being inserted, and it's

.O,

13 possible that that would cause some load er the weld that

14 existed previously between the tubesheet and the tube.

I 15 WITNESS MURPHY: The question is does the explosive

16 plugging process produce high loads on the weld which could

17 conceivably cause damage to the weld..

18 I don't know what loads the welds are exposed to
i

i 19 during the plugging process. I can speculate, I have my own

(

20 ideas, but I think if you want the straight facts on how the

21 plugging -- I would need additional time to review the facts

O
.

regarding how the explosive plugging process avoids de mage to22,

23 the weld. I might say this has been the standa rd plugging

O
24 procedure for many, many years, and further it's my

' 25 understanding that ---
i

!
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(]) 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Sir, of course, you know, when the

2 plug is in place, there's no problem with that weld, but the

() 3 reason that I'm concerned is that we're now taking the plug

4 out, and I'm just not sure whether that weld is part of the

5 structural integrity of the new joint,

6 WITNESS MURPHY: The joint is outside the tube. To

it's my understanding that ---7 the extent --

8 WITNESS CLARK: Please forgive us just a moment,

9 Judge Bloch.

10 (Continued on next page.)
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1 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor -- excuse me, Your

2 Honor. We do have a witness that might be able to answer one

3 or two of these questions.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I am anticipating that we may

5 need to call Licensee's witness. I would like to continue

6 for just a few moments more with the Staff witnesess.

7 MR. MURPHY: Okay. One of the questions we asked

8 of the Licensee during our review was what functional purpose

9 the weld would serve in a repaired, in a sleeved tube, and

10 the whole idea of the joining process here is to produce a

11 joint of, a joint which is Isak-tight and will perform its

12 structural purpose, and no credit has been taken for the

13 presence of the weld in determining the adequacy of the,

14 determining the adequacy of the joint from a leak-tight or

15 structura4 standpoint

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So let me understand. As the

17 procese in the lower joint is utilized you' re saying that

18 there is a bond formed which is strong enough and that

19 whether or not there were a weld it would be strong enough.

20 MR. MURPHY: That is correct. As a result of the

.

sleeving process. Now I can't state whether or not welds21

22 were included on the joint mockups that are being

23 mechanically tested, but there is no weld seal between the

24 sleeve and the tube. There is a weld between the tube and

25 the tubesheet. But the idea of the sleeving process is to

PEPPEW REP @RTFRNS C@n /__273-73]OR
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1 provide enough radial expansion to the sleeve and the tube to-

2 produce a structural or leak-tight seal. The weld is not a

O 3 critic 1 co vo#e e oc ese sei#e et eae 1eevea sei#e-

4 Even if the weld were to crack, or we have concluded that

5 there will not be any significant impact or significant

6 effect on the structural or leak-tight integrity of that

7 joint.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is there any chance at all that

9 the new joint could come loose from the tubesheet and produce

10 some mechanical motion?

11 MR. MURPHY: No. The sleeve is expanded against a

12 ha rd tube, against the tube and tubesheet so the tube is

13 expanded so as to have a strong structural joint.

14 A minute ago I was trying to find some words in

15 the October 26 response, but -- that would address this

16 particular issue, but the structural and leak-tight features

17 of the joint are provided by the expansion of the tube and

18 the .tleeve against the tubesheet, and the weld is not a

19 significant contributor to either of those functional

20 requirements.

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: A few moments ago I interrupted

22 you in the middle of a statement. I'd like you to try to

23 recall if there's anything else that you want to say that I

24 interrupted you from saying.

25 MR. MURPHY: I have forgotten the line that I was

_.

O
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1 on.
)

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I have no further questions. Mr.

(} 3 Anderson, you still have no questions?

4 MR, ANDERSON: That's correct, sir.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby, have you questions?

6 MR. TREBY: No, I have-no questions.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, would you like to

8 ask questions?

9 MR. CHURCHILL: I have no questions.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'd like to request that as we

11 elicit a few pieces of additional information that- Staf f

12 might be prepared to come back on the stand to assure us that

13 in light of the information we've elicited there's no change

14 of opinion by the Staf f.

15 MR. TREBY: They will be prepared to do that.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, you ' re going to

17 call a witness?

18 MR. CHURCHILL: I think I could call a witness and

19 ask him three or four questions that, along the lines of the

20 subject matters you seem to be interested in up there if the

21 Board wishes.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That would be most helpful.

23 MR. CHURCHILL: Thank you.

O
24 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I call Harold T.

25 Keller to the stand.

PEPPET RI@ORTHNG-C@n / 273-7308 _
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1 HAROLD T. KELLER was called as a witness by the

2 Licensee and testified as follows:

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Keller, you've heard me

4 introduce the requirements of being a witness to others today.

5 This is an important proceeding before an agency of the

6 United States Government, an important health and safety

7 issue, environmental issue. I caution you that what you say

8 may be subject to possible penalties for perjury and you are

9 therefore to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

10 the truth. You understand the warning I've just given?

11 THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor.

12 DIRECT EXAMINATION

13 BY MR. CHURCHILL:
i

14 Q. Mr. Keller, would you please state your full name and

15 your address and your position?

16 A. My name is Harold T. Keller. My address is Post

17 Office Box 2728, Pittsburgh, PA 15230. I am Manager of Field

18 Repair Process Engineering.

19 Q. I hand you a one-page document entitled Professional

20 Qualifications of Harold T. Keller. Are these true and

21 correct to the best of your knowledge?.

O|
L 22 A. Yes, sir.

23 MR. CHURCHILL: May I ask that these be

|
| 24 incorporated into the transcript as if read.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: They may be.

|
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Professional Qualifications
of

Q Harold T. Keller -

Westinghouse Nuclear Service Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

O
My name is Harold T. Keller. My address is Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
P.O. Box 2728, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 15230. I am employed by Westinghouse
Electric Corporation as Manager of Field Service Processes in the Advanced
Engineering Application section of the Nuclear Service Division.

I am responsible for the application of field service processes in the repair
or servicing of steam generators.

I attended the Pennsylvania State University and received a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1953.

My employment with Westinghouse started in 1953.

My experience encompasses the development and design of refueling and mainten-
ance equipment, field management and engineering of large ' scale nuclear .

reactor refueling and maintenance operations. Also, my experience involved
the design and construction of nuclear fuel processing equipment and facilities.

'
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TN 1 MR. CHURCHILL:G
2 0 Mr. Keller, would you briefly explain your position

() 3 with Westinghouse and its relationship to the Point Reach

4 sleeving program?

5 A. I'm responsible for the implementation of field repair

6 processes and at this particular time the repair process that

7 will be used at the Point Beach steam generator.

8 Q. You listened to the testimony of the Staff witnesses,

9 and I think you got the general idea of some of the concerns

10 that the Board had about inserting and removing explosive

11 plugs. The first question I have in that line, Mr. Keller,

12 is does the explosive plugging process put loads on the weld?r~}
(

13 When I say " explosive plugging process" I mean the insertion

14 of the plug and the actual detonation of the charge

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Could we just back !up and ask Mr.

16 Keller to describe what happens when the plug is inserted.

17 MR. CHURCHILL:

18 Q. Mr. Keller, what happens when the plug is inserted?

19 A. Well, I'm not an expert on explosive plug. I do

|

20 understand some of the process.

21 The plug is a cylindrical piece with a hole insides

v
22 with the end of the cylinder plugged at the upper end. The

23 plug is fitted up into the tube to be plugged. There is a,

v
24 charge that is put up inside the plug. The plug is

25 approximately 5 to 6 inches long. The charge is set up in

PEPPEY REPORTING con / 273-7309
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1 the upper region of the plug. The charge is detonated

2 electrically. When the plug --

3 Q. Excuse me one moment. Is there a chance that any of

4 this information that you're giving might be proprietary?

5 A. I can't answer that. I don't know what -- explosive

6 plugging has been used for a number of years in the field

7 prior to the mechanical plugging. So I'm not sure.

8 Q. I think it probably is okay because I think in this

9 case we did not talk about the plugging process per se in the

10 documents in this record. You're talking generally about how

11 explost ve plugs are -

12 A. Yes, about how they are put in and, like I say, it's a

13 general knowledge, and I'm not an expert on the explosive

14 plugging, but I do have some knowledge of what happens when

15 the plug is put in.

16 MR. CHURCHILL: Very well.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What you have said so far is that

18 the plug is itself hollow in the middle?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes. Yes, sir.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I understand that. Now please

21 continue.

O
22 THE WITNESS:

23 A. In this central region of the plug there is an

24 explosive charge that is detonated, and the detonation is

25 used, the explosive is used to cause an expansion of the plug.

-751@8
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l This creates a pressu re in the wall of the cylinder and
{}

2 expands it out into the wall of the tube. The plug material

( 3 again is Inconel and the expansion as I know it and I have

4 seen on mockups is up inside the tubesheet area. It is not

5 down near the bottom of the tubesheet. It takes place above-

6 the weld area, and the expansion is generally above the area

7 that we intend to make a seal onto the tube.

8 MR. CHURCHILL:

9 Q. Because the explosive part of it and the explosive

10 distortion takes place above, up into the tube, does it put

11 any loads on the weld itself?

12 A. In my opinion there are no loads from the explosive on

13 the weld. The loads are taken radially up inside the tube on

14 the tube and the tubesheet.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You say no loads. That's because

16 there would be a very low rate of transmission of any stress

17 up in the tube down to the weld? There would be some wave

18 traveling, wouldn't there be?

19 THE WITNESS: It's a radial expansion load because

20 the bottom end of the plug is open, sir.

21 MR. CHURCHILL:

O
22 Q. And does that also mean that the expanded part of the

23 plug then does not impact on the portion of the original tube

24 which would be used in the tube to sleeve joint?

25 A. On the mockups that I have observed where the plug has

[PTRT@PT55tRPJEd)MfERWrds cro)M-711@@
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Q 1 been expanded into that mockup and then cut open, the

region ,of sealinh that we are2 expansion area is above the
J

f%Q 3 using for the process we are talking about. (,

4 Q. Are the welds in the field, I'm talking',about the tube

5 to tubesheet welds in the field, inspected af ter- the

6 deplugging process?

Theywillbeinspectedafterthe'pluhsare7 A. Yes, sir.

8 removed. This is something we invoked for the demonstration
'

( _i ' ' .
9 program. / ! /

10 Q. Based on the tests that Westinghouse,has conducted and

11 any other experience Westinghouse may have, do you believe,

12 that the plugging and unplugging process puts undue -- excuse

13 me, undue stress on the welds such as to cause us to doubt
i
d14 the integrity of . the welds?

15 A. In the removal of the plug there are no ' unusual or '

16 undue loads that the weld and the tube would see. It's a
,

/

17 drilling operation that is done into the central region of

18 the plug. If you remember, the plug has a hole'!in it. A

19 drill is put on that, and that is one of the things that|'s

20 used to center the drill so that the drill': aIready has a

21 centering spot to, start with, which is the hole in the plug.-

22 The drill then is ' advanced up into the plug and drills ~

23 through the top part of the plug where, the actual, plug top.

24 There is then a second drill that's used to then drill out

25 the wall of the plug that goes up through the plug to ~ the top.

|
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Q 1 After,the second drill there is a reamer that is used to ream
~

2 out t,he bottom area of the plug / tube combination for

3 approximptely 2 1/4 inches. That is the sealing surface that
f,

: 4 we are /toing to use for the process.

# Mk. CHURCHILL: Thank you, Mr. Keller. Does the, , ,5 j
'

, ; -
,

. j6 Board have any questions?,
,

%
7 f HAIRMAN BLOCH: Just one. It comes fromC

. ,' ]
'

8. curiosity,,about the information we had before that it would
,

9 be dif ficult to, 3 guess we were told before that if yout

.

( 10 sleeve and then plug you would have to plug by welding. Is
e , s

,

i

' 11' that your understanding?
I

! 12
'

THE WITNESS: There are two potential methods of;
'

"' , 13 plugging a '. tube that has been sleeved. I think that 's the
- ~ r,

14 answer you ' re looking for. One nethod of plugging is a
i - ,

'

, 15 mechanical plug, but it does require the removal of a part of-

G

. ,16 dhe' sleeve that has been put in place t.o put that plug in.
<

3
., , -,

,

.| $' 17 j There i.s, ~ ,then, a weld plug that can be used by machining out
) ./-

,.

18f the bottom end of the, tube and sleeve and welding a plug into4
,

19 that. So there are wo answers, really. There are two pluas

thakcon1856t.20
; - - -

21 ' CH AIRP'AN ic) LOCH : Unlike the case with the
'

O
.

,

22 explosive plug , where you can drill and ream properly, it's
. ,';

23 not as simple a problem to drill and ream the welded plug in

24 a sleeve.

25 THE WITNESS: Oh. Once the welded plug is put in

_i' e z
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(]) I place in the tubesheet we would not attempt to renove that

2 because we do drill into the tubesheet surface and drill the

I() '

.~
j bottom edge of ,ne tube away. So it is welded to the

4 tubesheet r'oper, and thut would noc be recovered.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The Chair has no further

6 questions. Mr. Anderson isn't here right now. I assume

7 Decade has no questions.

8 MS. FALK: We have no questions other than just to

9 renew for the record our continuing objection to the process

10 that has turned material issues of fact questions into a

11 trial on the merits of these issues and we don't think we are

12 expected to prepare for that today, we are not prepared, and

13 we don't think the other parti 1 are either.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby, have you questions?

15 MR. TREBY: No questions.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill? Have you

17 completed?

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. We are done.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Thank you very much. I would

20 like to recall very briefly the Staf f Panel.

21 ROBERT A. CLARK, TIMOTHY G. COLBURN, EMMETT L.

22 MURPHY, resumed the stand and testified further as follows:

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCII: Gentlemen, you should all

24 consider yourselves still to be sworn. You've all been here

26 and heard the testimony of Mr. Keller, the witness from
.

_
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(]) 1 Westinghouse. Is there anything that you have learned about

2 the process of explosive plugging, drilling, and reaming that

() 3 has called into question your original conclusions about the

4 safety sf the deplugging and sleeving process?

5 WITNESS MURPHY: Absolutely none.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The record should inorcate that

7 the other two witnesses indicated in the af firmative by

8 shaming their heads.

9 MR. TREBY: Negative, Your Honor.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The negative. That they also had

11 no problems.

12 Mr. Treby, you have no turther questions?

13 MR. TREB*1: None, Your Honor.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill?

15 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The Goard has no further

17 questions. We wish to thank you for reappearing.

18 CHAIRMAN ELOCH: Does Decade wish to address us on

19 why this is an important sa f e ty issue that the Boa rd should

20 consider sua sponte? We would be pleased to hear its remarks

21 at this time.

O
22 MR. ANDERSON: I think the remarks we made earlier

23 which very briefly discussed the fact on the basis of the 6

24 filing made in terms of a fixed target the Licensee's

25 supplemental response to the Board 's questions do not show
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.

({} 1 that the matter is resolved. It shows the matter with

2 respect to explosive tubes is sti'.1 open and we do not

()'

3 believe that as indicated earlier by Ms. Falk the testimony

4 can replace here for that deficit.ncy in terms of establishing

5 a contention.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, maybe I should

7 explain. I understood also from some whispering among the

8 public members that the use of the term sua sponte isn't

9 completely understood by the public.

10 Sua sponte is a notion in our rules that while

11 most contentions are raised by the parties that the ultimate

12 concern of the proceeding af ter all is the safety of thed

13 procedure that 's being licensed and that if the Board learns
3

14 of something in the course of a proceeding that raises an

15 important issue that regardless of the fact that it 's not an

16 admitted contention the Board is permitted to raise it and
,

! 17 some boards consider it their duty to raise it.

! 18 Now what I'm asking you is not whether this should

19 be a contention in the proceeding, but whether this is an

20 important issue that the Board should pursue further, and if

i 21 so, why the Board should pursue it further. We already ruled

22 that your contention was not admissible because it was filed

23 late. We are asking you whether this issue should remain in

24 the case because of the Board's power to consider issues on

25 its own motion.

' _ _ _ _-. _ ._ urua
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1 MR. ANDERSON: We don't balleve that tne

2 inspection procedures used fiber optics inspection procedures,

3 and so forth, can be concluded at this juncture to insure an

4 adequate bond or a connection between the lower joint of the

5 tube and the' sleeve. When the original tube has been

6 subjected to the enormous stress and trauma of an explosive

7 plug insertion, and I think that it may in fact subsequently

8 be the case or it may not. But I think Mr. Emmett Murphy's

9 testimony certainly speaks to the uncertainty surrounding

10 that and as to whether the Board chooses to do it on its own

11 motion or not in terms of a further investigation I don't

12 think the testimony provided here today establishes a

13 certainty that that weld, that that connection would be

14 adequate. Whether the simple expansion of the lower joint

15 will be suf ficient I think is another matter which is

16 conjecture, and I think all those conjectures have to be

17 weighed with the past conjectures in terms of the tube

18 degradation problem which have suffered from over-optimism

19 almost at each stage of the history of this generic issue.

20 And for those reasons we think on the basis you're talking

21 about it still warrants a complete investigation.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Just one question. You said

23 explosive shock and trauma. That wasn't the testinony tha t I

O_s
24 heard. Is there some reason for us to believe that there is

25 a stress on the tube -- excuse me, on the original tube, yes,
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(v') I that would be great enough to cause problems that we should

2 inquire into further?

(',l 3 MR. ANDERSON : Well, I think that would depend
'y

4 upon test results and analyzing in a laboratory the effect of

5 an explosive plug in actual real life situation as it's

6 inserted in the diameter of a tube, and I don't think that's

7 been adequately developed, and so I think that the word

8 trauma or shock is an appropriate adjective although it may

9 not have been used by the witness himself to describe a

10 situation where an explosive force is used to expand a metal

11 to fill the hole in the tube.

r 12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill.p '],
C/

13 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. I have one comment on this.

14 Mr. Anderson 's arguments on this and everything

15 else have been a "we don't" believe and "we don't th ink . "

16 rules an operating license hearing an Intervenor could come

17 in, take an FSAR which contains 10 or 20 c: 30 volumes and go

18 through every page and say we don't believe i t, we don't

i

| 19 believe it, we don't believe it. That is the reason why the

|
20 NRC Rules of Practice have certain safeguards against this.

- 21 There has to be a basis. What I've heard this morning and

v
22 for the greater part of yesterday that "I Mr. Anderson don't

23 believe it." "I doubt it. I don't have reason to believe."-

1 ( )
. v

24 "You have said it, Applicant, Licensee, but you haven't

| 25 convinced me Mr. Anderson. I'm not sure that I can get

PEPPER REPORTING con / 273-7309
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Q 1 certainty out of it."

2 We have said it. We have told you what the

3 situation is. We have told you what it will be. We've

4 offered testimony wherever it's necessary. All we have heard

5 f rom Mr. Anderson is, "I'm not convinced. I don''t believe it."

6 On the question of sua sponte on this, the

7 standard is that the Board may look into matters not put into

8 controversy by the parties where a serious safety matter

9 exists. We are ne. arguing with your authority to raise

10 matters sua sponte, but'I would respectfully suggest, sir,

11 that nothing on this record including the testimony of four

12 witnesses suggests that a serious safety matter exists here.

O.
13 In fact, quite the contrary, and suggests what the Applicants

14 have been asserting all along that there are no safety

15 considera tions involved with the entire sleeving process.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby.

17 MR. TREBY: The Staff believes that there is no

18 serious safety, and the regulations also include

i

19 environmental or common defense and security matters. But I

20 believe we are only dealing here with safety. The Staff does

21 not believe there is any serious safety matter here which

22 would warrant the Board using its sua sponte powers. The

23 Board has in considering whether or not a serious safety

24 matter exists inquired into the matter to be informed in

25 making that determination, and it has called a number of
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(~} 1 witnesses both f rom the Staff and the Licensee to gain

2 information. In my view the testimony indicated that there

() 3 was not a serious safety question, and in fact the Staff

4 witness indicated that he did not believe it was serions or

5 significant, and in fact that was a reason other than the

6 fact that the safety evaluation was prepared in haste that he

7 didn't include it in the evaluation. It seems to me,

8 therefore, that there is no basis upon which the Board can

9 find that there is a serious safety issue warranting use of

10 its sua sponte powers and it should not do so.

11 CHAIRMKN BLOCH: We've now concluded everything

12 except possibly summary argument on the show cause order. I

13 have a feeling that we either don't need summary argument on

14 the show cause order since we've argued each issue one at a

15 time or that we need, at most, 5 minutes per party for

16 summary argument. I wish to hear the pleasure of the parties

17 concerning the need for summary argument.

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I would not think at;

i

19 this stage after, even though it is not quite -- well, it is

20 noon, but I think we've been here more than two days. I

21 don't think that we would need any more summary argument.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby.

23 MR. TREBY: The Staff believes that i ts views are

24 fully spread upon the record, and that it doesn't desire to

25 make any further argument on that question.

_
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1 MS. FALK We don't think it's necessary at this{)
2 point.

(}
3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: In that case, the hearing is

4 recossed until 2 o' clock, at which time the Board will

5 attempt to reach a decision on the show cause order. It is

6 possible because of the uncertainties of ' reaching decisions

7 in matters such as this that we will make a further

8 announcement for a deferral of the 2 o' clock time. But we

9 hope to be able to reach a decision by that deadline.

10 MR. ANDERSON: B efo re we go o f f the reccrd, Mr.

11 Bloch, could you establish procedures for the trade secret

12 documents in this room during that intervening period.e

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I trust Mr. Churchill to

14 establich procedures to protect the trade secrets of his

15 clients.

16 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. We have a special force of

17 Wisconsin Electric employees who stand guard over the

18 materials while the rest of us eat.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We will therefore recess for two

20 hours.

21 (At 12:00 noon the hearing recessed to reconvene

O
22 the same day.)

23

O
24

25
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(}) 1 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: The hearing is called to order.

2 I'd like to announce that Mr. Hugh Paxton, Doctor Huch Paxton,

() 3 member of the Board, has conferred with us and concurs in our

4 opinion, but has decided to catch a plane rather than listen

5 to the opinion being delivered from the bench. We will

6 proceed in this session with myself and Doctor Kline.

7 MR. ANDERSON: Before you do that, Mr. Bloch,

8 could I just get one other housekeeping matter cleaned up.

9 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: Please.

10 MR. ANDERSON: You askcd us to provide the

11 reporter and parties with a copy of the American Phys'ics

12 Society report. I have that now to distribute.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay. If you would.

14 MR. ANDERSON: I'm not sure whether you wanted it

15 marked or not. I'll leave that to your discretion.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: It can be placed in the record.
(

i 17 MR. ANDERSON: I would indicate the copies I'm

18 distributing have in the upper right hand corner a rubber

19 stamp indicating an Exhibit Number 65. That's from another

20 proceeding. It does not involve this.

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I do also have one outstanding; g3
| \~)
' 22 housekeeping matter before I deliver an opinion. We just

23 want to make sure that we are completely in accord with the

24 procedures of the Commission. I asked Mr. Treby and notified
!

25 the other parties, excuse me, I guess asked Mr. Richardson

I
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1 and notified the other parties that we wish to be advised of

2 the circumstances under which the Advisory Committee on

3 Reactor Safeguards would or would not have responsibilities-

4 with respect to a case such as this.

5 MR. BACHMANN: That's Mr. Bachmann, Your Monor.

6 Richard's the'first name.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'm very sorry. I t 's M r .

8 Bachmann.

9 MR. BACHMANN: Now I conferred with the Staff, and

10 the two questions were, have the ACRS become involved with

11 this particular program and have they given us any guidance

12 in sleeving in general, and from the best of the technical

13 staff's knowledge and from the amount of time they had to

(
14 check it out, the answer is no to both questions. They had

I
15 not involved themselves with this particular sleeving

| 16 operation nor were we able to determir e, nor were we able to

17 find any generic involvement in sleeving programs by the ACRS.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And so there is no reason as far

i 19 as Staff knows that the ACRS should be notified of any issues

|
i 20 in this proceeding.

21 MR. TREBY: That is correct. There is no reason.

22 If I can just expand slightly, Section 50.5R (a) of the

23 Commission's regulations relates to when a matter needs to - he
,

24 referred to the ACRS, and that section of the regulations

25 indicates that each application for a construction permit or

i

.. .,_..-____. . - _ . _
B
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t 1 an operating license shall be referred to the ACRS. It goes

2 on to state that an application for an amendment to such a

f 3 construction permit or operating 1. cense may be referred to

4 the ACRS. So that when we are dealing with amendments to

5 ope ra ting licenses it's discretionary as to whether or not it

6 needs to be referred rather than being mandatory.

7 The Staff, while it keeps the ACRS info rmed of all

8 of its activities by providing them copies of the documents

9 that it releases, very rarely requests the ACRS to involve

10 itself in amendments to operating licenses. It -- the only

11 examples that I can think of when it has done such a thing is

12 when an increase in power is involved other than that which

13 was discussed at the time that an operating license was

14 before the ACRS, and the only other example I can ever think

15 of was the very unique situation involving the General

16 Electric test reactor located at the Valcito site where we

17 had an operating f acility over an active fault, and the Staff

18 thought that this was such a unique problem and was raising

| 19 such unique seismic and geological questions that it would be
!

'

20 helpful to get some assistance from the ACRS. ,

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I wish to hear from other parties

22 only if their information is discrepant frora what Mr. Treby

23 has just stated. In that case we will proceed with our

' 24 decision.

25 We will start with our findings so that there need

[ i
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1 not be suspense.

2 We have found that there has been a failure to

O 3 ae c # - ~av ae rime ae=1a ae 1a e# #v i # -

4 We have at several times in this proceeding

5 discussed the standards to be applied concerning an order to

6 show cause. We have in particular referred to a" decision

7 concerning the admission of contentions in an operating

8 license proceeding. That decision was in the perry case.

9 The parties are aware of the citation of that particular

10 decision. We are aware that the decision of the Board in

11 that case to require an Intervenor to respond to arguments

12 and citations made by an applicant in order to get

13 contentions admitted was the first time that a Board had

14 applied such a standard to the admission of contentions. We

15 are convinced that that decision was correct in that case,

16 but we are even more sure that that decision as applied to

17 the show cause order in this case is correct.

18 Consider that if we were to hold a hearing o.; any

19 of these issues the result of holding the hearing likely

20 would be that the demonstration prcgram involved in the

21 application would be delayed. Consider also the wealth of

22 material available to the Intervenor and the opportunities

23 made available to ask interrogatories, to observe answers to

24 questions made by the Board, to question witnesser at this

25 hearing, and to obtain consideration for arguments made after

ca
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() I their time.

2 We have carefully considered possible prejudice

() 3 that might exist to Decade as a result of this ruling and

4 would in particular like to refer and incorporate in our,

5 decision transcript pages 399 to 402 with two typographical

6 errors corrected. Actually, I believe there may be three.

7 On the top of page 399, line. 5 we did not say

8 " eliminate." We said " illuminate."

9 In the third paragraph, line 3 we said " sleeved

10 tubes" instead of " sleeve tubes", and on the top of page 400

11 the very first word, we apparently misspoke cursalves. We

12 said " accorded" when we meant " thwarted."

13 We wish to point out again that the role of an

14 Atomic Safety Licensing Board is limited and it is

15 accompanied by other procedures within the Nuclear Regulatory

16 Commission. The most important procedure is the review by

j 17 Staff which independently has experts hired by the Federal

18 Government, of ficials of the United States Government, whose

| 19 responsibility is to assure themselves of the safety of the

20 proposed amendment. They have done that in this case. We

21 ha ve to decide whether there are contentions which have been

22 presented to this tribunal which provide a reason for

23 believing that there is a health, safety, or environmental

24 problem with issuing the license amendment.

25 We have carefully examined ea ch of the contentions
,

-_ __ _. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .PEPPEY_ REPORTING CO. /_.273-7309
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1 which has been raised and will for reasons that we'll discuss{}
2 later we have concluded that there has not been a strong

(} 3 enough showing of a basis for those contentions to hold a

4 hearing.
:

5 We in addition have pursued inquiries of our own

6 somewhat more intensely than boards usually do in proceedings.

7 We have done that because of the need to act in a hurried

8 fashion if we were to decide whether or not Applicane can

'

9 begin its planned demonstration program, and if we were to

10 decide its application on the merits rather than merely on

11 procedural grounds.

12 We have had a few problems in the course af thiss

13 proceeding which bear discussion at the outset. Intervenor
,

14 has taken a strong princ!. pled stand concerning the right of

15 the public to know about information which may be relevant to

16 the decision of the Board, but which is claimed by

17 Westinghouse to be proprietary. The Board has constantly

18 tried to divorce that issue from the consideration of health

19 and safety issues believing that those issues are extremely

20 important, but that they can he resolved separately and that,

21 in fact, they can be resolved prior to the time that the

22 actual demonstration program is effectuated. Nevertheless,

23 Decade has on several occasions blindfolded itself to facts

24 in this case and delayed itself in preparing its case because

25 of its principled stand. To the extent that these problems
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{}} l have existed they are problems of Decade's own creation and

2 they make it extremely difficult for Decade to argue that the

() 3 speed with which this proceeding was conductad was the reason

4 that it was unable to prove or find a basis for its

5 contentions.

6 We also pointed out that at a very early stage of

7 this proceeding even before Decade was admitted as a pa r ty we

8 gave to it rights to ask questions of the other parties.

9 That was an extracrdinary step by this Board. Decade never

.

10 used that right r'' 11 this last Saturday. The Board was able
,

11 to frame two full sets of questions prior to tiis t , and those

12 questions suggested areas in which Decade could have inquired

it desired to estabifsh a basis for serious safety''13

14 concerns. We point out that to this point Decade was

15 unsuccessful in olmaining even a single expert to review the-

16 actual technical information contained in this reco rd . It

!

17 was unable to identify any expert that might appear if we

18 were to hold a hearing in this case during the time set for

19 this show cause hearing. We could conclude that if Decade

20 had f a c mo re time it would have been able to find a basis for

21 its contentions, but we have no basis for concluding that.g~
V

22 That could be strict conjecture on our part. It is equally

23 possible that regardless of the time available that there

24 just are no reasons for doubting the safety of this

25 demonstration program, and that no matter how long Decade had

R
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I tried it would not have been able to find a basis fnr)
2 delaying the issuance of this license.

(} 3 Before we begin the discussion of the individual

4 contentions, we would point out that for the most part Decade

5 has tried to rely on intuitive arguments. It has found

6 situations in which some further testing is going to be done,

7 and in order to further improve the safety of the procedures;

8 that are being undertaken. It has found some question that

9 was asked by staf f, particularly in the San Onof re sleeving

10 procedure, and it has said that if there's a question or that

11 if there's a test undone then, of course, this proposed

12 amendment, this demonstration program must be unsafe.

Of-
13 Decade also has pointed to the fact that there

14 have been errors in the past within the nuclear industry in

15 anticipating specifically what mechanisms would take place

16 within a nuclear reactor. In particular they've pointed to

17 dif ficulties that have existed concerning corrosion. They've

18 also pointed out that in the operation of reactors there

19 sometimes may be mistakes made. But we don't consider that

20 the fact theit there have been mistakes made in the nuclear

21 industry in the past or that there are mistakes made by an

O
22 individual licensee are probative of the existence of a

23 reasc. to adjudicate an issue concerning sleeving in this

24 case.

25 What is necessary is to find some problem in this

_
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4

{{} 1 reco rd for which Decade has a reason for believing that there
,

2 is a substantial difficulty. This requires some|

() 3 understandirg of the -technical material in the record. It
;

i 4 requires that there be either a reason given why the material

5 is inconsistent or lacking in some way or requires that other
i

) 6 experts show that there are other ways of thinking about the

] 7 same phenomena and concluding that there is a difficulty

8 which has not been properly resolved. Decade has done none.

9 of these.
;

10 Decade's first contention for discussion is

11 Contention Number 3. Contention Numoer 3 is that during

12 sleeving the braze or weld between the upper rim of the,

13 sleeve and the inner surf ace of the original tube will weaken!

14 the integrity of the tube even in laboratory conditions and

15 in the field may fatally compromise its integrity. This may<

16 lead to a circumferential rupture of the tube under various

!

| 17 operating and/or accident conditions.
i
i 18 We'll attempt to summarize Decade's arouments. It

I 19 has stated that there is a new potential for a problem of

20 tube rupture because the sleeve exists in an area above the

21 tubesheet and if the sleeved tube were to collapse there

22 would be no constraining effect from the tubesheet. At page

; 23 409 of the transcript Decade said there will be weakening of

24 the original tube and the corrosive resistance of it. On the

25 other hand, there is the reinforcing effect of a sleeve in

|

L C9
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1 addition to the joint which may in fact provide additional
)

2 strength, but I don't think the status of the record at this

( 3 point in time can make it said to be conclusive such that

4 there is no genuine issue of fact, and the proof of the
>

5 pudding of that assertion is the statement that tests are in

6 progress and it follows that you would not have tests in

7 progress to establish the validity of the joints if there was

8 no genuine issue of fact to be determined.
,

9 This passage consists of an assertion that the

10 tube, that the sleeve will in fact constitute a weakening of

11 the original tube and an assertion that if there are tests to

12 be completed then of course there must be an issue concerning,,
(

13 the safety of the sleeved tube.

14 Decade also has cited a report of the American,

15 Physical Society, copies of which were just dis tributed prior

16 to the onset of the delivery of this opinion, ?nd that report

17 deals primarily with the effects of re ctu re of generator

18 tubes. It does not, however, deal at cli with sleeving.

19 Applicant's position is that extensive laboratory testing has

20 been conducted for the strength of the upper bond. It's been

21 completed both for San Onof re and Point Beach. These tests

22 are documented in the report, the Westinghouse reports that

23 were submitted to us for our record. In addition, there has

O
24 been limited operating experience with sleevina at San Onofre.

f

25 The laboratory tests and engineering studies indicate that

;
_ ___
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Q 1 the upper joint is clearly above applicable code standards in

2 its strength, and that there is no reason to believe that

3 there is a weakening of the upper joint to a point where it

4 is below code standards.

5 Applicant argues that while there are a couple of

6 tests outstanding there is no reason to believe that they are

7 necessary to assure the safety of the demonstration program.

8 We would point out that in the course of this proceeding we

9 of fered to have Decade ques *. ion a witness for Staff and for

10 Applicant concerning the importance of the incompleted tests

11 in this case. Decade refused on the grounds that it would

12 not go into a closed session because of the importance of the

13 public right to know in this case.

14 We consider that there is a lack of logic to

: 15 Decade's testing argument. Quite differently from Decade, we

16 have examined the tests that have been conducted and feel

17 assured, as Staff has felt assured, that the strength of this

18 joint is above code standards, we are pleased that

19 additional tests are continuing because it is always

20 desirable to obtain additional information, and in matters of

21 this kind it is important to continue inquiring and learning

22 additional f acts and obtaining additional information.

23 In short, we have not been given any reason to

O
24 believe, either based on logic or on authority, that the

25 joint in question is unsafe or has been weakened until it is

-7 M R
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(])
'

1 belou code strength. Although there appears to be some small

2 reduction in the strength of the tube as the result of the

() 3 joining process, the combined structure appears to be

4 stronger than the tube alone and the structure tocether

5 exceeds code standards.

6 Contention 4 is that the annulus between the

7 original tube and the sleeve may give rise to an unexpectedly

8 corrosive environment where the tube is or may be suffering

9 in the future from a through wall crack and secondary water

10 impurities seep into the narrow space.

11 The contention relied initially on the fact that

12 the staff asked questions in the San onofre sleeving
'

t
: 13 experiment concerning what would happen between the sleeve

14 and the tube. At transcript page 494 Decade makes it clear

15 that it conside rs that it is intuitively obvious that the

16 narrow space between the sleeve and tube gives rise to a

17 potentially greater rate of corrosion than an open space.

18 There are laboratory tests contained in the reports submitted

19 in this case that strongly suggest that that is not the case.

20 Nevertheless, we again went into executive session

21 and to which Decada refused to enter. During that session we

22 satisfied ourselves that destructive tests have been

23 conducted that corroborate the fact that there is no special

24 problem in the annulus between the sleeve and tube. That

25 combined with engineering judgments corroborate the fact that

-a
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(3 1 there is no special problem, and the laboratory tests
%)

2 themselves showed no special problem between the sleeve and

(} 3 tube. In addition, in subject session Westinghouse asserted

4 and we believe that the special material used for these tubes

5 has been treated in a way that makes it approxinately in
*

6 order of magnitude more resistant to corrosion than the tubes

7 initially contained in the steam generator. We believe that

8 this gives additional assurance that even were there some

9 error concerning the corrosive environment between tube and

10 sleeve that there nevertheless is absolutely no reason to

11 believe that the rate of corrosion would create any dangers

12 during the course of the planned demonstration.s

13 In short, on this contention as well Decade has

14 not provided any reason which responds to the record as a

15 whole and no authority for its concern that a corrosive

16 environment will exist in the annulus between the sleeve and

17 the tube.

18 Contention 5 is that the presence of the sleeve;

19 will make the interpretation of eddy current test results

20 extremely difficult and increase the probability that tubes

| 21 with incipient failures may go undetected and rupture during_,

22 a loss of coolant accident.

23 Decade's contention is drawn from some statements

O
24 that were made, I'm sure, at both San onof re and repeated

| 25 again at Point Beach that there are in fact some difficulties

i
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Q 1 in eddy current testing of portions of the sleeved tube,

2 primarily those portions around the joints which are not in

(] 3 areas that are particularly susceptible to corrosion.

4 Applicant argues that the problem with testing is

5 only at these joints, not in regions where corrosion is

6 likely to occur. In addition, both Applicant and Staff agree

7 that whatever problems exist with eddy current testing do not

8 create a safety problem. They point out that there has come

9 into use multiple frequency eddy current testing which

10 improves the resolution of the test, that there are some

11 experimental techniques with eddy current testing which are

12 hoped to be able to create still better improvement, but that

13 in addition there are no safety nroblems as a result of these

14 testing difficulties. There are other tests, including the

15 monitoring of leaks between the sleeved tube and the

16 secondary system, and the hydrostatic pressure tests which

17 are conducted to assure the integrity of the sleeved tube.

18 In 9hort, Decade has not given us any reasor or

19 authority for the proposition that it has advanced in this

20 contention.

21 Contention 7 is that the large number of workers

22 required to perform a full scale sleeving program in the

23 highly radioactive environment of the primary site of the

V
24 steam generator will exceed the ability of the licensee or

25 vendor to provide from their stable work forces. This will

6
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1 necessitate the employment of untrained and transient jumpers/ ;
'

2 to perform the bulk of the work which, and qualities may

j 3 deteriorate as a consequence.,

4 Decade pointed out that allegations were made in

5 the course of the San Onof re* proceedings that there had been

6 serious problems with the quality of the work force working

7 at the channel head in San Onofre. Applicant in this

8 proceeding responded to an interrogatory of Decade and

9 indicated the screening standards that would be applied for

10 hiring these workers and the training they woul be expected

11 to undergo in full scale mockups before they were ever

12 permitted to perform duties in the sleeving project. They've73
C/

13 also pointed out tnat these workers will be directly

14 supervised at the time that they perform their duties by

15 trained full time personnel of Westinghouse.

16 We assumed in the course of this proceeding th a tj

17 it was possible that because of the short term nature of the

| 18 employment in this particular project that there could be

19 problems arising from improper work by employees and because

20 of this assumption we permitted Decade to speculate about
1

21 what kinds of worker problems might exist and how those,_s
'

! \
%J\

| 22 problems might not be caught by the quality assurance program

23 which has been described by Applicant in its filings in this
s

i L ,)
24 case.

t

25 Once again, a portion of the arguments Decade

@@@@@W B&96S9RES Com / 273-7308
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Q 1 wished to make were blocked by its concerns about the public

2 availability of information, and Decade was unable to

3 speculate as to any kind of worker misperformance that might

4 result in safety problems that would survive the inspections
:

; 5 and quality assurance ' of Applicant. Decade did point out

6 that it believed there had been situations in the past where

7 a tube which should have been plugged was not plugged and a4

8 second situation in which two- tubes which need not be plugged

9 were plugged.

'

10 We find that the fact that there have been

*

11 mistakes made by Applicant in the past, mistakes which

; 12 ultimately were picked up by its quality assurance program !,

!

| 13 and which did not create serious safety problems, does not

14 indicate that there is a deficiency .in the program for the

15 use of channel head workers in the sleeving project. It
,

16 appears from the record that there are, there is careful '

17 attention to the selection of these workers and their

18 training and that there is a secondary backup system related

19 to quality essurance which provides a second line of defense

20 against possible misperformance in the course of this project.

21 In addition, the measurement techniques to be

22 applied by Applicant in this case will be applied to all of

23 the sleeved tubes, and we are convinced that these measures

24 assure the safety of the program, and that speculation about

25 the possible lack of qualification of the channel head

- }
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I workers does not provide an adequate basis for believing that{)
'

2 thera needs to be a full scale hearing on the question of the

(} 3 work and quality assurance program for the installation of

4 sleeved tubes -- sleeves in tubes.

5 We note that in considering this contention we
"

6 decided that it was appropriate to interpret it to apply to a

7 demonstration program even though on its face it does seem to

8 apply only to the full scale demonstration program. We
1

9 believe that in light of the fact that the contention was

10 filed prior to the formal announcement that the application

11 would be limited for purposes of this hearing to a

12 demonstration only, that it is appropriate to consider thatg

k_/'

13 the contention would be intended to apply to a demonstration

14 program.

15 In concluding this section of our opinion, we

16 would point out that some confusion could exist because we

17 admitted contentions at an earlier stage and have now stated

18 that those contentions are without basis. We think that is a

| 19 superficial confusion. Our initial decision admitting

20 contentions pointed out explicitly the standards that we were

21 then applying, and we applied at that time quite lenient

O
22 standards in which we expressly ignored materials that had

23 been filed by Applicant. This decision that there is no basis

24 for the contentions is based on a f ar more complete record.

25 After completing our examination of the

6 273-730P
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({} 1 contentions that were presented by Decade, the Board

2 proceeded to explore the possibility that it would ra'ise a

() 3 sua sponte issue. The issue involved concerned possible

4

| 4 safety problems re?ated to the sleeving of tubes that were

i
i 5 first deplugged. The reason for our incipient concern was

j 6 that sleeving of deplugged tubes was not done at San Onofre,

7 and we noticed that in the Safety Evaluation Report prepared
;

i

8 by Staff there had been no conclusion reached about the'

i

i 9 safety of sleeving deplugged tubes.

10 We called Staf f witnesses on this question and
,

i

11 interrogated them at some length. " We then had the
;

12 opportunity to question a witness provided by Applicant and

: 13 obtained some useful information concerning the nature of
|

| 14 explosive plugs and in special problema related to the

| 15 possible removal of explosive plugs. During the course cf
:

f 16 these inquiries which were designed to inform ts ahcut the

17 possible importance of the issue rela ting to the sleaving of'

18 deplugged tubes, we of fered Decade -the opportunity to

r

i 19 question the witnesses and Decade refused.
|

'

20 It is our conclusion after gaining a moce complete
,

i

i 21 understanding of the nature of explosive plugs and af ter

22 obtaining an express judgment by Staff concerning the safety
;

!

23 of the sleeving of deplugged tubes that there is no need for,

!

24 us to inquire further about this' issue as a sua sponte matter.

! 25 We would point out that we could have announced
1

-
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(]} 1 our decision today and have issued our opinion next-week.

2 Such a procedure would to some extent hava heen more usual.

() 3 However, we note that there is still just a' short time before
:

4 the demonstration program is conducted, and we wished to nake

5 this record available so tha t Decade would be able to begin

'6 preparing whatever appeals or stay motions it desires to

7 bring based on this record. We will issue a written opinion

8 as early as possible next week, but we believe that appeal

9 papers could easily be prepared based on the reco rd in this

10 case and the oral decision that we have just issued. We

11 would speculate that whatever changes are made between now

12 and the issuance of the written opinion would be sufficientlyO,

13 minor that they would not interfere with the filing of these

14 appeal papers.
.

15 Given the current stature of this case, we would

; 16 like to excuse the parties from one of the two monthly

17 reports that were previously required, in particular the

18 first report required each month.,

19 This concludes the opinion of this Board. Are

20 there further matters for business today? Mr. Churchill.

21 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. I'm wondering where we

,

22 go from here.

23 MS. FALK: I have a matter before that, Mr. Board-

24 Chair, if I may. It's not a scheduling question which I

25 think you're heading at, Mr. Churchill.

9
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O' 1; 'te's w e 2 th e en r core ==== h co a2 e -

2 f ar as any burdeft that the law requires Intervenors to show,
'

O 3: ea the aa au ev of the envirenmentai assessmene, aad w w ae

4 the record to be clear that we do challenge the adequacy of
,

5, the environmental assessment that has been prepared by Staff

h to date on two principal grounds, and I'll just state-them
,

', ,7 without giving argu' ment on them.

8; One is'because the assessment looks solely at the

;9 questiori' of preoperational activities and not postoperational,

10, meaning postsleeving, and we think this is looking at half of

11 the pie instead of the whole pie that it really requires. It<

I
12 would be comparable to doing an environmental assessment on a+

13 mining permit, for example, and looking at all the impacts.

14 that occur before mining starts and not including the ones

15 that occur af ter mining starts, which of course makes a

16 mockery out of the whole thi'ng for environmental review-

' '17 projects.
,

,

'
.e

'

18 - The second reason we think that it is inadequate

19 is because we think it should look at the impacts of 'the full,

:
20 to some reasonable degree, to the full scale sleeving program

.

. 21 given that there's a .long Qine of Federal Court cases which

i 22 require that when an agency' takes the preliminary step or
. , ,

- 23 step on a portion of ,a project that if that is making an

24 irreversible commitment of /iesources =or of research planning,i
|
f '7

25 for example, that they must look to some degree to the . full-

4

)/
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{() l program because research expenditures and research data are

2 the next step into justifying the full scala proaram. And

() 3 the Scientist's Institute for Public Information versus

4 Atomic Energy Commission is perhaps the leading case on that

5 point.

- 6 So for those two reasons we think that the EIA is

7 a, greatly inadequate and would encourage the Board to direct

8 the Staf f to make further completions of that portion of this

9 record.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, have you a

11 response?

12 MR. CHUPCHILL: Yes, I have.

13 If my memory serves me right, I think what the

14 Staff said is we looked at everything and the only thing that

15 we could possibly come up wi th is a potential for

16 investigation were the two main areas that we did. I don't

17 know if I can -- I think that was stated right at the

18 beginning Section 4.0, that they have reviewed the

19 radiological and nonradiological envircnmental impact of the

20 demonstration program and they have identified the

21 radiological environmental impact of occupaticnal exposure-

22 and public radiation exposure as the only measurable

23 environmental impacts of the demonstration program. It

24 doesn't say anything about the fact that they did not survey

25 both before and after f o rwa rd and back to find these.

|
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l CHAIRMA!! BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, I assume that this
(}

2 argument just made by Decade does not affect the conclusiveness

() 3 of our decision on the demonstration program?

4 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir, it would not. What you

'

5 have said is that they have not put f orwa rd a reasonable

6 f actual basis for finding a fact that could be reasonably.

7 litigated in this proceeding. They have not prior to this

8 time put forth or made any claims as to the inadequacy of the

9 environmental appraisal.

10 But as to her second point that the federal law

11 requires a look at the full scale sleeving program where

12 irreparable or unrecoverable funds are sunk into it to makej-

k/
'

13 it a foregone conclusion that the full scale program is going
,

14 ahead, without even commenting on the state of the law which

15 I'm not prepared to do right now I would simply say that that

16 is not the case. It was made very clear at the beginning of

17 this proceeding, certainly at the beginning of this hearing
:

( 18 during the testimony of Mr. Porter, that this is the fi rs t

19 step in trying to decide what is going to be done later.
|

20 It's ve ry possible that there will be no full scale sleeving

i 21 programs after this. So, therefore, this cannot be ci ted as
: C)

22 an irrevocable act of ours down the path for full scale

,
, 23 sleeving.

24

25
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/~% 1 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: Ms. Falk, this is in the natureV
2 of a motior. that when we act on the CIA, what, promptly?

() 3 MS. FALK: Certainly. I would think that all the

4 time that you're considering your written opinion you will

5 also take this into consideration.

6 May I respond briefly, or does Mr. Treby have

7 something to say on that?

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think perhaps we should let Mr.

9 Treby first and give you rebuttal.

10 MR. TREBY: The staff does not believe that the

11 argument just raised by Intervener in any way affects the

rw 12 Decision just delivered by the Board. The status of the
T

13 environmental review by the staff has not previously beer.

14 raised as a potential issue in this praceeding.-,

15 Secondly, I would agree with the comments of

16 Licensee's counsel that, just because the demonstration

17 program is going forth, it does not constitute irrevocable

18 commitment that a full scale commitment will be go forward.

19 The Staff has consistently made it clear that because it has

20 found no difficulties with the demonstration going fo rth ,
,

| 21 that it that that does not prejudge whrt its conclusions--

! ("Ts_/,

22 will be with the full scale sleeving program. That review

23 was still under way and we have not reached any final

24 conclusion.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Of course, in addition, this is.

-3 3518 _
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() 1 an on-going proceeding which could decide it is not possible

2 to issue a license amendment for full scale sleeving projecc.

() 3 MR. TREBY: That is correct.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Ms. Falk, you want to rebut.
-

5 MS. FALK: Yes. Wi th respect to the argument that

't

6 Mr. Churchill gave on the burden and what he is asking the

7 Boa rd to do is decide that by failure to find material

8 questions of fact, failure to demonstrate potential

9 environmental impacts that must be looked at, I think they
,

10 are different. The burden on us for summary disposition or

11 show cause is very different than the burden on the

'] 12 government which is to analyze potential environmental

13 impacts and not on Interveners. That is obviously a very

14 important distinction, because if the burden were on us,

15 the re would be no need for a law which places the

15 responsibility on the government.

17 The second point is the scope of impacts which Mr.

18 Churchill addressed being the statement in the EIA says they

19 looked at all radiological and non-radiological impacts we

20 think is clearly not justified by the substance of the

21 document which we just received for the first time last

22 Tuesday morning.

23 We think that the Staff concessions in other

24 proceedings, which we have stated before to -the Board in the

25 course of the last severs 1 days, particularly the new reg

. - . - . _. - _32%@
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1 0651 report which states by Staff the potential for the APS{}
2 concern in the event of a LOCA accident to come into play, is

()) 3 certainly one that warrants at least a sentence in this
%.

4 environmental assessment, much less a discussion, and then

5 reasonable analysis of what the impacts of that might be.

6 Finally, my last comment goes to the test that Mr.

7 Churchill thought applied as far as our irreversible

8 commitment of resources argument went. I think it's a

9 mischaracterization of the law in our argument to state that

10 the burden on us is to prove that as a foregone conclusion

11 that the impacts we say may happen might happen. That is not

12 the burden that the law places on us, and I think the words

13 in the cases are most frequently that analysis of the full

14 program must be looked at at the interim or partial program

15 stage when it is at all conceivable that some balance may be

16 tipped ultimately because of the pre-commitments. And

17 certainly if you look at the six reasons why the company, the

18 Applicant, gave for wanting its demonstration program, they
,

19 all go to tipping that balance. And that is I think a more

20 accurate statement of the law th u1 having us recuired to show

21 there is no -- nothing but a foregone conclusion to beg-)
kJ

22 reached.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think it would he preferable

24 on this motion based on papers and in particular I noticed

25 that the argument hinges in part on legal argument based on

refefaaretFwfeomseRrnm
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I cases that have not been fully cited, I think it would be{)
2 preferable if you would be able to reduce your motion to

.

(} 3 writing and then there would be an opportunity for Applicant

4 and Staff to respond.

5 MS. FALK: We would certainly do that, but may I

6 ask if the Board could initially rule on the question of

7 whether it will fi rs t request Staff to supplement the

8 document. I would rather not have to do this in two stages.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I don't think that I can order

10 the Staff to do anything until I know what the standards are

il and have had a case made to me that it's appropriate.

12 MS. FALK: Well, I guess what I'm stating is that

13 if on the basis of your analysis, and I'm presuming you read

14 the EIA, and argument here you can conclude that further

15 statements in the documents should be provided or expanded-

16 upon. Just as a matter of course on your part right now.'

17 Then we could review the adequacy at that time after it's

18 been acted upon.
i

! 19 If what yot 're saying is you don't want to mak e
.

20 that decision now, that 's the decision you're making, but T

21 think wa should also be under the assumption that a license

)
| 22 or permission is not going to be granted to go up to power
4

o

| 23 until that decision is made.

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I would need a brief because

25 there is a disagreement about the statement of the law, and
,

,

! %-73@9_ ___ _
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1 we don't have the authorities before us on which to decide(}
2 that question. So I would suggest that there he a brief

( ) 3 filed. We'll have to act on the basis of that brief.

4 Mr. Churchill, --

5 Mr. Treby, before Mr. Churchill speaks, I think

6 related to what he may want to tell us in addition, does

7 Staff have a notion of when its safety evaluation report on

8 full scale sleeving might be completed?

9 MR. TREBY: I cannot provide the Board with a

10 schedule at this moment. However, as soon as I am able to

11 return to my office and contact the various review branches

12 that are involved and the other necessary people in the Staff,

O/
13 including perhaps management to determine the proper

14 priorities for this matter, I will immediately inform the

15 Board and the parties.,

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, would it he

17 acceptable for you to file ' a motion concerning scheduling

18 after you receive the filing from Staff?

| 19 MR. CHURCHILL: After we receive the SER?
|

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No. They are going to file .their
e

f 21 intended schedule for the issuance of the SER and the final

22 EIA.

23 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. You mean woi:1d I wait until
,

24 then? Yes, sir.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Appreciate that.

0A
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() 1 Is there further-business?

2 MS. FALK: May -- go ahead.

() 3 MR. TREBY: I have one matter that I feel that I
,

4 need to bring to the Board's attention.

5 MS. FALK: Is this on this topic? On the EIA

6 topic?

7 MR. TREBY: Very indirectly. What it relates to

9 is that the EIA was issued very quickly and we've been

9 reviewing it and we noticed there are some minor revisions

10 that need to be done to it in the form of correcting typos,

11 correcting a table, and some other changes. We've indicated

12 that to the-- to each of the parties. Have not shown the
)

13 changes to the Board. We don't believe that it in any.way is

14 significant, but I did want the Board to know that there was

15 a -- some minor variation to the EIA document.

16 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: You are assuring me that the

17 changes are non-substantive?

18 MR. TREBY: Yes. In my view they are

19 non-substantive.
.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Are they, in the view that Ms.

21 Falk just expressed, substantive?

,

22 MR. TREBY: I don't believe they go to any of the!

;

23 matters that Ms. Falk is raising now.
,

24 Am I correct?

I 25 MS. FALK: From what you told me just an hour ago,

|
;

_ - . . , ._ .MM@ O
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(]) 1 I believe you are accurate in that statement.

2 MR. TREBY: I'd also like to indicate that I have

() 3 not yet been able to give to the parties, but I believe there

4 there are three word changes in the SER which also are

5 non-substantive.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You'll file those for our record,

7 I assume.

8 MR. TREBY: Yes. But I did want the record to be

9 clear that there were these minor changes. I apologize for

10 not bringing them to the Board's attention more promptly.

11 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: Ms. Falk.

12 MS. FALK: The Board has not commented on,my

13 assumption just stated before which is that no permission or

14 license to go up to power after this sleeving demonstration

15 program has been completed until this matter is resolved by

16 the Board.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I would suagest that that he a

l
: 18 part of your filing.

19 MS. FALK: Well, I think it's obvious that this

20 question will be moot if that does occur. And I would think

21 that we should save ourselves all a lot of aper filing,,

22 shuffling and reading if the matter is going to be mooti

23 before the Board decides.

24 THE COURT: Well, I'm unwilling to rule on it at

25 this time considering that it was raised after we issued our

i

L o
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l opinion in this case.
{}

2 MS. FALK: That's not what I'm stating. I'm not

(} 3 stating you should rule on the merits of this motion we are

4 making. Only that it be resolved before power is resumed.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think given the fact that you

6 waited to raise it until after the decision was already

7 rendered on the demonstration program --

8 MS. FALK: On the order to show cause.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, the order to show cause, if

10 you recall, was directed at both safety and environmental

11 matters.

12 MS. FALK: I'm well aware of that. And we have-

./
13 tried to raise the contentions in the most appropriate manner

14 and timing that we thought the Board would like. And I

15 suspect if I had raised it last night at eleven o' clock, Mr.

16 Churchill would have yelled at me for the same reason he

17 yelled at Mr. Anderson. I don't know what more we can do to

18 try to facilitate the scheduling of the Board.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill has yelled on

20 several occasions when the Board has said, yes, it's la te ,

21 but it's particularly important and we'll consider it. But

O
22 this is ve ry late. I want you to argue why you should delay

7) the issuance of the license for he demonstration as a result
O
V

24 of an argument made to us after we issued our decision

25 concerning the demonstration program.

.

. _ . - _
_
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Q l MS. FALK: Environmental assessment was served on

2 us for the whole slew of other documents on Tuesday morning

3 of this week. And I think that Friday, four days later, is

4 not untimely.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We will consider that, but we

6 want your arguments about why we should hold up the program.

7 We had all read the environmental assessment prior to this

8 hearing and we would just like your comments on why it's

9 appropriate to reconsider our decision in light of an

10 argument that is made to us after it was issued.

11 MS. FALK: I think this goes to a motion for

12 interim relief which you ' re saying has been decided by your-

13 action today, you know, we had assumed the motion for interim

14 relief would be decided immediately af ter the order to show

15 cause. I don't think that they were ever considered to be

16 part and parcel as the motion for summary disposition.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What we have done is issued an

18 opinion that would result in the issuance of a license to

19 conduct a demonstration program. Given that we have issued a

20 decision that does that, there is no need for a decision on,

21 interim relief.

22 MS. FALK: Quite frankly, Mr. Hearina Examiner, I

23 don't think the law requires us to put any showing or any

24 objection in the record on the environmental assessment. We

25 have endeavored to do that in order to give the Staff good

e
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() I faith chance to correct their assessment which we think is

2 grossly inadequate.

() 3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We will endeavor to act very

4 rapidly on a written filing made by Decade, but it 's going to

5 have to show us what we have indicated in this discussion.

6 Mr. Churchill, do you have any comment.

7 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir.

8 CHAIRM AN BLOCH: Mr. Treby?

9 MR. TREBY: I have no comment with regard to that.

10 The only comment I do have is that as I understand the

11 Board's ruling on the show cause matter has determined that

12 there are no issues to be litigated on this natter of the

13 motion for interim relief, and therefore the Board has now

14 decided that since there is no hearing that need be held on

15 this ma tte r, the NR. Staff is now authorized to issue when it

16 is satisfied to do so a license amendment to the Licensee to

17 go forward with this project.

18 CHAIRM AN BLOC 9: Yes. And I would state that

19 while I issued the opinion orally for the purpose of

20 assisting Decade in its appeal, I think you are correct in

21 stating that the Staf f also need not wait for the written

22 opinion to act on the basis of the decision issued today.

23 Is there any further business?

24 MR. TREBY: May I request a very brief recess for

25 about a moment or two before we close the record. One of the

- 1
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n 1 Staff witnesses has indicated he'd like to speak to me. I

V
2 have'no idea what he wishes to speak to me about, but I would

3 like to do that.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Recess is granted. We'll convene

5 in five minutes.

G (At 3:20 o' clock, hearing recessed.)

7 (At 3:25, hearing reconvened.)

8 CHAIRMAN BLCCH: The hearing is called to order.

9 Is it a matter that will require a quorum of the

10 Board?

11 MR. TREBY: No. A member of the Staff had a

12 question about the procedure, and I thought it important to

13 resolve that before the Board disbanded or closed this

14 proceeding.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What is the question?

16 MR. TREBY: The question --

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Have you resolved it?

18 MR. TREBY: Yes I have.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay. Then the hearing is

20 adjourned.

21 MR. TREBY: I thought Mr. Churchill had some

22 matters?

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I thought he was completed also.

?4 Do we need a quorum for your matter?

25 MR. CHURCHILL: No. This is etrictly procedural.

._
|
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1 My matter is -- I guess it has to do with the schedule, but{)
2 i t 's mo re than that. It 's that I'm not sure what we were

( 3 left with in the way of contentions to be li tiga ted for a

4 full scale hearing or what the next procedural mechanism will

5 be. I don't ware to argue that row. Maybe we could come up

6 with some suggestions in writing as to where we should go

7 from here.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We did not today rule on any

9 contentions concerning full scale sleeving.

10 t4R . CHURCHILL: That's true. But we discussed the

11 adequacy of contentions with respect to the demonstration

12 program. And when I think about the fact that there was no

13 basis with respect to the demonstration program, it's

14 difficult for me to see how there would be a basis for full

15 scale. To the extent that some of the considerations would

16 be the same, we, of course, would want to eliminate and

17 narrow as many issues as possible with respect to the full

18 scale as well. And we would contemplate starting some

19 procedure to do that. I'm not sure whether you have in mind

20 a show cause proceeding in that respect or whether the proper

21 mechanism would be another motion for summary disposition or,-,

22 in fact, whether there are any contentions left at all at

23 this time.

O
24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We would ac' cept, as we suggested

25 to Decade, we would accept written filings on this question

_ Bff99f& RfRFKSTWRRLh_/ >273-73@R __- . . _ _ . _ _ . _ _
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(]) 1 also.

2 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir.

() 3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Andersor., it occurs to me

4 that we would like your pleasure concerning scheduling of a

5 hearing concerning information that should be released to the
,

6 public. I had anticipated that that would be conducted as a

7 telephone conference matter. but that is up to you. My

8 concern at this point is that I would not want that matter to

9 interfere with Decade's ability to prepare stay or appeal

10 papers that it may wish to file after today's decision.

11 MR.' ANDERSON: Well, I think that the ruling on

7/") 12 the trade secret request can have two phases to it. The
V

13 first phase might be a question of whether it cou).d be sold

14 on argument alone, and sometimes in individual cases it may

15 require factual adjudications. It would seem to me that we

16 are not prepared at this time to know whether it requires the

17 latter, and perhaps if it can be determined just on argument,

18 a phone conference would not be that time-consuming.

19 And what I would suggest, in an off the cuff

20 response to your inquiry, is perhaps we should go fo rwa rd

21 perhaps a week aftet next with a telephone conference to try
J

22 and determine if it can be settled without further

23 adjudication. I don't know if it can or not.

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr, Churchill, would you like to

25 comment on the scheduling matter?
t

- a
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(} l MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. As a matter of fact, I think

'

2 we have to look at where we are with this matter. As I

() 3 understand i t, there is a request filed to the Commission to,

4 maintain proprietary the materials in the original

5 application including the sleeving report. Du ri ng the course

6 of the hearing, other proprietary documents were gentrated

7 primarily because they repeated information that was

8 contained in or derived from that information, and whether it

9 technically was part of the application or not I don't know.

10 I think at one time the Staff raised the question

11 of whether the Board even had jurisdiction to rule on the

i 12 question of whether -- rule on an Applicant's proprietary

.)
13 request. I'm not prepared to discuss that right now. I

: 14 don't know the answer to it. It may he different for the

15 material generated in a hearing as opposed to the material

; 16 that was part of the original application.
;
'

17 But, in any event, there is the request pending,

|

| 18 there are standards in the regulations. It seems to me as a

19 minimum that if somebody -- an Intervener such as Decade

20 does not want or thinks that our request should be denied,
;

21 they should come f o rwa rd first with something in the form of

22 a motion or reasons why information should not be held

,

23 proprietary and define or identify the material that they

24 think should not be proprietary and give re a so r.s . We've
|
| 25 given the reasons why it should be, but we don't know what to
|

|
!

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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({} l do from here. I f, in fact, it's an argument over whether a

2 particular passage has already been released or whether it

() 3 will in fact hurt Westinghouse's commercial position or

4 something, I can envision a very long and very involved drawn

5 out hearing on this if we have to litigate it page by page.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You mean a whole day and a half

7 again?

8 MR. CHURCHILL: Your days and a half, sir, are

9 like none I have ever seen.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, do you want to

11 comment on the need -- as I recall the initial no' tion that

12 Decade presented was based on his apprehension that there had

C?
13 been no affidavit filed regarding confidentiality and that,

14 in fact, that affidavit had been filed but somehow just was

15 not seen by Decade or possibly wasn't available in its

16 materials. You also made me feel that it may be better to
|

17 discuss this matter when Ms. Falk is present as she is the

18 attorney for Decade, but I since you have represented--

19 Decade quite ably in these proceedings, I'd be willing to

20 take your judgment on that.

21 MR. ANDERSON: I don't know exactly how ably, but

!

| 22 let me say this: I have watched wit.. some admiration the
t

23 manner in which the Board has facilitated its manner of

24 proceeding by proceeding orally instead of by orders in some

25 cases commenmorated in the transcript, and I think we made
|

|

di)@
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(]) 1 quite clear in this proceeding the areas where we view trade

2 sects, protections not appropriate. We stated the reasons

() 3 for it.

4 I think in the same way the Board adopted

5 facilities in aeasures for itself, I don't think you have to

6 have formal motion papers for every single nook and cranny or

7 we'll be drowned in paper. It becomes a war of paper as

8 opposed to a war of ideas.

9 I think Mr, Churchill is fully alerted ad naseum

10 to the position we are taking.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is your position that all of the

12 legal arguments you wish to make and all of the factual

13 arguments that you wish to make have already been made on the

14 reco rd at this proceeding?

15 MR. ANDERSON: With respect to the issue of
i

16 whether trade secret protection is required at all, that's

17 correct.

18 There is one matter that's not been made in this

19 hearing, and that is to the extent any trade secret order

20 does go forward, we believe justice demands it be applicable

21 to all parties in this proceeding, otherwise as, in fact, did

22 occur in other proceedings before other jurisdictions, the

23 Applicant is free to release those portions that are selected, ()'

24 out from the matters which make it appear advantageous and we

25 are bound not to release the parts which contradict that.

ae
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() 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That argument has also-been made

2 on our record..

() 3 MR. ANDERSON: Yes. I don't think it was made in

4 the last two days. That 's why I repeated it.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, would it be

6 acceptable for Applicant to respond to the completed motion

7 already in our record?

8 MR. "HURCHILL: Being on notice ad naseum of what

9 information he deems non-proprietary and the reasons, I've

10 got to confess that I don't know which information. The only

11 thing that I can tell so far, and you'll have to fill me in

12 if you want to proceed this way, but you seem to be objecting

13 to all of i t.

14 MR. ANDERSON : That's not correct. We made it

15 quite clear. I dor 't know what'accustical difficulties

16 you're suffering under, Mr. Churchill --

17 CHAIRMAN ELOCH: Let me try to answer first

18 because I do have a better understanding than Mr. Churchill
,

|
.

'

19 seems to have.

20 MR. CHURCHILL: Maybe his microphone isn't working

21 and those are the cause of my acoustical difficulties.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I understand that Decade aroues

23 particularly that any test that was conducted for safety

24 purposes must be disclosed because it's essential to the

25 reco rd of the proceeding and because tes ts are dif ferent from

:

I
'

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ .
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() 1 proprietary processes themselves.

2 Is that a full, fair statement of what your

() 3 argument was?

4 MR. ANDERSON: That's right. To paraphrase

5 Theodore Roosevelt, we talk sof tly but carry a big stick.

6 MR. CHURCHILL: I'm sorry, --
~

i

7 MR. ANDERSON: That was gratuitous, Mr. Churchill.

8 MR. CHURCHILL: I don't see the big stick.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, do you want the;

10 opportunity to respond in writing to what we now know is a

11 completed motion?

12 MR. CHURCHILL: Let me just say I think the motion

13 is that anything having to do with tests or description of

14 tests and the results should not be proprietary, and if I

15 page through a mere one day and a half worth of transcripts,
;

16 I will find reasons set forth there ad naseum. Is that

17 correct?

18 MR. ANDERSON: That's correct.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, I think the reasons have

20 been fairly well stated by the chairman. I don't think there

21 is much beyond what I stated. Is there?

22 MR. AMDERSON: Right, the countervailing interest

23 of the public relating to the safety aspect of it exceeds any

24 proprietary interest that the vendor may have when it comes

25 to the safety test as opposed to the design parameters.

-3LW6UD
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(]} l MR. CHURCHILL: Okay. So that 's -- so your

2 motion and your brief is on the record and it's up to me to

() 3 respond.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That's correct. We'll consider

5 it filed as of this minute.

6 MR. CHURCHILL: We cise to the challenge, Your

7 Honor.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Are there any other essential
i

f 9 matters to resolve today?
1

10 There being no silent auction, I adjourn the

11 proceedings.

i r 12 (At 3:40 o' clock, hearing adjourned. )

| 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

)
22

'
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24
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Report to the Amerban Physical Society by the study'

group on light-watsr reactor safety *
lhe swuc os hght. water tracto. . 4RI safety has b.o the subject of a past tinw. year long study
spmwred t9 the Amerman Phpical Norty. Ihe goal of the siinty was the awrumrnt of sanne s4 ihe

p tahmcal aspects of the ufety of large hght water nudcar pmcr reactors typc.d of prescut omimercial
F

'

practice in the Unted States. The report esammes iwucs related to ufc ogwratum of IERs; the research
and development program ressmuhle for estabhshing and enhancing ufety; ami the mnsequences of
accidents for public health anal wcifare. The trport m no way deak with the need for riudcar tower or its
hencGas and should not be comidered as a net awcwment of the risks versus the tenefils if nudcar
reastors Nnce the rnLs of evol gical impacts of other energy technologws are not a.hlrewed, no
recommci.dations are made concerrung the sosi6e reactor program which should he followed m the
immahate future. Among the areas covered m the rep >rt are primary prewure scwcl margrity; quahty
awurance, accident iminatum from eperator error. tramients and sabotage: the adequacy of present
emergency core cunhng system desi m; the calculatiam oflong term comcyncnics to health of one .F

particular low-probaNhty acudental release of radma tmty; an.1 the esperunental and calculational
(computer mic desclopnwnt) asprets of the prewnt reactor safcty rewarch program. A number of
recommendatmns are contained with the report mamly addrewed to map in wluch the ufety of the
present IERs can tv improved or better understel.
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' .
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W ulWA lv h wb 4 For ciber ImA Ge Arupt ele-
crene in hr..t transfer 4*.) IfD ,tilows the la rge .unount of stored

A. Generabred description of loss of coolant accident encra w it hin ik fin 1 to relistribute with a e muuant rapul in-
for PWHs and BWRs I d"''d 'P""'"'""**"""'" "'

'.*ht brea.'"" "'" lit ion, at ses cral secon.ls i nto the de-Iorthein ., cour .

I.he escut4 mil pi oce mes of a n 1.5 't .A .o e elevelotmd to illus- pic sonvalionpricew t he e on e ma , , flow r.ile dis is signili-
trate the s3 ccm h. h n ior amt phenomen a w bich must he ac- car Ils rcSecil h. c.cne of ne.ar lv lui owed ihn. l i eststa nci

,

i

ceuuted for by the calculational mellants in ori!cr to prescrshe paths to inc lu cal. l'or the out!ct brei conilition, the flui.]*

ll.c design arut per!"rmance reysiremtvits h.er IT(. . prems. resishmre to the break from the cere iegion is marLielly lower
.ind re ults in a cor.tinue<l significant upwaril core flow 00).

1. PWR-LOC A behavior rhese .lif o'rences in the coi e Gow histories en ilm respertis c-
,

f

Iv influi nce the el uteling temperature hHtories for the inlet anil.

Vigu ro 15 depicts the gener/lized 1 A CA beh;is tor for a postu- out!ct break conditions.
lated large bri ak in one loop of a multiloop l' Wit prim ity cool- As the storcel thermal energy within the fuel becomes rohs-
,o.t circuu. 11 s charactertration of the accident is des ivcil t ribuied the cimidiug temperature rise may terminate or the
liom many calculations care led out for different pipe break temper.itin e mas dcchne slightly fill #13 as the competitive
locations for current PWit designs. The numbers on the figure ef fi ces of t onlinue.1 fis . ion proshirt decay heafiry and sotueI arc in<tesed to the following description of the coui se of the

h mit ed .monmt of heat t ransfer imist for a f ew * econ.is. As the
',

f loss-of-cool .st pt ores s
cool.mt con lit o n.s w ithin the core continue to deteriorate the(% im n wdia t elt following the pipe break, as the primary omiant c!.plitum temper.iture rises it:D 0 D commen-urate with adb- !( ) a cyirlled from the ruptut e, the system ey.criences a rapid h elic . ..n.ht...n . ihetated hv t he h. cal fission product decay heat] subcooled lepres-uri/ation t1) causing the flow within t he
rato

i s cactor core to accelerate for an outler break O or deccler.Itc 3
I When the clad. ling temperature exceeds - 1/im' f for either '

tor an inlet hi e ik cu. A s the system deprecurl/.ation contm-
break con.luion. structural itistort ion, such as hallooning of)

the cl.ol.hnt mas da elop. Ad!<nning is po tulah ! to resullj $ { -~ l
'

~'

from a c.,mbinatie u of the decreawd strength of the cl.ulatingC '" # 12) i

{ ; |N ,00) pore' Mass Flow s w the temperatm e iner c reo an.1 the increasing eliifeientiala
,

pies sure he tw en the internal fuel rod pressure and the de-
|f ? *p/ O) N '

q ' "i ',_'
" c casing extern al ss < tern pressure.- Of,O -~

As the coolant is ey>ciled into the containment structure sur-5Ia '
inlet Break roundn'g the s cach.r. the primai) s ystem continues to elepres- |f ! --- Outlet Breoli wi/c wah an accomp ens ine decrease of tir;uid level within thej '.

re ertor veucl (t h When the system pressure decr e a ses he-# ) '
h w the ga dom ; pt es sur c within tho I:CU accumul ators for

9 ? Tdad '

$ 4 core Ih"=hng tanku. rt latively cohl auxilru v coolant is in-
E {:g

'

a y ject < .1 mto the apprope inte inict piping nor upper core h irrel
*
,*

Ud
| US-a

, y ~ to regione in an attrn.pt to replenbh the livml inventory in thee- ny N' I
W ElNJ Pressure

>

i e. IE I*'t"m plenu m of t he reactor s essel.
[f/ K 0/)( ., / 04) [ Ibn an outlet he cak (on.ht mr, sooa allt r accumulator injer-

' '

6 bl N
v ' UC} / I li"n L. giu, the Inguid invertory m the kuom i !cinun is re-N5 "

g,TQt 2Db N/ pleni.shed b the bottem of the cos e al6b Core ihn hng a main-O v3 Water Heght j tained by the l'..s prev ure ciiolant injection ss st-ms when theg5), 'j,

M
_ (17) y accu nmla tor im ent..ry is spent.D''_ H@t , w

g.or an inlet be c.d .ome backflow from the cor e and ccmTime t

tinued liottorf ..f the liqubt ir. the lower plenum cause steam flowV FM.Ih Genera 14eed imm-of-coolant ha h n ior for large up the dowrcona'r which ternis to inhibit the entry of ausiliarypipe breaL * to a PWit. C""h "' I" ' h" I"" C f I enu nt in ad.hHon, the steani How in the
,

d
[, . _ _ _ _ inlet pipes of the unbroken loops trepts to enirain some of the

,

"

injecte d root mt .md this entrained ronlant is then carried ;

j"tieproduced, by perous.Jon of :mthors and American Nu-t as o'md Ho l"w oc"mcr annuius to t he breah . the- c con.ht lun t' ;
cle ir Society, f rom inrockett, G. E,11. W. Gricle, It. W. lest to the po tolah d " accumulator UCP hs p.iss" situation. As |; Shu mway, and .t. e b Z enc, "I oss of Coolant : Cont rol of Con. deconiprc% ion cont inues ;uut t he syst em sie im tiow rates de-
se.piences I.y 1:mergency Core Cooling," Proceedings of the creaw. the influence of gr av6tv os cicomes the entrainment
Internatiorsel Conference on Nuclear Solutions to World Energy I"rces and the lower plenum begins to fill it R

.

Problems, Joint ANS 'AIF Conference, Nosember 13-17 As the lower plenum fills and coolant reaches the I..etom of,

i 1 c, Wa shingt on, D.C.
the core steam begins to be gcerrated. ihe steam, entraining

4



,

fpaac'; rpwl. ran m the core and cools the a twl. hog. Ihr the of structural integrity is determined, for rirconium-clad fuels..
;

In!ct break. the strum r mst escape from the system by passing by the amoimt of owgen taken up by the cladding during metal- 1
..

.

th s ough N steam ge nera t.,rs md pumps in ne det to t e wh the water reactions which become significant at temperatures ahnse f, yttem v'ent, or p>po I reak. The stes m, in pas <sts throach the isor F. At IsocF the reaction rate is Imv but as the tempera- y
Warlous syru m cotya.nents aryl pirticularly the steam genera- ture inercases to '000 F and above, the reaction rate incrc ises }
tor nere mt!itional energy is added from the secon!1ry *ys- r ipidly. At it00 F. for example, the oxygen uptake is such j
t e n:, is tm;cded by friction. The frictional pressure drop can that reaction durations execeding several tens of seconds cause $
reach a v,luo , r several poon.ls per sqalrc inch causing a back- officient embrittloment that upon quenching of the fuel ci piding }pressure on the reflooding process which com;wtes against the by ITC, the structural integrity of the cladding is insufficient ;
head of wa'cr in the downcmaer attemptir.g to drive coolant to assure a de"inahic heat transfer geometry within the hotter 5

into the enre. The downcomer head in most current reactor regions of the core. [
q designs can derclop to a m uimura head of - 7.5 psi if the flood- He foregoing, intendel to depict the general system behavior ff ) fu precess is relatively .ateady-state. If osedl, tory ef fects during an IACA for a PWit. has emphasticd the DllA conditions 3

necur as a re%)t of the coupling betwen the inertance and the which are expected to estahtish the ultimate requirements for fforce of gravity on the liqMJ in the downcomer .1nd the coupling ECC system design. The magnitude of the calculated effect of j
hetwcca the inertance of the Irluid in the downcomer and the break size and location on the DBA is shown in Fig.1G. The
compilir.cc of the compressible stcarn volume above the flowl- calculations for developing the figure include those by the reac-
Ing front, tFc averne driving head could be less th1n the for manufacterers and those performed independently by Acro-
steady-stito driving he ,d, thus low ering still further the time- jet Nuclear Company in conjunction with the design and program }

,

as eraged flmhna rate within the core. The oscillatory flooding planning for the loss-of-Fluid Test flDFTL Apparent from the !
Imnt cml !, however, previde helt transfer in the early part of figure is the dominant influence of the large inlet break in de- Jthe flooding process. termining the requirements of ECC designs for PWits. Ilow- L

ne c"mpeting effects of the limited driving trad for flooding ever, the very largest break should not be concladol to be the d
.oA the bicIpres%rc fr om the enting steam give rise to the most demarviing on ECC design for all Puha. .

pm tulatn! .tc.on bir. ding problem. The limite,t (b= ling rate i
for the inict break. r esattirg from steam bindim, causes de- 2. BWR LOCA behavior
er e ast d he e transfer in the core relatn e to th it which would
exist for hider flooding rates for a, mflet ? reak. Where these 1 igure 17 depicts the generalized loss-c f-coolant accident be-

[
t

crup ting effects are involved for the inlet bre k. a4httonal havior for a postulated break in either the liquid recirculation g
a

nbtle ties, mh as the effects of containment b.u kpre sure on lines or the steam oi;tlet lines of a conternporary boiling water .;
entr.tinment a91 on brat transfer and rich as the compressible- reactor system. the numbers on Qc figures are indexed to the f
itr.a accelerat6n-pressure dropa due to energy be ing trans- following d. Oription of the course of the los t-of-c.colant pro- I

r

fc-red from the second ary side of the steam generator to es- cms, y
caping steam from the primary systen, becomo in port..nt. Immnhately following a alcam line or recirculation line break %lhe temperature that the fuel cla iding can attain without loss of a llWit the system experiences a very limited subcooled de-

.
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Appendix 1: Loss-of. coolant accident S83

5 some com cclit e heat renueval f rom tb cl.u!.hng surface. Hiso
. ; r -

, --- 7 co< ding pi oress temis to sla c the heatup rate tetil the lower,-' g -00A (bqmd circulation 'Ime beok ) W) re ictor s e. sci plenum is fille.1 hy the accumulaled spray ande

y --$ team Lme Creoit Teino (no io,,, INI % aion c,wdant inventories and a core refborhng process
'

plenum !! ashing simil.tr to that air the pu nt is initiated.'.

3 T3 /

| d) ,
( <3) temperature turnaround W results from the imtlation of flood.

l'or the l<m er clad ling temperature histors (N, the claditing UU ;(g

'\ (2) -T gag ing at tlir honom of tiu com For lhe upper clad. ling tempera-c
g , {N

0). y ture history av b the effects of metal-water reaction enero.

/ . (8) are seen to cause a significan& increased ruc of temperaturee
- 6 s re55ure a
Q * risc prior to the es ent of flo.nling efl.. s i

.

\ (II) M 6)- E i ' For the steam line break, the various events are depicted by *

I \f\"3 dashed lines in l'ig.17. The pre.+ sure as seen to decrease evn.
'g

$ (3) h\ / ,2) si.lcrably mm e rapidiv Im than for the recirculation .ine0Scr y On
T
clod \ N | Tg / \ bred. Smcc stc.un venting is taking place at a highcr regiong,

y h- 7}\ ! N 'N of the re.scior scect the lirpsid fr action in the system remains

* ,'
''-gil2P, '- high and a'l r ecirculation line s3 stems co. Linue to operate.g) (o

Significant rore flow is thus'scen to continue 111); however..

E '. ' the flow eventually decreases as the pressure decay causes the
f ' _h_ I'

'
__ _ _ , _ _ recirculating m chanical pumps to cavi* ate. The flash'og pro.<

Time cess continnes to provide reasonalde core flow and at -cast suf-
i'lG . 17 Generall/cd loss-of-coolant behavior for large ficient straia ce= ding to the core. ac altendant cladvang tec -

pipe breaks in a llWIt. perature md. cates flut nearly all the stored energy within tne
fuel is removed until, at the worst case, the coolant conditions

pressurization liccause a significant anmunt of the fluid in the can no longer support the heat transfer required to kcca the
.,vstem during operation is at saturation conditions, with the cLulding teniperatures near the coedant saturation temperaturc,

* s emain lcr being slightly subci=ded. The loss of one recircu. Ms. M this point the cladding temperature begins to rise as-

f lating loop causes the core mass flow to drop rapidly to about a result of the nmall amont of remaining stored energy and
4 one-half the initial value O) as the other systems continue ti, derav heat energy. I'p to this time most of the fluid lost from

f prov ole coolant nupply to the lower ph num, since a large 501- tju system as a result of a steam line break has been steam
ume of t'. vessel contains steam, it the outset, the depres- and wnc two-phase mixture; that fraction of liquid having in.'

.

surie.ation process is relatively s u d , ., nd a t s e- cal ,ce- sufficient enthalpy to flash remains in the louer plenum. The
on.ls into the transient, the steam isolation valves in the outlet addition..I inventory necessary to fill the lower plenum to the
line close requiring that all ssstem cr= dant exit from the pipe Inttom of the core and effect early turnover is the cl.ubling

g{ hreak region. Since the contemim arv version of the llWil in- temperature rhe 11:11 H, therefore, consblerably less than for

( | corpm ates the interrul jet pump design, all pipe breaks, in. the recircul.ition line break. The geacral behavior of the fuct
; chiding rceirculath.n and sie im line breaks, in general, pro- cladding, e frec t of metal-water reaction, and embrittlement
; duce the ef fect of an outlet break in a PWit; that is, the de. are sufficmntly shniLir to those of a PWit that additional dis-

pres urizing coolant flows in the normal upward direction cussion is unwarranted,,

j th ough the core as illustrated in the figure. L'nlike the process for the PWit, the effect of steam binding
At the approximate time the liqui.! level withm the reactor does not appear to inhlhit tan rate of flo<wling because the steam

j drops to an elevation at whic h the jet pumps become uncovered, need pm only through relatively small frictmnal pressure
; the mechanical pumps in the rceirculation line are coasting drop paths on its way to the break.
j down and shortly cavitate dropping the core mass flow to ne'r- Figure I b presents the calculated peak cladding temperature
! Ir /ero. l'hese conditions pronunte co. dant starvation within the as a functmn of bre..k area for steam line and recirculation
j e eat tor core and initiate CilF in the botter regions of the core line breaks for two separate single fai!are conditions in a con-
I at As the liquhl level in the outer annulus around the core tempora ry IlWit (General Electric Co.,1970). One case con-
j barrel drops to the clevation of the rt circulation line outlet, siders fallare of the IIPCS; the other considers failu c of a
i the flow out the break becomes ste.un and the deprenuriration diesel generator. These graphs are considertwl representative

rate is increase d t IL Simultaneoustv, the saturation pres sure of a sing!c-failure crl*crion approach to nrtximum clad lingj
- of fluid in the low er plenum of tl.c r eactor vt soci is s cached

, , , ,

an I a process calle.1 lower plenum flashing is initiated (M. .
During this pi ncess the fluid tends to flash violentiv ami surges j
into the core renton. the potential for si;,nificant t onling exi ts P

f -such th at the cla iding temperature rbe may he termin.iteil m: c6
'

and the el ol. ling tetrperature may be restored to the flui i sat- b f
i uration temperature. As the coolant inventorv in the lower
'

plenum is spent from flashing, the ss stem pressure continues an '

c
2 to decline and the cladding temperature again rhes in the hotter y

- mnes of the core and experiences DMI a second time G). lne S ~
--

o p,circuht6onqcladding temperature rises rapi:lly until the energy redistribu- Auto Rehef, Lin e (Jt e r, s
3 LPCI' LPCStion within the fuel pin is complete at which time derav heat E, /

, limits the r ate of the temperature rWe W. Shown la the figure E '

s - - - - - - - - Ste am hnej for ( ampleteness is the enr.tinued temperature rise from the E juto Rehef N 0k
I carly event of Cl!F ris on through to the temterature limit WI 2 2 LPCI, $PIS
$ assumma no cooling due to lower plenam flashing. As the sys- - i r i i

tem Fres.sure contmues to drop, a high pressure sprav system 0 001 O Of OI iO 10
, ahos e the reactor is initi.ited anil top wpray flow H developed Bru Arec(f t2)
$ at about En psia. The spray tends to wet the Inct canister FIG . 18 Generalired comparison of maximu n claMing tem-
I walls providing a radiation sink for heat renmal from the fuel perature for various pipe break conditions in a llWit (from

pins. The resulting steam from canister wetting also provides Genera' Electric Co., 1970).

t
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t e rpe r.it A rc ml 6 nu ut he n.n.o.lere.1 to t.e re trwtiw in /'el/ue/ 4: Core collapse ami collection as a '' Heap"in
'

.

tv%irn oc c.enhihty .4 , syrte.n or esmhsvuon of n stems. the reactor ressel without elfective emergency core
k iMt pr cwet.~t, a geter.d treG tou r.1 hWer um confify,
d i.i.bni te n. pes,to res o curs . = bren a re o Increwe For

tk smillcq lreatw, no < v.rc he u up occ u r., 'Ihesw ht shipes sh, tin c f rom the pi =' inpture to t he collection of the roe e. t

a n.1 m er oit s. l. + of t he te a* p/ ratu re < nn es for tio- t) pe of .in . "hcap" in the reactor s essel is very dtycnitent 'upm tlw-
repec ent stim .h gunsi to a ;irge we it on such f a t..r3 :is the n.o trl rl,,,rn for core melblown an.1 the core alructural grbi
anatua il techr..ve4 a c t in the rated ition=, mumptions on pl.it.. fapure. nere metta v.n models racge from melting anet
he it te msfer r.o re! W u ansi 1'.c pattenlir .imate falare imme hate elrippmg of ritcaloy from the core directly into the
c oin htien con 5 P IC t"I*. h..tlom of the precure vc<scl, to taCl holdup of a nc.trly fully

'
m.. en core until such time a. grht plate weakening or mciting

/n is achiewd. .the f..rmer model re=ults in the grailual colicc-
C) B. l.on of-cool.mt acradent wthut ef factive ti"o of t he i ore in the lower pre i.iur, s e, sci head, while t he

emt!tget*CV Core Cooling latter ino.lel revilts in suditen ifamping of a niajor portion of
the core in a snotten state into the lower precure s ceirl he.ul.

A t une r.ur,:e from la minutes to r.0 minutes Irmn pipe break
\ e, e O h h . .picnce of ews.le e te . : u qn.t t he voi c lu, t. .a ' m coHn teon if hew mics W coser the tincet tainfir<. Ibc.'q he vn h . t u r,i l i st .\ w ithout ef fertis c ainerg-r.s s com e lower Itmit, In minutes, derives from a heat accumulation con-. 4 1o.;: r in tu .in i h,1 into ses en p ri..b ..to.ted e r oni 3 I ( 9 ,.nlerath.m WHh nh n&<. nicul-water reaction G6 a.f cl.a.l-,

O '* S. l'D.1
clin;p atul the arrunml.itert itec.tv heat, therc is prehably enough
ener gy to brmg the entire core on the at rrage to the melting

Period 1: Blmwlown r""'"It %
the actual ps octwi of a core coll.spse and collection in the

L..Itom of the reactor s cre.cl is likely to he a s et v compbcatedl'.d h.w m,, the .l.. ble cen b .1 ruptu re of .a la r.:e p i me rV M S - r
matter, inu.h ing: si; the fortnation of cutectices. 40. 'opuig,tem pipi t he r e k a s barts hb.wa u n durin.: v.ld. h mos t of the n ,,jic flon , and trirecrirs;, (iii) blockages of thew arwi A aam.

w ifr r or unu u t m th e .o tor pre s u i c m ,c) . expdled in- Ior chemical reaction, an.1 ovl many other effects.t. , !!v . .n' e in o u t.t .hree fe stures of the blownlonn inf19erire4

as u .-a .n ut con v i< h n lor. Ihe c a e the hl w !..nn i.. rec ~. Perood b: Pressure vessel melt throughf aa ch nrmt coi.iht: during hbml% n, m.! the rate of escape
ind II " <pa nti!v e . cater 14 m.aiht.N in the e a at h er p; ,ut e lhe nature of a mell-thraigh t f the pre tsure t essel hearl 14
sc urlauct 14. l .a.m . t'm rent esth.tes ar e th it :5c bb w. "'what unknow n. As noted in the aluwe, it is not known
d a. . f. u . c s u all not . ..r ec. lv u:s m;.t t he con . t' 't the lu. l u hether the fuct woul.1 dribble through the grid plate slmviv as
. Im n nt i . .h ir +..r n g .l. .w. i. ,w n r. ,r t.1 e r ,u ll ir, e c31.(d . .f the fuel melted. or if it waild form a gw.ol aiwi melt throught

al e .o t me tiilf..fthe oretvn.qgy m pu,fi.Ii.,is an.] d_,t -u4eelv 6n a delay ed action.
p

A t In' . .f t h. Jrr oris.calh in escartu s ., r l n . dd Vamn T. to kn*! of the fuel might f. ell into the prewure s es-
it t he evnp., (mn ..f bb.w. . , w bh h * I M8''4d. II"wo cr. Ibis part of the fuel ww:1>1 include thati .wiin . .r Y= s vn.

I d.cs at b -t : t in wron.s, f. ~ argest he. J , o ., e p c tion d de core having the greatcat etccat heating.
[ j 'e n ocr n 6 .mnr (i . a prut 40 fi.UU ('' la .nul l'he first rifcet of the core material *n falling into the vessel
C/ t '. i 17 - a , ,1 pw b nest p,rhon of t!w cor" II. .u c u r . 1*alom woald he to ev:qmrate rapidly any water in the s c. caci.

these c<ini 't- .o r f.oriv neerta r 14 we A dl dscu-s below. A rapid praluction of sfcam might affect the Thiw of core ma-
,

' terial through the gri.I plate nl ml;;ht blow molten core ma-
terial up. through, anl out of the pressure vessel.

Period 2 Cue he.nup -acc.n hesting only mai.edis e arcar and pou thly some further metal-water i
rr .o tion woul ! rexult in coniinuc<l heating t.f the fuel anel prew- 1

( '. a e l e n> pe r ." u n x ? .s o n t o r p.. aber hhew l..u n, herau.se ni sur*. vessel Imtiota.
dec.n heat. at 1 ihm u arm dm itch 2n '!' '-ce ill'(%cc1 for t he weight of core m.iterit] nf about 7,014m1 would c uite
pu lts ..nd la l' %e N "O Nec) for IMH 4 at the hottest gmrtiors forces in the vessel of only a few percent of thouc shie in nor-
of the re.re. If thrs start fre m i Vin ' f dij0" C). hn al core re. Fnal operatif5g pregsure, he nec the veggel bottom wof Id not he
gion* a oubt r. wh temp ratu rm arcater than jnnC V allon* f 7 V co fait antil its melting point were approached. '

within ?4 'o M .o envie. rher t he <tre. dor -< tr im r eaction he. A mel8-through of the pressure vessc! could he expectc<l to ' '

ter.'oIwrom a Wm t i. .m . ne rn sou ri . It is t he r.s. .rr im - orrur in f ro'n 20 to 810 mismtes after core collapse (30 to 120
pot f.mt Ilut tl e a t% he gin einding the roi e belere this criti- minutes al'trr pipe rupturch lf there 18 no extra cooling. [
catismemre. s

Periw! G: Pressure vesselmelt.t'orough to collection
. heat at bottorn of con %inment

'

Periort 1 (lore he.7fuir -t/ce.sy heatinf; plus .'hernir.d
,,, es.surc r,emt melt-thinugh might he espected in x to 120

hNfing ininutes after the pym rupture. It scemn certain that mclt-
through will be a c atastrophic event, in that large rguantitie<

As porerm4 of t he co n c reach t empe r . m - " t r # , !b m of molten malcrial will be discharged sudlenly. Slostt.fthe
,

2nur F q Ino'il. He 4ii calov < trant ieu t v.n hcon4 to hc. cere. In ad Ir.lan to a melted portion of vessel lxittom, puld
conu stedWant, The e ate of reactwn it itially increasp;nra- came through very quickit. A major r;uestion concern 4 the in-
todically : P. iime. As cl: 4 ting teroperat ure incre.m, the re- tee mtion of the molten uh ram with the water pool likely to bc | f' / action r.ite tecon.cs dependent upon the atidaNiih of steam. at the Imttom of the containment vessel. '%-

the time a rqm rrd to reach the timlting p $ ' <.' I Sc < l.t4fitig, the molten ron s* materi.al, in falsing into a water pool, may
s

:th ' F s l * W ( $, at th. Wiest lertion of thee rearte t'an the cau4e stearn explosions. ( tur profictive ability nf steam explo-
. (' ha%ene c *.f ette f n e v.a.bec roubt he on the order of noe inm- w h.n1 i s vers llinited. Almut all that can he stated la that hical- 4ute Tac hcghatne of her:dlied rl ul melting m a n.t m irk the in*l esrd.ne n.ns vich!!ng Immi presmurcs of the order of 3000 'E

rfh retW be riumng of i or e roll..pse, ruel i r.1 J m ir i . eceirr psi @o cine might occur.
1-meer mures gi cater than Mra F o pr# O h"h e anr cla.1 The direct da naging efferta of localized explosions are proh- ,ydrymm ne fuel ro.t shonning can m rm , ahly rather rninor hee m=e of the nize arul ntrength of the alruc- '

9,
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Appendix h Lce, of coolant accident SBS t:
{ 1

'

*'ures en the lmer re gion< e f cemt.itnment vesarls. l'ho most 1. WOWtiowt1 plienottwnd
se ri.,us ef fect of such esphnions inight he ll.e tendency to aca!. t he energy sources, most of which act over the entire I A WA^

1 ter moltett rore mater Lil< to high regions of the cont.tinment y

to a varying estrnt, are listed in the blowilown perioil. Those '
w all where lor eli/cd molt-through might oct ur. sources which represent basic energy inputs to the problem, tho

| A n..ther eri"uS cliert of localimt esph #lon (< fu In onad" initi.il steu e l tue l energy (which depermis upo i the mittady-state*
ud dhi< ten of th. molten core m iterial ..nd increase the over- operati .g corvlitiong of the reactor immediately preenli.sg the'

.
,til rate e.t the reurtiet of watt r with the metallic constituents rec edent i, the finnin heat fansociatn! with shutdow n reacthi-"

of d.c molti n core material The incri i.<cd pre bwllott of hv- ticq .uvl reartor LmcIncs), the decay heat of the n.ptunh m. plu-drogen14 the .cbau feature w hich le.nl4 to roteainment f alharc
[_ tomum. and other heivter artsnides, asal the fission pr wluct de- i

hy gradual M drog.at m er pressure in ngdte of the mccessfulV cay, a re : ell rcome nt L., he calculatnl in a relat nely conserva- |.recr.,non or containira ut sprava or uppreoion p. .ls.
iive inhion in d.e AC. In the case or the initial stored fuel co- |'
rrgy. at oough the AC specification 14 aimsel at mnirnving es--

*

nerial 7: Behnior of molten core nuss at the bottom n "n''' "' 0'i'' in r3 n*'cr. 'he d''' h"" "uvp"rHna ' he 'imc amit

} of tht* CotilJininetit "W '' Y'" "~ " "' *" ' NN # '''
tai..e h uvak. 31orem er s t.ter the AC do not prworibe cen-

qt in i uhare eel the pr e, nre s ewl hollord, it 44 c.tinuleslthat serbstne estim om of the guerameters influencing the initial
.n much .re V, to ifn of the core woitid fall into tir contain- alornieresp. the cerwervMism of this criterion in practice '

inrnt s e**cl atel t' ! Ihr *rlf-heating of thi< m .terial for a may not he u rv substantial, in practice, application of the ini- 1:
o,

tot il elapwd tune of from I to 2 hours would be of the verder of tial storial energs c,iterion rmght pre = lace values saily slightly
o . .' t o o W of the s e.irtor pow er or t a lo i s W 4% of t he geraler than h r r,timaios" of this aspert of the et.ergy to be

.

t. .!.d le< n boat i ng. .hs sp uol elar mg the I 4 4' A.
the res e m ticriil, to ether a 4th the so.dfen scuel mater Li, in the e oc 08 the huion prialuct decay, exa nu n:st a.q of the

i g riel plate. < 10 . . wiaul f wei.d olu tt I f He to 21HI t..n<. fle tuol- !.c*t etir rs nt lite ratt *e la than llel4! |t* g. Shure il*4DL ant! girn rore niatra lil u mbi duplace .am u..ter into which it fen Pe r r y . f n ' . e tEnj. a* urli an discu3sions with prominent !

| md cornmence to heat the ci ncretc :enal other materials letw< en workers in de ficbl. ban Icel um to cons hale that the AC pre- '

| it and the c. utaim u.1 sc4wl. Ib r. pol ti.iilie g of any w. tier script ion o: nahen Ibe pr ogevt ANS standard hir fission pro-
? 9o u bich t!.c molten i ore t. icht waiter lhe molten core. . hart de cas h et T % .. l. plow an a l.hti mal 2n i w ill prialute !

l~he n ature .4 the me.iten con e an! its flow I,ch:ts tor are un- an estimate al elec..v heat w hich is conservatist:ly high bg ainut
f| k now n . M "ther it wout.1 rappilt 4pread out mio a thin lavrr une stand ml a n safion f rom mean estim.e en. Mla'ther lhlN con-v

I os r:1n ein mot o in i ht p is uncerf. sin, se rs al s' m. es*"ri slevi with one of the most sigruficant e nergy! lhe cowrete wou!I o til and disinte grate a4 it wa's heatol mourcot 64 ath9ulte or rnt depera upon one*M point of view- E

by the molten roi s . Nnce the molten fu. leteel mh is bravier n rul u a s a suigeen of some detute w ohin the rm aew group. |
,

t h.in the corra t te ingre.tleota. the (mcrete residue wisald ci- Ibns eser, irrr-pect ne of the conservatism of the proposed A.NS |iher inis w tih die core or float on the top. 11 starkla rd, takn a = an imlivHlual separste effect, it is prob- '

4 si dinary d r ied concrete h.es a ile# Nils of alment l lI. to I T.". Ibs f nh*c t h el Ibc ot erall AF specificat i..ns for plant operat snr. oba r.
It' esperihe g r.n fit ol ? :t-2 to J.i' l and cont.nns almout 21 by arteriatics are sultmiently conservalho (cl., hootente, h h!c
wry.ht .>l inrortner ited w ater. or ata mt la lh< of w.if er per 100 M Xill, a s out a d roniht 6"nw her the IJ H'A calculatoons to ag-

g ths of por fland remtlit u.<cd. Il s therin.nl ca.tkhict a tt y in alm.u t Nure that prof tcisons for the not eficet of Ihese mput energV
, j l .2 to 2.0 l'tn /hr || * 1' or o.n% to 0.nnk c;it her e m 't* and it s sources will al=o be conservative. Thus, talen as a whole, the'

sp. cific heat i< about n.20 to 0.21 Iths 'Ib * r or cal /g * C, it input enerny sources appear to be generally conservatively pru-;
{ vis ta dly di<inte rr.tr4 at air.nl 912 * l iTeoo* t 'h scribn! uilhan the W.
'

If there t< ao m rare thickness of 5 feet of concrete between t ither energy sources er,termg into ilm problem are a tunction
the pr wire u+el and the imitom af the contamment seur!. ot' the thermal tissory of the IOCA itselb Of these sources, the

. the di. integration of frota 60 to 100 tons ol concrete might N rractor internalt heat transfer ar.d PWit primary-to-secondary
8 requarnt for the molto n fuct to reach the containnmnt vruch heat transtet prescriptions appear to be mbpmtr/r prescrdeel'

It is est em stni th..t the molten core nucht reach and pcae- woh.n u>e AC. I' hat is, following the AC prescription would
Irate the containment vem.cl in from a few hourn to a few dap lead to energy cutimates fu these saurces wh.ch are nearer

*

af ter pyv s unture. "tnoat probabW or "best estimate" than particula rly conserva-
If there tw no w iter at the !"wi r n I of the containment, or tive saluem lioneser. it shoul.1 he obserwl that thu metal-wa-,

' d the u an i 1, boiled away f rom th it r egion and cormtrn<ol else- 1er reachon rate prescription, for thn high-lemperature reac-
w hei r, then the dry m is 4 coubt he e%metrel to Lyiori/c ento tion of nrcomum allov cladding with sleam, en very conserva-

i 1.lgher arcre of the contalnnu nt at a wry significa!.! rate, lle- hve with respect to scri.y re. lease. estimatew. The AC require-
con lensahen of s aporve ' luel anel fluiem pnnlucts v.oul.1 occur meu for use of she Itaker-Just tit-J) equation for oxidation ei-
thi oudout the s ohnne of the containn.cnt. timaten van le show n to provide estimates which approach the

uppt r hunt s el a mpirical obsers ations lor oxidation in the met-
C. Relatiomhip of LOCA phenometu to the ECCS ai-water reacuan. ecr. seatena. 19 m
acceptance critetid As a general otmers ation, the I.E WA derivnl energy hourecs

are reasonablv. or strongly, conservatively estimated, flow-
l'he crnwal 14 WA pheminmmi arc displaynt in l'able XXXII m er. t' c AC he e escluih=1 from consideration a heat source of

in direct relationship to the correspondmg clernentis of she potenitalk m erw helming imturtance to PWits-rupturol ateamf- Al C*s Acceptance Criteria (W) Dw Appenhx 110. The ma- generator tubem imel upon evidence of substantial tube con -
tertal presentol in 1 able XXXil in diudnt into phetumena oc- ro= ion prol Irm% w tih frequeni associatnl leakage in met
curring ilu rity thire time perkuls: blow dow % Itetill, ml ite- Pults thahmek A %ileos reactorg seem to be crect.tional can-
II. o!. t he relath e mgaihcance os each phenomenon b in 1.cen es, with few or no correlon probicms), it was the consensus
n!cutilint in the t able in a qualitative hashion tas 1.cmg of Drst- of the group that steam generator tube fadure during a severe
order ingertance, a 41); or 4 p(2), eccool-order onportarrr). I A WA could occur f retuently. %Iaron er, it appears that rup-
Qu3!Oative evaluations al the conservatism of the elementa of ture of a Icw tehrs ton the onfer of anc to ten) dumpisg secotul-

; ilm AC ptr*cutol aie alsa given in the iahte along with brief a ry steam into the hyreuurunt prnnary side of the reactor', comments quald) u.g the utsmates of conarrvatinm. A aiupple- system could etreslute steam binding problems and induce es-
montal iliscussian of the material presento! in the Table in giv- sentially uncadahic combtions in the course of a loCA. fer

?

j .m M ow. PWits with ITCS e i mrrent design.
I
'

J ,

! p , w e ci u v.a .t r v ne t %m tm

, - _ - _ _ _ .
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Tall!1 NSX11. Criteral I OCA ptwuomenological Prinvior an ! rc' ced !;t CS criteria.
-f-

_ ._ _
. p

Infhaence Criteria conscrvatizm /
IDCA ;Arnmnena Itclate.1 criteri: twurer) cerfficient an ! commentary h_

1. phndm;rd
Y

,

A. lyra _noorre* Imput . ippemhx K-Sec. l A * -

l'a ran.cter e
1. Imtlat stormi fact tiAl)' Ur.c ranc of highest First o; der Strong (S) t

energy (sta ady state- stored energy consider 6r.g: L'O; Otl) ;.

( ])
[ before accident) comfuctivit3, gap conductance. ;

fuel densificatien, gases within%.s
fuct rod. clad creep, etc.

2 Ihon heat (r.Instdown (IA2) O(1)-liwlt S
< < x t6vitics and react..:- O(2)-l' Wit |oe tws) Second order

:t. lirray of actinales (Np. l'u. Actuude decay heat for fuel O(1) S
U-isr40pc decay) cyc!c tmie 3ieldirg higirst '

c..lculated fuct temps (IA3)
4. 1% u.n pi nhect decay ANh L.1 + 2V( (IA i) 9(1) Conservative by one

a above mean D

11 f:ncrn ources ( t wA dorned)
1. ficaetr.r internals haat Ilcat transfer shall be recond order Adequato (OK)

;transfer (pipmg. vessel accounted for (!Ar.) ( (2) |wall *, nonfuel internal '

ha rd 4 arc)
2. ITit 1.rimas y-to-secomplary Shall le accounted for (IA7) O(l) (OK-last steam <

heat transfer (stram generator tube Icaks
,

generator / primary fluid) neg!ceted) '~
3. Metal-water reactwns (IA".) Une IWJ equation; no O(7~ S (IbJ approaches 4(rate e.f energy relcase. steam limitirig; if clad rupture, upper limit for f11: generation, clail consider inside clad surfaces oxidation) youdatbo) also

|'
C. hti urtm al behavoir *

, 1. ISpc s hip Not treated (NT) (see 10 CFil O(2) NT'
) 50-Appendix A)

d 2. Core loa''.s '. T O(1) NT-(NC) *
3. Ftram generator loads / NT O(1) NT-(NC)

tule fadures ,

[
lb l'rimary s3 * tem roolant beh:. *r

1 Inreak flow ~

(ICl)
a

2 1:reak character:stic thiuhle ended /longitLdinal O(1) S
r.[co t ru m splits-up to lart;e.3t pyaes.

b. f;ischarge nmdel ?.looly-after o attained. O(2) 1. Metastable flow.
Vendor mu3t denuinstrate NT-(NC)
highest temp. achieved. 2. Ilomogeneous ,:

flow-S !
'

3. U VUT '-NT (7)
O. twe.d. locatma (driermines 1.'u.4 6-.10 C Fit Go O(1) S

,

sutt m fimv stagnation points)
3. Frsetion d .it (lones in pipra. (102) Coe " realistic" friction O(1) OK

core, other components) f:n tors aml Oc friction multi- i

pbcrn (permitted m<>lets
e.pecifini)

4. Conrersation of momer.tum (103) Neglect of cirments or O(0) OK
equations in codes ef fects shall be justified.

S. l'u m p .1 p (ICC) l' ump nuwiel rc pairements O(1) OK-lait limited data
specified. 20 flow data available I

rnluired.
i C. ECC 11uid " bypass" of core (101) "l:rui of-!.3 pass" definition. O(1) OK-let weak data[d Fluid injected !=:furo end-of- base ' r ":md-of-

.b pasa must be subtracted from bypa stion,3

reactor vesact inventory. 'l'
7. Core flow dat rdadion (IC7-Ivtl's) Flow cales. must O(s) Weak (W) _, ads

(Blocknge and radial flow) account for cross-flow induced upon erwie adequacy)
by fuel rod swellug: blockage.

Rev. Mod. Phys.. Vol. 4 7. Suppl. No.1. Summer 19 75 '
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1
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Influence Criteria conscr.atism'

loCA phenomena itelated criteria (s.=in ) coef be nent arwl commentary
-

-
t

4 m. Imi r plent.m flaul entram- NT-but related to ICI Otl) NT-(N C)ment Oa.iis Icr estimation
..

of flui.! remaming lu plenum
af t( r bbswdown) ~

D. Twe~p ilow mo lcis (account NT O(1) N T-(?) .

f or relative velocity,
corelitative relationships

O for liquid /va|x,r)
i

1 1:. Cor thermal f a bavior
h Urttical heat Dus (C111')/ 0 04) 1. "Appi opriate" stra.lv- O(1) 1. S-l'se of steatly-

aleparture from nucleate state and transient CilF nu,dels state nuidels ap;icars
boihng (DN!i) specified conservative tinder

transient blowdown
condit o,ns-but

substantiatug data thin
'

2. After CIIT no return to 2. S
nucleate boilng permitted
during blowdown.

2. Post-CilF beat transfer. (ICS) 1. Permissible mo.kis O(1) 1. S-bt.t data base
specified (and restrictions) weak.
2. hiela u.%ed, to 14 2. OK,

/ supported by data using
statistical correlations and

'
, uncertainty runty sis.

3. l'ect rod behavior (Sec. ID)
3 a. Swelling a.nd rupture of ht not be undere,,tiriatol- Oil) F-but data base weak
j clad (to be considered on s.how by " applicable" data *

'| cales of gap conJuctan c.
/ 'j clad opdatmn/en.brittie-

. ,/ } ment. and 11; gene ration).
; o. Use of gap conductanet Time and temp. di perdence of (HI) Oh-but supportmgj and oth< r thermal p irame- parameter s t tynreil data weak

4 ter.s in f ucI and clad temp.
j cales.
( 4. lufluct.ec of core geou try N r-- but related in !C7 Ot2) NT-(conservativej c hances-riwi 1* w mg. inter- omission)
{ re=f contact. etc.

P. Cmtauunent st ructure iniluence
| 1. Pressure buildn NT is hkm-dow n O(2) NT-conservatism of

omission uncertain
2. 10CC related npitpment If;CFitS0-Appendix A O(!) OK

f survival (pumps. spray
6 w .abdou n. cle.)
1

ib Igf.Il pern.dwfollowmc bbe d4m n)
A. l.ncrr y sources tsee b!oadow n ocrawl commentary) t HI) Treatment ge nerally

1. Tassion prutuct decay ""
2. Ih cay of actmules
3 Initial e.tored fuel energy
4. .\le tal-w ater reaction
S. 1" Nil prunary- to-secondary

Icat tra.nsfer

i t. ECP/ .rin.ary 83 stem coof ant behavior1

1. lireak flow d:scharge r. ate (lD3) No specif!c treatroent. O(2) W-No siiscursion ofi
(Transitnen from choked to " Acceptable" molcl required. break flow
unchoked Dow).

2. Iower 1!cnum refill ratc/ (ID3) " Acceptable" refill O(l) OK
ECC penetratmn of downcomer model required.

3. Fleam/l:CCS fluu! mteraction HI)l) Zero steam flo v in un- O(1) OK to S = wcak data
g tsteam flow m t.nbroken loops broken pipes w/o esperimental base

durL ; ECC mjection) evidence to contrary.-, N
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Influence Critrrh con icrvatism |p

I .t 'C A ph. oment lielateil er.' e ' #urer) eeefficient and commentary $
_ _ . _ . - - - -

,.
4-

C. Core ther mnl le navior f'
h1, Po.,t-Cl! F beat t r ansfer (10.7) See 1:lowthun perimi O(1) S

lisruw son }
2. Convection c lity cadmg iPWit) NT O(2) OK reglect is con- j.

.-s .Ilot re.M iniluce conv ection servative F
i k

(v/ caid,i n in steam-t ailed core). cp
ill. Itefh.ol l'eriini tlTC 1 luul reaches inittom of rore) .

A. 11. in3 sourcen (see f bmdow n gridconunrntar3) O(1) Treatment generally *

# \1, 1 & ,o.a product decay
2. liccay e.f actinides (;
;I, aletal-n ater r esettons

4 PWit + prim a ry-t o-seconda ry '

Iwat tran+ fer
,

t
L

lt. St ructural 1.chvior (cf refdl pertal commcotsj

1. 1 hei mal shockr 1. 'l emp. limd-/2nir F O(l) W-Combination inay
b) Cla.lihng brittle f ail are. 2. 17s equiv. clad osidation permit clad to lu in
litefbl is nn+t likely perhat limit partially ductile con- '

los brittle tailure through clad dition
que nc hinc.)

;'. t heillate n y loa.ls ( As lopml level N i-8 etem esperimental O(2) W-Itrittle clad mry3

attemt s to rue above lx ttom of support is weak fall under loads
flow skirt, pre-n.re in core may
cause donneomer annulus to fill
1. fore ihmi pes.ci rates coe c. r

'mnometerlike o.sollation.4 may
oci u r-) '

e
Core muratmo f rom mavsne (%!ahic core geometry O(1) F-Criteria require

[d]
ha I f adua c/ melting reepa red (Criterton, No. 4) successful operation

''

1TP/ ' rima:T mtem coolma 1+haviorC. 1

1. Itre ik flo v ehschan ge rate tilU) % opecific ta catment (l(2) W-No specification of
tone hoked- icain dominated "Aen plat.le" enodel required break flow

Jlbm)
2. t he illatory now tve diwrus- Nr O(2) N P-conservation of {slon under !!Ill. 8t ruct u ra l omission. uncer tain

Itchiuori

:l. Iteno.=1 Ita i t * Wit) llirh Calculated by " accept- O(1) W-Supporting g.
able" nuwlel csidence for model

{6questionabic

h[
-1. ! >i .1det *ra ri s -,n er" dicN PWit-l'l.lTl! r results O(1) S-neg1cets oscil-

through core # fluid now use I to determine latory flow
a t core oxit pline vs, cont ril ution |Gow at talet plano) k

N
5 ' team hindirg PWit flow

grestrh tion tia oigh ste a m
e.

generators, pu mps, i. (
?

a. Pump a f. (lin) locked emin:llers, (un- O(l) S-hut pump data weak f
less free running gives higher yO peal.) temp. [,! b. Steam generator ouperheat (IA7) Mu.st be accounted for O(1) OK

c. Stenm generator tube lenks NT O(1) W-neglect may be ff
badly nonconservative -[

]
6. Core flow sh. t ribution (llr.) Icvaluated only for re- O(1) W-Inadeeyuate data f

thlockage an I railial flow) thmd rates <1 in./sec. base f
'h
a.
p

Rev. hl. Phys.. Vol 47, Suppl. NO.1, Suenmer 1975 I.
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l rAllii XXNil. (Contir.ued) |
i

!
,,n m n am m.m w ~~---r..ew----

9 r ---- ainfluence Cr.teria om** n aimm) I f >CA phen.omena Itclated critern hource) coef ficient and commentary. 0,
__ _p __

l

O L.I). Cure thernu t behnlor
N

)1. l' Wit reflotwl heat transfer (llbPWit) lla<rd epon ( >( 1) Oh
i

Fl.ECllT results
a, Oscillatory flow (PWi!) (!!n and cononist ion t M 2) S-Inclut ion might

g opimen) in orove heat transfer
((Nctilatory flow benefits ,

d mallow ed)

b. lWit now reflood rate (IIG) ilares (1 in./3cc, heat i X I) ( >K--but d;ita base *

restrictlens transfer by stram only, ilow s fak
| blockage accounted inr

|
c. Contamment presrure (!!b') la west calculable pres- O(.') S-but data base is

'
.

mfluence sure to Ic used for evaluation w eak. (Increased |
1

i of heat transfer cortfacients pressure aroproves
(PWh only) heat transfer.) |

2. I; Wit core spray /rellood heat (llm,7) Itaseil up>n Fl.1:CllT ( 41) OK t

jt ran s f e r resulth
;

C' Core nograt.on and pressure Cadable geometry required O(1) NT-Criteria reipares t
I.

vessel melt-through (Criterion No. 4) successful ECCS '

operation
w =_= n - m_ . . - .

, =* Energy mput terms must assume:
continuous reactor oscration at 1.02 times beenwd power level; ruas peaking factor allowed by

tech e-pecs. Itany of power di.stribution shapes and peaking facte.ra which couhl occur over core hfetiene must le investiga;cd and
;

the one used trust result in "most severe calculated consequences" for spectruen of pipe breaks and single failures ana'yml.
.

6
Numl=>rs in parentheses, e.g. (!Al) refer to specific nuinbered sections of the At ceptance Order;a.

(N .. tirated in AC, (NT); Nonconservative oi.ustoon (NC); Unequal Velocitim, l'nnpr.il Temperatures (lWirl) in rputtiphasn$ fluul flow.
,

4

./
(

.

> I he spe nheations of critera periaining to '.t ructural be- an linp.wt1nt effect on peak cladding temlersti.rea. An ANC
. havior in the l AICA is not treat.d within the AC. S> ne of he transient calcul tion was report ml to have predicted peak tem.
* rractor eqmpment. < 8pecially those elements external to the per:itures ainut 160*F greater than a c.11culation using a Tned

naclear supply system (pipes, pumps, equipment with;n the Memdy discharge coefficient, as rpecified in the AC. In addl. .,

| c mtainment buibling such as spray, coohng. and washdow n p>>- tion, the Mow!y n odel does not describe conlitions where un-I ing etc.) are covered by other portions of the reactor criteria equ::1 velocities and tenrreratures may exist between licuid and
,

(e. g. , 10 Cl it Lo- Appendit A). But internal elements of the valor within the two-phase mixture. The effect of mistreat-' nucicar steam supply (the core, steam generator, and tubes) ment of con.litions of flow of this type is uncertain, as no cal-
. apparrntly are not covered wiihin any of the specifications. Al- colations of system response with an adequate nelcl of these' i thou, h structural behavior is not overlool ed in reactor design conditions are known ta have teen made. Ilowever, in general,.' and appears to be generally well engineerci, the omission of it appears that exclusivo use of the Moody model may not be'

structural loading critcria for the critical internal c!cments of conservative,

the nuclea r steam supply system .scem9 like poor engineerirg, that exclen e use of 11 e Waly model tu1y not be conservative.
il not a nonconservative omitesion. In estimat ug c or e dow dnt rilmtion uvuler conditions where

13 urn.g bloudawn, the AC specilication of elements of the hy- blockage pro unluce radial llow within the core, it has not been
*

drody rumics of the primary system coolant behavior are gta- demoastratnl that the current one-dimensional analysias methods
crally adequate. 't he requirement to analyre the spect rum ut usal by she Al C and vendos a are capable of conservatively pre-
poti ntial break sl7es within the nuclear nica.n system for dou- dicting f t ese ellects, in very preliminary cah ulations, Gambill
ble enited breaks an i longitualinal splits of any pipe in the sys- (1973) has show n that even limital hical blockages-as well as
tem in determining the most severe LOCA conditions is rharac- substantial one s afrom Wu la 90 t)-within a variety of overall
teratie of those phenomena w hit h has e been treated with st rong core blockage con ht;ons (especially from 01 to 70 4) can induce
conserva m m. lion ever, there ar e some potentially troubic- increases in the peak cladihng temperatures of f rom hundreds to
some ucaknesses which may more than counterbalance the thousands of decreer s'. Poter.tial code weaknesses in properly'y st rong points. In modeling the break flow, the AC prescribes modeling flow mvler these non.htions may make estimates of,

| the use of the Moody correlation (AEC Commissioners,1971, overall *.CCS performance conservatism suspect.V
p.1112). The Moody methtJ was developnl *ipon an idealiin] 'the AC do not specifically treat the problem of entrainment
neifel of ist ntropic, equilibrium flow in a pipe. As such it of fluid in the lower plenuni during blowdown. The quantity of
mmtels homogenmus, equilibrium, two-phase flow in an ap- fluil remaining in the lawer plenum is directly relatal to the
parently conservative fashion. It does not account for meta- time interval (the rclill period) between the end of blowdown and
stable flow of subcoolnl liquids which occurs at the immediate the begmning of refiml, during which scry ihnittsi coiding of
outset of flow from the break. nough such dows are probably the fuel rivia can be developed. Under these limito! cooling
of short durallon, they are associato! wbh flow rates which are cornhilons, lemperatures would incre,*e rapidtv (perhaps as
generally over a factor of two greater than equihbrium flow, much as 20'- 10 *F per second). lhe lack of specific AC treat- *

The Con' mission acknow in!ged ia lts Opiniini on the AC (AEC rom- ment of this problem tends to be nonconservalhe, llowever. !

,

missioners,1974, p.1112) that such transient effects may have the requirement of the AC, Section IC.1, tha*. all ECC nuid in- I
,

f,
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jee.tol into !!.c rextor ves.sel or ink t librs <turo g the 9.vpa89 central nul9 'this aspect of the con c .aermal behavior has not '

* peri.v! Le n.la raern! f rom the calculatol rearlar s euel ms en- been treated in the AC. Its omission is apparently conservative
t..ry. nr.y 1.c > > M r..og that little or n i flu.d ntn 1.c c:drut.iint th ny:h nrobably of secoml onic r in'imimrtance,
to renuin in the br.ver plemsm at the eral of the bs pa=s. Ifthen i
14 truo the n th" quest 6..r. of lack of AC t reat ment of the ent rain- 3. Reflood perioti phenomeru
inera of f hod tr. the low e. plenum rnw le m ot. ao fir as the lhe energy input sources during relloi=1 are generstly the
cono.s vatism of f ie law er plenum flun! ent rainment m+lel is umc as in previous perinla. As in the previous perhuis, the
conreroed- AC treatment of enelgy sources remains generally conservative

E M ' ,lm do riot attempt the es aluation of nonham egeneous during the reflini perhwl. ~lhe relative importance of the
tu o g.hau llow m.=lt le ~in which there coubl be dif ferences an sources is .somewhat dif ferent during this perkwl. however. If ,

relati,e selacity between Nuad and va;ur-nor provide for re- cladhng temperatures are relatively low, the domir. ant energy fG latlochip9 between the constituents of heterogeneous mhtures. Source is the decay heat. The influence of initial storni energy iWi%.ut d inng a numerical anais sig of Such models it is not ges- would be essentially negligible in this periivl. Ilowever, metal- psible to es aluite whether this AC omisaton is conservatise or 3gge peacg3,ms can become important during reflo'wl. since the
nonc or.s e rva t iv e. highest cladding temperatures are generally expected to occur

in specifying the criteria to apply to core therin.nl behas ior during this persinl. If temperatures exceel ainut 2000 *1', met-
during blowlow n, a =crious attempt has been nwle to require al-water reactions would become a sign 6ficant source of encr-
n.nservatis c t reat no nt of thew phenomena, in p: rticular, th" gy and would provide a pattive feedback mechanism which
Fpecificatnu g a ccludiM a return to nucleate lading throughout would be hant to control: high temperature would Armiuce the .r
the I l.mdow n p+ ri =1 alter critical heat.tlu.s Will ) las Ft occurs steam-metal reaction which would in tui s cause even higher
reprewnts a st rong con'.ervatism, temperatures. This woubt be difficult to control without aJc-

Also the spi cification that the swellmg .md rupture of cla4|im quale ref tmul rates.
ela rirg the INCA mu t n .t be underculinutol (AC. Sce. Im im- lleat transfer from the secondary steam forming loop of the
plir< *t rong conservatis m n. calculations of L.ap conductance, system to the primary reactor loop becomes a very im;mrtant ;
cla.bbrg ixi.i.itian. an.i enibrctiement, aml hv'Irogen genera- energy source of IM lts sturing reflant. I luid "ca rryover" *

tion. t he same secli.m re quires that these pa rameters shall through the core durmg act1omi passes through the steam gen-
be uitllrol 6n < stin.ati m fuel and c' vMim temperature. ac- erators where the hot tubes (from the secondary limd) dry ami
rounting for su< h elleris as nue!!ing and rupture. In perfoa m- superheat the steira. The increagol voleme of heated stesan
ing ralt ulati ins of tl.e t"mpt rature* of the botteM rml= in the priw!ucol ih the steam generators of the unbroken loops woubl
core, such reydrernents shouhl I.c strongly conwrvatis e-en- then attempt to displace the steam in the reactor core, in order '

pecially if asial neat emeluetion along the fuel rd is neglected to escape through the becak. The resistance to this steam flow
in the cakulalianal meth.vl (as it is in many codes). path providol by the fluid reflomling the core, as well as fric-

it,e unformnaic a spect ut mm.t of ti e rehods speci%l by the tional effects in the unbroken steam generator loops, results in .,i.W for t r eating cot e lhern.at la b.nior dur it g the blow 4nsn is nn increase ir pressure. This pressure increase in the sys- !that the esperimrutal data le supsurting most if the semi- tem is referrol to as ste1m binding-a process which restricts
empirical model . is weak. As a cors quence, though the crl- flow through the core, pmentially rolucirg the reflood gate,
teri- N e been diret ml toxard nchieving anurnt conseru ~ Steani binding apparently may causc harardously ISw refimwl

)'tum, the errpirical basis for demonstrating the conservatism rates, rolucing them from intendol values of 6 to 11 Wsee to
eppears to be weak.

'
rate from 1 to 2.5 ht/sec (Al:0 Coromissioners,1971, p.
1092; .he influence of such low reftmwl rates on core heat2. ReitH peral phenome ilt
t ransfer will be discusso! below.

Daring the rehll period, she domin mt source of energy in the Strtetural behavior is especially important during the refhwyd [avstem is !b it du to radioactive decay of fission prim!ucts and period. 'ihe refloo ling process has the potential for producing f
* t n.bles . !( this stage of the IMCA. It k prol Tble that the substantiTl thermal shocks to the fuel rod cladding, as quench-
poriot so.rd. energy would have lwren la rgely transferrmt away ing occurs. if metal-water oxidation has been excessise, brit- ,

from the fact and cla4 ting with the expellol system coolant, so tle failure of the r als m1y occur during quench-or when they j.
that it woubt no longer be a major etwrgy source. \tetal-water art subject to other loading rnechanisms after they have coolot {ec.wtions how ever. become an meroaatr gly important source turther. If the fuct riuls are maintainel at temperatures near
of energy as cladding temperatures increase. As a result of the AC limits of 2000 T for periods on the oixler of two minutes e
very low coolant flow rates, especially in the unbroken legs of or more, the oxidation prmfucal by the metal-water reaction h
the system, transfer of heat from the seconlary to the primary may leave the r *l" in a sufficiently emba ittin! condition so that {
side of the system will also be a relatively mmor contributom quenching and thermal shock couhl result in brittle fracture of f
to input energy during ilus periml-assuming there are no steam the rods. The 17 h crpsivalent cladding oxidattan limit (equiva-
generator tube leaks. As wa s discu 4o1 in connection with the lency hamt uimn stoichiometric estimates of oxidation using the
description of the=c ent rgy sources in Se blowdown perh=1, llaker-Just oxidation relationships) of the AC is designoi to
their AC sperification appears to t ? generally convervative. prevent oxidation hulucivi embrittlement. Ilowever, experimen-

liuring the rehll pernet. t a principal hulrod namic effects tal observationa of the influence of metal-water reaction in- {3

a re a saoclitol wl'h ichtling the lower ph num anl l'ae ef fects durol oxidation on cla4 ting strength (cf., llobson ac I Ilitten- g
of ECCS tiuhl plugging of steam llow in the unb- ' en steam gen- house, 1972) suggest that the AC limits do not assure ductile

{erator loops of s he sistem. t he critt.ria in bo:h of these in- ressunse of the cladling. The results imply that tbc oxidation
j(stances are adc<pute or st ong, considerol acceptable under the criteria may leave the cladding

'the core thermal behavior during this perimi is dominated by in a partially duct:lc condillon so that some fraction of the rods g
heat transfer to slowly moving saturated or slightly superheatul exposal to the limiting conditions m.ty suffer brittle failure du- 4,
st e.i m. The AC sivelfy the use of allowable post-critical-heat- ring quenching, at temperatures at or below 900 T (cf., l' inlay- 3

flux (Cill-) heat transfer correlatians-ah disi ussol under the son.1975, Appendit 7). 'lhus the AC limits of 2200 7 and 17% f.
blowitown perimi section. Ihme mmh is appear so be nt least equivalent stoichiomet ric onidntion of the cln4|Ing do ret pro- .];

, adequately conservative-and perhaps strongly consefvr.tive- vide assurance that the nwis will be sufficies tly ductile un fer d-
| capecially when ut61emt in l' Wit codes which do not consilcr these loads. The most that can be said with annfidence is that

loter-rod / coolant radiant heat transfer. It is also probable that if the rods reach the limiting conditions permittel under th
.

the thernul gradients evisiing within a l' Wit core would induce AC. experiments indicate some probaUlity that embrittlement ,M
convection al-!v-currents which would aid the cooling of the hot may substantially increase the probahitity of failure during the L

$p>

Ikw Mod. Phys . Wii. 4 L Suppl. No.1, Summn 1915 p. -
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qui nching an! cinddown prucesses. A substanti.tl reiluctie n in are being cabhW a lequately. This may be a serious prole-the prihabibly of brittle failure woul! be achieval by reducing
3 the limits to approumitely 121 equivalent stolehtometric oti- lem. since the current estimates give critically low retbioding

rates.
? I'

' denn of the cl.v!!ierg thickness (Finlaysor;.1975, Appendix TL ue second cub r problem with renoaltrig rate eMinutt% isthrillatory liuol nuitson la the er auf downcomer durma the ;}associatol with the potential for steam genciator tube leaks arul
relland perbal tuay contraf ute adda..onal loading problema to ] ,.

ruptu reg it han been stated that tube breaks wilh an area of; imid.etion a c.brittlot c ladehng. Fluid oscillations ruay oc cur an only n.ou3 ft.' would roluce no.=bng rates by 17% fitrockett rt
the ECC Guid atternp:s to enter the cure. Steam lorsling snay ut. 1972b At the current low fla=bng rates proheteil for i!j inhiliit coidant penetratitm of the core until a relatively large l'ults, esen a muur break of this sort n%ht ruluce the rates '( S head of st tuling wala r is achievol in the downcomer. Atsome

( lluul hemi.t in the daa ncomer, m trutacterlike fluid a=rillations ta valuen 80 low that the core would not bo ...lunutely n . lot.
'Ihug the p,ilential for Meam generator tube lesage appea rs toare espectol to occur. The poss.ibility of oscillatory loading in bu a seriom pn'bh:.n which wan precludal trom evaluation at

>
'

not e.pecibcall.s trratal in the criteria. In fact, the inchnhm of
the LTCS Imarmgs The problem wdl im dotiii b a topic for ;

I wh.it might prove to le p Hento!!y benelicial ef fects of the on- e

callatory mollon ou heat transfer is spetilicall) excluded by the
f uture review in connectiim with heensing of new r eactors,

As chacumlin rnore detall in the section nn Illwdou n l'erialcrDern, as will be discussul sulacquently. 'I bc omirssion of ;

o-cillatory lo. cling of the core nr ! fuel elements from the cri- l'henornenoldockanc 'ndacol b) swi.llen .uul ruptured n4S can he
a signt(icant contiibutor to cure flyw distributionproblems. Interni. though second-order in relath e importance, is poten- the .eDool perbl, consideration of blockage arml radial fluw ef.tially nomeonservative, since such loadings may contribute to

brittle cladding failure, (cets is only requirol by the AC when the reibnid rates are less k'th.u I in/.w e.
'I he nuest important h3dr nl narnic feature of the cinelant lie- t hen einolmg saust be evaluatol as though therei

3 w ere imly steam in the core. t hough this requirement wasI.ador durmg the renomi perh=111 of course, the reflood rate.
(learly an attempt to intr = luce conservatism into the criteria.As previously stabcatel. analysin of the 'iteam bitshng ef fect

I as cau8ol estimates of redet rates t., fall to haranlousiv low the heat transler at rolloal rates less than I lithec is so poor
i,

that such rates probably should simply have been disallowed.values, id the or,ler of 1 irt'sec. The lactors cot.tributiny to
as a rnare cimiervatise criterion. j

steam humbng are droplet " carryover'* through the core 6nn. the i

steam generators, as a result of intense reGul I. ailing in the 't he core thermal behavior in the re06n=l periol represents a
nmst critical problem arca in the therm 6 hishiry of the core.lowcr portions of the core. The droplets are ineiled to steam

awl superheatal as they pass through the hot steam generatar. Itath the l* Wit anl itWit depend upon esperirnental results of the
j
F

'Ibe stea m generators, pipts, atel pumps, as well as the re- "I't.ECitT" programs to provide an empirical base for the heal i

Go =hng Guld in the core itself, act as restrictions to flow of transfer methen nts to be usul during the rclloi=1 peri.ul. The '!
I'IECil f pnvrams were the subject of substantial controversythe expauling steam, which ps amluce the general increase in
during the IRS hearings. Space <loes not permit a thorough -

,

system pressus e assoelated with the steam binding. As pre- pretentation of the associated claims arul counter-claims. Ilow-
vlously noted, the inercasal pressure acts as a negative sy s-
tem !eolback mechanism, reducing the re0mling rate, which over, it shoulil br reongnizal that Idh I' Wit-l'Lf dl r arul

O reduces c:arr3 ever, etc. itWit-Fl.1 C110 programs had many problems and weaknesses.
6

'C require that droplet carryover ! e estimatol on the Critical tests were marrel by problems with malfunctiomng test4 th
niuipment . in b terminate awl'or poorly evaluatol data, armi in-

% sa of im it-l'I.l.Cil l' experiments (Colek s t al., 1971). These aderguacies in the analysis of results. Conset uently, instead of|

w ere extensise, but controversial, tests on reGo n'ing in full- provi<hng final resolution of the queittions associatul with re-ler4,th, eIcetrically heatol rod bundles, it is probable that the
one-dimensianal nature of the tests prixtuced an overestimate tio.nling and core spray heat trarsfer, the tests hne pr.wfuced

g

almost unerAmg coninnersy. On balance, however, in spite f4 ihe amouto of "carryoser" fluid that would be expected in the
of the controversy, the results are complete enimgh to pr evideopen lattset, core of an actual Imll. Oserprealiction of carry-

*

user is probaldy conservative in estimating rcOmul rates, as at at / cast an adevute descrsplion of the reihuwl heat transfer pro-
cesses,

shoubl result in i,verprofiction of steam generation and hence
For reflo.=1 rates greater than 1 trvsec. the AC require thatincreasol :, team bindmc and elecreasel re!!auding rates. The

of hets of oscillatary now have been excludol in evaluating car- PWlt heat transfer be basal upon the PWit-FLECllT results
(Cwick it ul .. 1971b in their opinion on the AC, the Commis-ryov e r. 'lhe effect of such neglect on conservatism is uncer- ;

t a a n, mon notal that although approving the use of PWit-FITCllT j
In esaluating Mcam bushng the AC tequire that the eHect of data m rg Blood heat transfer calculaimns, they felt respaire'l to

(
steam generators on superheating the "ca rryos er" produt ed observe that the remits obtainol with this data would represent

sleam be accountol for. Such a prescription provides adequate "more nearly" ben esumate calculaimns than Inumbr.g calcula- g
'

tions.
conai feration of the effect. Also, in esaluating the intluence of They concludn! that an allowance of "up to m" might

the ptmps as n estrictions, the AC have been prescribed conser- im nenled to houmi the data "due to experamental awl inferen- *

vat h cly. Thct require that the punips he auummt to hase looked ti:d errorC ( AEC Commissiecrs,1974, p.1121). k
impellers--unless a calculation 8 hows that a tree-running im- 'the reth ding rate has a very crincal ef fect upon heat trans-

ter. I igure 19 summarires the results of the im H-l if CH I
!~peller would imiuce higher peak claddlug temperatures. W hich-

eser male of pump operation gives the highest temperatures program in terms of the cilects of flooding rate, it can be seen

must le used in the peak cladding temperature calculation, that for Iboling rates less than 2 irt'sec, the refluling pro- g

Though this criterton is cicat ly designoi to be conservative, cens 18 dramatically less effectne than for fhohng rates great-
er than 6 in/sec.[ dat.: on pump performance under these cowlitions is weak. In f act, for llomling rates less than 1 Art sec,/

Con-
().mauently the propo o! malcis of pump impedance are currently temperature turnaround was achieved with great difficulty, if it

could be achievol at all,uncertain.

11mte are two piimary problems associatol with evaluation I or renmal rates less than 1 in/sce, the AC requires that the
heat transfer analysis be conductol on the assumption that emd-of the rcGeling rate. The first is a very fumiamental prublem.
Ing is by steam only, taking into account any now Ilockage due '

Tiic AC require that the renood rate be calculated by an "ac-
to swcMing arul ruptur e of the cladding. Although there is some .

certable'' m.*!cl. Us1 fortunately the supporting evidence for
'

inwb 1 adequary is weak. As will be discuasol in nwre detail question as to whether there is sufficient data to suiv rt an

subsequently, the couplo! system thermal-hpfraulle cules used
analysis .t the core urmler corvlitions of convection condisig by

in osaluating refleting are far from having demonstratol va- steam only, the basic approach is probably adequately conser- '

Inh ty. Consequently it is difficult to I e sure that renood rates vative as a methewl of estimating the heat transfer process. In
view of the Fl#CllT results for relhnaling rates less than 1

!
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in 'src. there in t rason la twlics o that a more acceptable crt- tical data for llWII-FI.!T!!T. but also cimfirmed the *' reason-
ten ton tmght admply base been to culude conshleration of rates able" nature of the Fi.ITIIT specified u!ues. They saH: "Ihc

|
less than I in4cc as tring aimply unacceptably low runoisling values obtainnt (FISCilt derived heat transfer coefficients! '

rates, ime always been known to hase a high statistical errort fur-
In ruimiting the roll.#=1 heat transfer. t 11011 r test results thermore the values are low and reasonable, ami there seems

have inheated that haat transfer ein Ificients increase with in- little to be gainel by renewing the controversy over the manner
'crea iru; rottaimpent preenre. t huar.h flus iN not aN promi- of rouilurling assi interpreting all IPaturPM of the $ cst. The.

nent a, e<llect m impr.n ing h at t ram.it ' iles a4 increasing high I.ut inevitahic statistical error of the corificients of the
2.the relloal raie, it in at least a beneticsal secom!-airder eticct. inner rials (1.5 e 1.0 IITlf/hr ft /F) is bothersome and leads in

'the AC require that the lowest calculabic pressure he uset for an estimated error land of as much as * 200*F in the calculated [
ostimattug heat transfer durog the refhol n rial. considering peal., temperature in some circumstances (AEC Commissioners. [i
the effects ut all installe<l pressure-robacing cystems ami pro- 197 8. p.1124. '

cranes withm the containment airucture. Such a restuirement in spite of these uncertainties, the values speef f'ol do look -
in definitely conserutne. timvmer, the precise amount of " low aimi reasonable" avul the heat transfer is about what wouhl
improvement m heat transfer with incrmning pressure is same- le expertol for nahrral convectiwi aml radiation to steam. Fur- ,

what unrcrtain a c a re.sult of a paucity of supporting data, theranore. the heat transfer cocificients specifin! nre those as- M
'As previously notel. the IL%It heat tranqfer motrid for core sociatal with cooling at atmospheric pressure, while actus!

spray and rellood are based empirically on the results of the comiltions in the reictor may be expectn! to be at somewhat
liutt-FirritT tests niuncan ami launant,1971). Essemially higher pressures, where heat transfer processes would be im-

D the same criticisms can be made of the Itutt-FIEril r pro- proved. Thus calculations based upon FLECitT results are felt
gram as urre mado for l*%It-F11CIIT. Again, however, with- to be adequate in conservatism. (
out going to estem!nl disciassions of Fl.tril r results (cf., Fin- ,

lays n. tm. App r.hs h). the program ten spite os numerou" 4. Adequacy of alialytical triethods I
problems) has providnt sufficient data to suptwrt a verdict of f"adntuacy" for the quality of core spray amt rethol heat trans- lieview of the elements of Table XXhil shows a camsiderable y ,

ter coefficients derivnt from the tests. The CommissLn. In ef fort on the part of the Commission ami AEC staff to develop '';

its opinhm em the AP. acknowtolgol problems with the statis- conservative Acceptance Criteria for the ECCS. The listed ,

b
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phen mu na dem *nstrate attempts to pr corribe the ivyht clual iheir calculati ens anel allow n! to enampulain their c.=les to at-
] *cparate ettcc!s ol the I t >CA in a conservalhe mimwr, 't he tain the lot pas.oble solutions.

* dittacult question to answer is whether the inths slually conscr- 't he second and third experiments consistol of blowdowns ol
I

vathely prescribol t -latonships for the loCA separate cifects an apparatus at the INEI,, isnown as 1 1/2 Imp f'.cmtscale. The
g can pt 14 a conservalai ' systema an.il5 sis. Al present there is Seemscale appa ratus i*s :en approtunatnl 1/:m scale representa-' i

no experinnental d..la whhi can denmust rate unniuisocally that tion of the la o r reactor, armi is essentially one dimensional. P
the integratol systems cliectis are conservatively prescribut. Whde Semiscale will ultimalely mcorporate an electrical silmu-

' even if all the irnhs elual pieces a re indepewlently conservative. lation of a s cactor core, the statulani problem tests di<1 not em-[ Therrfore any meaningful evaluation of synic mg ciftriiveness, play a he ai sourec. C..nsequentiv, at miliation of the blowdown.
'

/')\ or the conservatism of 4tr evaluation, must currently depcial the water nas at essentially umform temperature throughout the I\. upon the adupucy of th( t ystems analysis coiles, a ppa ral us. ~l bu a. Semiscale blowdowns, w hile prmriding a con- tGmsideral;le reliance is placol on computer ciales to prnhet sulerably snore rigosous test of the roles tl.an the many>le pipe ithe coure.c of p*tulaint reactor acculcuts-particularly the blowdow n. were still considerably low compin than thereh I t WA. t hese ci les hne not been verifiol by substantim com-
w hich would act ur m a reactor blowdown. ti c. one-dimension- I

'

parimon with operimental data Iwcau.se she d sta icquarol do not al. no he at . , nt du rmg 1. low 'su n. ric. :npi ni one test. tm I
p t m ist. (A nunkt of separate ef fects anal systenn tests. ICCC injectionb lyrical comparisons of the (unheatol) core in-
culmin:stang in IDl'T are currently tuulerway or plannel.) lle- let flow and av dow ncorner flow stwo of the mat important (

,

cause the co les ha r not been thoroughly scriliol, the precire
varial,lerd, a<a measurel during the eqerimerit and corngssted by t,quantitathe prehelions of accident bebas ior must be regardol several 1. cst esinnate snodels, are slem n in i egs 2n am! 21. jas imccrtain. In licensieg evaluation attempN are m ole to '! be ret: Hits a re n..I encou raging, anel t eiel to in.brate that the fcompensale for unce rta mines by Int i ~.us mg lim "conset Vative" phpical procenes .a re not m ell m.wh llut.'I

, assung.tions ot 1,e AC, w hich have bee n designol to yicht r ea- 't he lac k of ngreementh ,

la tween prehcison asal experimental
f unubic npper litml.a on the pr ehetof arrident severiiv. Much 6

results h r sy.*ms which are simple in comparnon he a large Ij of the contro,crsy in IEll salcty is dt ravet from difiering power reactor, axis considerable d eubt em the ability of the
opuuons about II.c degree of conservatism intrmlucol by the codes to profict the courw of a IOCA re.distic.dly. l'u tthe r,

, Critra n.
because the lack of agreement indicates that the important phys-j be anler to tesi the salphiy of the cmics armi ultimately to leal procewes involini are apparently unproperly molellut in

t
!%

)
in prove their r ~. iism, the AlY ks rra ently institutal a "s.in- the codes, the " conservatism" prolucol by the evaluation mmi-
dard problem" approach in which each of the reactor manu-

cls (which are identical to the best estimate models but employj tartur ns, luel suppliers, n wl Aerojet Nuclear Co. have been "conservntive" mputs) cannot be I r.sven.i asked lo , rolset the r esults of esperaments. prmr to their per- j
'
i larinance (or at least without prior 1 nowinige of the resultsb
j u.e ...ohciions made with the inca TCOs analysis codes a re Downcomer Row( then comparol in detail u nh the experimental results. *
i 4lo shale, three Fuch contparis >ns hn e been taasje. 'the iirst

>uch nperiment, whis h conusted of the rapid blowdaan of a ?, 0

bample Firaighi pape performo} b) l'dwaids anal (filrien (IMn)
: 5Wl5C All l(5I la#

r- I ngl.ud! es .eduus as simple and usulem nelmg a lest as could N O 'l -- ~ ~~ # a "Il \M ild" I"**"
'

$
t re ason.ibly be em isioned lor codes s. tendol to prohrt the com- 14 ----- t m t f.0Lt t Mc (.vwANY ,u (U --- B ABC K & ni;COX !4 pb t m ent e during A .I bellowing blowdow n of a p.mer reactor. y ,g

i t.e s esuh s of all P.i t licipa nts w ere 1 ~a sonal.lv pH=l, but by H.e .
*

9 ):) 6 :mrans perfect H;an.et. !! | t). ~lhe in...lo;u:acy of the resnlis is
,

, * * - - . *

pa rlacula rly signihcaht khen at is observol that the participant 9
,, _4

g 50 h" ~~**'' ' ~
. were ghen results of the test in advance of the performance of y3 ( ' e' N ..- ~ " _ . ' ' ~, ..

g' --.,'"e3 i %,,/Q0 .
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3r l'i(; 21 Ihm nee.mor flow.
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--- AUu t !(I f.141[M t ( f.VM,Y,

' --- - 1 M Wi il M. w.WAM
;5 )oring .hscunion with AEC personnel .m.! others, repeated }1---- ieu a c h ua

p f
[ jk

implications urt e made that the t erAor cmles were superior
to the IWI A p cm!o dmelolust for the AIT by Aerojet. The

C'
stanehrd problem com aarnons do not appear to sopturt theirh0 / X ;m

\ view, in th it iti:I Al' (Aerojet) appea rs to vield results which ',
x_ f

[h {it ( . _ . * ''
~ ..... . - are as gwl or better than those produced by pay of the other- - - - - ~ - - - -

2so i t, "- - g% ,-j~ pa rticipa nts.'N ,
*/'

4 s -

0o V'' ??
The only reason given for the lack of agreement was that, s

i.ecause of tinw .m.1 budget pressures, best efforts were not
sr t'

employnt in prernring input for the various coles Thus iti 00 05 t0 1i ?0
11% M ill( gurbiett un appears th:it the st.m lird problem approach, wMeh as essentialt

E
tit $l DUMAll COWAR45M5 STAWARD rintitM # D L41 I."' P # *O # "" *gO "E

j seriously pursunt by the industry, if this is indeed the case, ,

then the entire AEC appro1ch to the resolution of the loCA"

IclG. 2n. Core inlet flow problems nusst be re-examined..
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